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I INTRODUCITON

Molecular ions are present in a wide range of gaseous media including the

earth's atmosphere and other planetary atmospheres, interstellar space, gas

discharges, and lasers, MRD power generators, explosives and combustion,

rocket exhaust plumes, ballistic missile reactor wakes, switches, and in the

environment of proposed particle beam weapons systems. Knowledge of the

characteristics and reactions of these ions is required for developing

diagnostic methods to determine the conditions that prevail in these media and

for developing theoretical models of the media.

The objective of this research was to identify the excited states of

relevent molecular ions and study their structure and decay processes. During

this three-year program, we have developed two unique experimental approaches

that use photodissociation as a sensitive probe of molecular ion excited

states: total photodissociation cross sections measured in a drift tube mass

spectrometer and partial phot6dissociation cross sections measured in a laser-

fast-ion-beam photofragment spectrometer. Each of these approaches, summa-

rized in Section II, offe's distinct advantages to the study of molecular ion

excited states.

Using these techniques, we have investigated the excited states of

several important positive and negative ions: 02+(_a ), 0 2 +(_b 4 Zg)

O2 (f 11g) N6+(bl Z_), NO+(2 3 ), N03-, N03- H20, and C03-. These

studies have resulted in seven publications in The Journal of Chemical

Physics. The most important results of this work are summarized in

Section III. Detailed descriptions of the work are given in Appendices A

through G.



II EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The high reactivity of molecular ions and the very low densities with

which they can be produced preclude direct application of the traditional

spectroscopic techniques developed for neutral species to the study of molec-

ular ion excited states. Consequently, current information on the structure

and internal energy states of molecular ions is extremely limited. We have

found that photodissociation can be used as a particularly sensitive probe to

obtain detailed information on molecular ion energy levels. This information

is analogous to, and even surpasses, that obtained for neutral molecules using

absorption spectroscopy.

Here, a laser is used to pump the molecular ion from specific vibra-

tional, rotational, and fine structure levels in a bound electronic state to

levels in an excited state of the ion that lie in energy above its dissocia-

tion limit. If these levels are predissociated (as is generally the case),

the absorption of photons can be detected with high efficiency by either the

loss of the parent molecular ion or the appearance of the fragment ion. These

two methods of detecting the photoabsorption form the basis for the two

experimental techniques used in this research program.

A. Drift-Tube Mass Spectrometer

The drift-tube mass spectrometer is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Positive or negative ions are formed in the ion source by electron impact or

attachment in a relatively high pressure (0.05-1.0 torr) of neutral gas. The

ion swarm then drifts within a weak, homogeneous electric field at a fraction

of the ions' random, thermal velocities. The high pressure drift region is

terminated by a small exit aperture subtended by a quadrupole mass spectro-

meter. Just before arriving at the aperture, the ion swarm is intersected by

a tunable laser beam.

Absorption by an ion species into a dissociating state is detected by a

reduction in the current at the mass of that species detected by the mass

spectrometer or by the increase in the ion current at the mass of the photo-

fragments as the laser is tuned in wavelength. By adjustment of the drift

2
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distance between the ion source and the laser, the gas pressure, and the gas

composition, complex molecular ions can be produced by ion-molecule reac-

tions. In general, these ions will be formed in an unknown distribution of

internal energy states. However, by varying sthe number of thermal collisions

encountered by the ion between the time of its formation and its arrival at

the laser, we can study the photodissociation of the relaxed ion. Hence the

photoabsorption reflects the structure of the dissociating state.

This ability to produce relaxed ions is crucial for the measurement of

physically meaningful photodissociation cross sections. However, this tech-

nique sufers three limitations. First, only the relative locations of the

ground and excited states can be determined; hence only an upper limit can be

established for such an important ion property as the bond dissociation

energy. Second, transient species cannot be studied because of the large ion-

molecule reaction rates in the high pressure drift region, and third, the

photoabsorptions are Doppler-broadened by the thermal motion of the ions. The

following technique aviods these limitations.

B. Laser-Fast-Ion-Beam Photofragment Spectrometer

The laser-fast-ion-beam photofragment spectrometer is shown schematically

in Figure 2. The ions are produced in an electron impact or discharge type

ion source, extracted to form a beam, and accelerated under collision-free

conditions to several thousand electron volts of energy. The desired mass

species is selected by a magnetic sector, collimated to 2 mrad angular diyer-

gence, and bent by 90* into the photon interaction region by a two-dimensional

electrostatic quadrupole field. In this region the ions are intersected by a

laser beam directed either perpendicular to the ion beam or coaxial to it.

The fragment ions produced by photodissociation are bent out of this region by

a second quadrupole field into a hemispherical electrostatic energy analyzer

where they are detected.

There are two basic methods for observing the photodissociation pro-

cess. One is to irradiate the ion beam with a fixed laser wavelength and scan

the electrostdtic energy analyzer. The resulting kinetic energy spectrum of

the photofragment ions identifies the locations of both the absorbing and

dissociating ion states relative to the molecule's dissociation limit (rather

than only relative to each other) as well as the mass of the fragment ions.

4
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The second method is to fix the energy analyzer to observe only those photo-

fragments produced with a given energy relative to the dissociation limit and

scan the wavelength of the laser. This gives the absorption spectrum of the

ion for transitions that terminate in the selected predissociatings levels of

the upper electronic state.

As mentioned above, the laser can be directed either perpendicular to the

ion beam or coaxial with it. In the perpendicular configuration, the polar-

ization of the laser can be varied relative to the ion beam velocity vector.

Thus the angular distribution of the photofragments can be determined, which

identifies the symmetries of the molecular states involved in the optical

absorption. In the coaxial configuration, the orientation of the laser polar-

ization and the ion beam velocity are fixed. However, this arrangement allows

a much larger ion-laser interaction volume, thus improving the photofragment

sensitivity. A second, crucial advantage of the coaxial configuration is that

it allows a very narrow Doppler width for the absorption of photons.

Although the kinetic energy spread of the ions produced in the source is

large (- 1 eV) compared with that of a room temperature gas, the magnitude

of this energy spread (in the laboratory system) remains unchanged as the ion

beam is accelerated to several thousand electron volts. This results in the

well-known kinematic compression in the ion beam velocity spread and permits

Doppler widths equivalent to those of a gas at a temperature of 1 K or less

for absorptions in the coaxial laser ion beam configuration. The predissocia-

tion lifetimes of discrete vibrational, rotational, and fine-structure levels

can thus be measured directly from homogeneously broadened absorption line-

widths for transitions into the level.

6.



III SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. Photofragment Spectroscopy of 02+

The a 4 state of 02+ is metastable with respect to radiative decay to

the X 2f ground state. As such, this state plays an important role in a-g
variety of ion-molecule reactions in both naturally occurring and laboratory

processes involving the ionization of oxygen. In addition to its practical

applications, the ease with which we can form an intense 02+ ion beam contain-

ing a significant (- 30%) fraction of ions in this state has made it the

prototype system in our program for the development of high resolution tech-

niques for photofragment spectroscopy.

We have thus far observed, at readily accessible visible wavelengths,

transitions from the a 4u state into both the b 4Z and f4 1 states.
-u -g - st

These transitions result in five distinct dissociation processes: predisso-

ciation of b 4Z (v3,4,5) by spin-orbit coupling to the f 1 and to the
4+ g -g

d Ez states, direct dissociation following transitions to the repulsive

wall of the fNg state, and predissociation of quasi-bound levels of the
4 g 6 +
f 1 state by spin-orbit coupling to the 26Z +  state and by quantum-g -g
mechanical tunneling through the f state potential barrier.

These studies have resulted in an order of magnitude improvement in spec-

tral resolution over conventional absorption or emission techniques, direct

measurement of predissociation lifetimes from absorption line profiles and

development of their use in identification of predissociation mechanisms,

direct measurement of bond dissociation energies for both ionic and neutral
4 4

states, the first observation of a 1 - H7 electronic transition, the first

observation of bound levels in the f ff state, the first measurements of

anisotropy parameters for fully resolved quantum states, and the first

observation of partitioning of dissociation products among atomic fine-

structure levels.

A complete description of this research is given in Appendices A through

D. Appendix A discusses the initial identification of the predissociating

v-3,4,5 levels of the b3Z - state. The predissociation lifetime measure-- g
ments of these levels are discussed in Appendix B, together with their predis-

7



sociation mechanisms. Appendix C presents the angular distribution measure-

ments for the fully resolved levels and the precise measurement of bond disso-

ciation energies for the a 4 u and b E states of 02+ and the ground state

of 02. Appendix D reports the predissociation of two quasi-bound vibrational

levels in the f n state, analysis of the predissociation mechanisms, andg

the observation of partitioning among 00P2 ,1,0 ) fine-structure levels in the

dissociation.

B. Photofragment Spectroscopy of NO
+

The NO+ ion is the crucial constituent in the ionosphere and in N2/02

discharges and plasmas. Yet the information on the excited states of this ion

is notoriously deficient, even though ionization produces 30% to 40% of the

ion population in long-lived metastable states. We have made a preliminary

survey of NO+ photodissociation in the 6600-5650 A wavelength range and found

more than 40 NO+ absorption .ands that produce 0+ photofragments with center-

of-mass kinetic energies (W) between 0 and 900 meV and N+ photofragments with

W in the range of 0 to 600 meV. A detailed study was made of the band system

that produced 6+ fragments with W between 698 and 925 meV. This study is

discussed in Appendix E.

We found that the band system was composed of transitions from

b'3 E (v-8,9,10) to 20 predissociated levels of the previously unobserved

2 3r(v-0-19) state. The rotational population of b'3 E-(v-9) was found to

be perturbed by A I(v=3). In addition, the 2 I state was found to be

homogeneously perturbed at v > 3. High resolution spectra of the absorption

bands disclosed a predissociation lifetime of T o 1.6 ns for the lower
3

vibrational levels in the 2 3I state. The predissociation of this state is

likely caused by spin-orbit coupling to the a5 E state. Because of the

perturbations that occur in both the upper and lower states, the complex rota-

tional structure, although fully resolved, cannot yet be assigned. However,

future analysis of the numerous other predissociation band systems will likely

provide the additional information necessary for a full characterization of
3

the 2 11 state.

The present investigation will have a major impact on current knowledge

of NO+ excited states. It probes for the first time the states lying in the

region of the lowest NO+ dissociation limits. Although two extensive ab

initio calculations of the NO+ excited states have been made, neither

8



accurately describes the electronic states in this region. Yet it is

precisely this region that dominates a theoretical description of N+ + 0 or

0+ + N collisions.

C. The Peroxy Isomer of NO

A peroxy isomer of the NO3  ion (OONO) had been postulated on the basis

of reaction rate measurements. Those measurements also found that the isomer

was rapidly converted to normal (C3v symmetry) NO3- by reaction with NO. We

have observed photodissociation of the isomeric NO3- ion into 02- + NO, thus

confirming its peroxy structure. We have further found that OONO- is rapidly

hydrated and that its peroxy structure is preserved in the hydrate. Moreover,

we find that hydration of OONO- effectively stabilizes it against conversion

into N03 by reaction with NO.

These observations suggest the importance of considering the chemistry

and photochemistry of the peroxy ion and its hydrates in modeling the iono-

sphere. A detailed discussion of this research is given in Appendix F.

D. Photodissociation of CO3

Several years ago it was discovered in our laboratory that C03- photodis-

sociates into 0 + CO2 with a highly structured cross section at visible wave-

lengths. The longest wavelength at which photodissociation could be observed

implied an upper limit of 4 1.85 eV. for the bond dissociation energy of

C03 . This value, however, conflicted with the lower limit of ) 2.27 eV

established for the dissociation energy of this ion by ion-molecule reaction

studies. Consequently, we undertook an extensive series of tests to determine

whether the observed photodissociation could have arisen from a long-lived

excited state of the CO3 ion that was not collisionally quenched in the

initial drift tube studies. This work is reported in Appendix G.

In summary, we found that the absorbing state in the photodissociation

process was the ground electronic state of the ion. We also found that the

lifetime of the state populated by the absorption was approximately

0.5 As. We eliminated the possibility that collisional dissociation of this

long-lived stste, populated at energies below the thermodynamic limit, could

produce the low apparent threshold for photodissociation. None of these

findings was able to resolve the discrepancy in the CO3 bond dissociation

energy.

9
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Research. ad the National Scince Foundation under Grant zp .0440
No. CHtE 77-00425.

"IsterMstaM&A Fellow at SRI International, March and April. 2'
1977. _______________ ______

'International Follow at SRI International, 1976-77 academic as 1 2 'a 20 24 28 32
year. INTRUtuJCLEAA SRPAAION R -i

"'Permanent address: Ruhrustiveraitlit, Instit f~r Exoeri- FIG. 1. Potentiai energy curves of the quartet states of O0
naseta Phy&Ak U, Sochum. Wes Germany. relevant to the present study.
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stas ndu~ced by electron impact. and fouind Liftimns" with a resolution of 30000 (aPproximately 0. 2 A at
which Incresaed smoothly from 1.235 asec for va .0 to 5600 A). and corrected to the vacuum wavelength.
2Asec for v' -7.

The primary experimental dat were scans of the
A detailed anaylyss of the Cj first-negative system laser wavelength from 5750 to 5870 A. covering all of

was recently completed by Albrttton, Schmoltekogg. the expected (4, 4) and (5, 5) transitions while obeervin
Marrop, Zare. and Caaray. This analysis included the the phaotragnaent current for fragment tans corrn-
best expertmental data available for transttions in- aponding to total separation energies W centered at 0,
cluding vtbratIonal levels 0 through 6 of the a state and 12, 25, 50, and 100 meY. Spectra at W. 0 were also
0 through 3of the b tate. The resulting molecular obtained for the (4, 5) transition (6090to 6210 A)anid
constants can be useed, via a short extrapolation. to the for the (4,23) transition (5430 to 5550 A). Such sars
asgnment of the obeerved predissociated levels, or are designated protesociation spectra. At selected

conversely, measurements on theee levels. if of ouf- fixed wavelengths, photofragment energy spectra wore
ficient accuracy, could be used to further improve the obtained by scannin fte enerly analyzer. Finally, a
molecular constants, few spectra wore obtained using a single-mod. Laser

coaxia with the ion beam to demonstrate the very high
The work reported here Is essentially an eutenston reeolution that can be obtained using thi technique,

of that reported in Ret. 8, but was performed on a now end to obtain estimates of the lifetimes of the dissociated
apparatus ad much higher resolution and sensitivity. levels for comparison wtth the recent work' of Carting.
24 branches ot the (4, 41 vibrational bend of first-segae- to, Roers anSm
tive oystems be been resolved for the first time, and
assigned using the abovementioned molecular constants. Ill EXPERIMENTAL REULTS
Trastions of the (5, 5), (4, 5), and (4, 3) bends were
also observed, Further, a direct measurement of the A. hieiforses of th rnsaudne
dissociation energ of a mamber of the predis0515td The prdiasocation spectrum obtained for W - 0 with
Levoes Mas bae maob, and observations are made on crossed beams is shown in Fig. 2. The W - 0 spectrum
the lifetimes of these levels. obtained for coaxial beams Is essentally identical,

sinme the saguar acept a tf affaratus ts such
Wi IEXPERIMEGNTAL PROCIDURE tha thee no angular discrimination for photolrag-

The experIments were performed wsing a new laser- mosnt ions whose energy is to" than 12 moV. The reso-
ion coaxia beams spectrmeter"Is which has bea lotion od the peas in this spectrum is seen to be about
desr.ibe n detil elsewhere. The C Ios are formed 0. 2 A, and the uncertainty in the absolute wavelength
in a hollow-cathode dischiarge source, accelerated to scale to also about 0. 2 A. From the width and spacing
3 keY, mas s elected by a 45* sector magnet, coll- ot the peaks it in clear that rotational stucture is re-
mated to 2 mined And bead through 0* into the laser in- solvd.
teraction reoon using a specially designed' quadrupole The first task is to identify the optical transition i's-
deflection system. Tunabl Lasere can be made either sulting In the predissociatsd levels. Previous Works.1
coaxial or crossed with the ion beam. Following the suggests that the first-negative (4,4) transitions are
laser interaction region, photafragmeat, 0' Ions 4" responsible, but rotationally- resolved spectra have not
bent thruh 90 and directed into an energy analysis been previously obtained, and there exist at least two
system with an angular resolution of 2 mrad. Thi other types of tran sits which could result in a highly
systems, ' coniting of a decelerating len rnd hemrt- structured cross section near W -=0.
spherical energy analyzer, had a resolution ad 200
with respect to the Laboratory beam energies in the The wavelengthts for the transitions expected for the
present experiments. lows which pass through the en- first-negative (4,41) band can be calculated wsing the
ergy analyser are detected by a continous-dynode work of Albritton et at." 1Decause of its high multi-
electron multiplier and counted in a multichannel an- plicity, the structure of thi band is quite comnplex.
lyzer. Figure 3 shows schematically the expected transitions,

along with the relevant quantum numbers and their des-
Two cw jet-stream tunable dye lasers were used, one Ignations. The lower a t.l state is split by the spin-

crossed and one coaxial with the ion beam, pumped by orbit interaction into four sublevels denoted 'Ito. In the
argon and krypton Ion lasers. The polarization of the order of increasing energy, these sublevels are
laser crossed with the ion beam was always parallel to Ins,,.(z" -/2).,,(z * -~j~ 1/2), 'Z - -1, 2) and
the beam direction. Thin lasr wan arranged so that 'l,,Z - 3/2) where al - .1 + E , and A and Z are
the Ion beam passed through the laser cavity, in order the projections ad the orbital and spin angular momenta.
to enthancie the photofragment current. The polarization respectively, on the Interauclear axis. The total angular
ad the laser coaxial with the ion beams was necessarily momentum quantum number In this Hund's case (a)
always perpendicular to the beam direction. Proper limit In J'. Although each J* level to % doubled. only
account was taken of the approximately 2. 6 A Doppler negative parity levels are present, since "%~ is a bomo-
shift with coaxial beams, and In order to have only one nuclear molecule whose nuclei have veto nuclear spin.
Doppler component, the extracavity laser beami was In the upper b t;, state each .Y' rotatinual level consists
used. tach Laern had a Line width of shout 0. 2 A. The of four closely-osaed spin components F,(J '- 3/2)
wavelength was measured In air using a monochromator Fg(J' . N'. 1/2), Fgj'. N - 1/2), and F X- Y - 3/2),

I5 Chos". Phays., Val. as. No. 2. 15 Miuy 1973
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FIG. 2. Prediaciation photafragmem spmuum for 0; obtained for seperatkon enrgy W =0 from 5770 to 5860 A. The noted
tranisition wavelength@ are for the 0;(b, v1 =4-a. v" 411 had, calculated as discussed in the taoi.

where X is the total angular momentum quantum num- AJ- 0, a 1, and terminate in a given N' level of the b
her and NW is the nuclear rotation quantum number. state. However, with the priesent resolution of 0. 2 A,
De to the nuclear spin statistics, only odd-valued N' only 24 branches can be resolved, 16 of theue consisting
levels, which have positive parity, are present. For of blends of two or three of the transitions; of Fig. 3.
this 4Z; state, treated as Ruud's came (b), Q is not a Even in the highest- resolution optical spectroscopy only
good quantum number. For simplicity in designating 40 branches can be resolved. Table I shows the pure
transitions between these two states, a quantum num- branches and the branches that can be resolved in the
ber Fl may be associated's with thet '01,5 designation present work, as well as the branches that have been
of the a state, F; With 4132 F; with Ina, andF4 resolved by high-resolution optical spectroscopy for
with 'T.,.This, of course, would be the Hund's calse the Lower vibrational levels of the b state.
(a) designation for this state. Transitions between th In order to calculate the expected transition wave-
b and a states can then be uniquely designated by P, Q, lengths for comperison with the data of Fig. 2, the
or R, dependng onwhether AJ s- 1, 0, or +l sub- G(v, J)energies of the a and b states must be deter-
scripted by F'F'. For example, the transition to the mined. The molecular constants of the v'-4 and 5
far left of Fig. 3, Pas, corresponds to AJ -l , F levels of the a state are well known (see Table VIM in
and F'-4. Ref. 15); the constants for the v'- 4 and 5 levels of the

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that in principle 48ansi b state were determined using the Dunham coefficients
tiona can be observed which obey the selection rule from Table IX of Ref. 15. The G(v, J) energies were

then computed by diagonadization of the Hamiltonian
P 0 Rwhose matrix elements are definted in Tables U and MI

02 ,b').,v -eN' , of Ref. 15. All molecular constants used for the inter-
F'2\ I / .5

F-3 M 85 pretation of the (4, 4) and (5, 5) bandsl are given in Table t
FI. 10.6

F4U1MIM 5 TABLE 1. The unblanded branches, blended I I branches ob-
11,1 14Served in this workt, and the blgh-reeolution blended I branch-

ea (Ref. 15) of the 0(b It; - afn.) band system.

10..

11-12 I,2 l'111 - ns IRu Qawl Min QU)PI (R33 QwI M1 3 Q,J1

IFtG. 3. Transitions which can occur to the (b'4Z;. I'-4,N19,p4 RU noM4
levels of 0; from (In.. v'4) levels.

J. Chem. P9hyg, Vol.U0, No. 2. 16 $July 1979
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Tadjeddins, Abousf, Cosby, Huber, and Moseley: Photofragi1ent spectromcopy of 0; 713

TABLE U. Molecular constants used for the interpretatie of the spectra. AU units are cm-'.

b 4T-&~ V TC 8, DI(10
"4) y'(0 "4)  V'

5 .12138.4 1.•163443 6. 8887 - 10.84 0.1450
4 21112.40 1.186547 6.5583 -9.6 0.1450

a 4V~ 11 T11- A" B'" D"(10"
)  

" q"l10,4) p"(10 )

5 4866.798 - 47.835 1.01930 5. 25 0. 40 -1 3.1! 0. 189

4 3935.283 -47.777 1.03491 5.39 0.633 ' 2 6.0 0.188

"The molecular constants of the b 4; state have been deduced from the Dunham coefficients

(Table IX in Ref. 15T.
"From Table VIII In Ret. 15.
'The origin Is the mnarV of the v" = 0 vibrational level of the a 

4
tt, state.

I. The energies here are referenced to the v 0 level W,(9, 'Pa) = 1. 41:, meV, where the lower limit of zero
of the a 4n. state, as defined by Albritton et al.'

0 
Deter- is set by the fact that photofragmens that arise from

minaUon of these energies relative to the O(3P&) - 0"(4S) the N' = 9 level are observed.
dissociation limit (and hence to the ground state of 02) It is possible to obtain a better value for W=(9, 'P,)
will be discussed later, directly by measurement of the photofragment kinetic

The results of these calculations for the (4, 4) band, energy. Figure 4(a) shown such an energy spectrum
rotational levels N' - 9, 11, 13, and 15, are shown in obtained for the (P34 , Qs 4, R14 ) transition at 5848 A. The
the upper part of Fig. 2. Comparison with Table I half-width at half-maximum of this peak corresponds to
shows that the branches expected to be resolved are in- 2.2 meV separation energy, indicating that W,(9, 

3
Px)

deed resolved. Clear evidence Is seen in Fig. 2 for s 2.2 meV. Thirteen separate measurements were
22 of the possible 24 branches; there is some indication made on various peaks corresponding to N'= 9, estab-
of the R41, but no indication Of the P14 , which Is at about lishing 2.2 meW as a firm upper limit on W,(9, P1 ).
5865 A, is shown there. Both of these transitions, how- Thus the value 1.It1.1 meVis adopted for W,(9, p).
ever, have been clearly observed using longer counting This allows calculation of the W. values for the other
times. AU of the observed structure can be explained N' levels, and upper limits for these W, values can also
by the indicated tUasioans.

Characteristically, the peak corresponding to N' 9
is the most intense for each branch. This is not due FFF
primarily to population differences or vibrational line
strengths but to the energy resolution function of the 10 N 13

apparatus. With the energy resolution set nominally

at W = 0, the analyzer will discriminate more and more 9
strongly against the higher rotational levels. We shall
discuss this point in more detail In a following section. 8

B. Dissociation enrgies of he N levels 7

Before attempting to understand in detail the depen-
dence of the predissocation spectra on photofragment 6
kinetic energy, It is Important to establish the dissocia-

0
tion energies WJN', P) of the various N' levels with - s
respect to the )('p,) + O('S dissociation limit. These t

dissociation energies can be calculated from the cycle' _

W(.', 'Ps) +IP(O'P) +D(OX) 3

- (Oib) + E(C b, v' - 4, N'),()

where E(0 b,v'.4,N') is the energy of the designated 2

level above the r' = 0, N' -0 level of the b state. For
N' - 9, this energy has been calculated to be 4552. 1 -

*0. 5 cm " 
using the mo. "cular constants of Table I.

The other quantities in Eq. (1) have well-established 0 0

values and uncertainties: the first ionization potential 5o 0 10 o0 ' 0 1 1 10 W0
f 2(CP), .t(O 3p), IS t 100837.02 *0. 06 cm ', D00(X) SEPARATION ENEROY W "V

isn ° 41260 15 cm", and the energy of the v 0, N 0 FIG. 4. Photofrmet kineuc energy spectra for the tP, Q,
level of the b state above the v * 0, S * 0 level of R,1) transitions teroUnattIn in the N' - 9 level of the b state
OJ(X 'Z;), E(O b), is" 146 556 2 cm ". This yields (a), and In the N'- 13 level (b).

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. a, No. 2. 16 July 1976
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714 Tadieddine, Abousf, CosbV, Huber, and Mosley: Phaoofraslent spectroscopy Of 01

TABLZ LU. ftosticaal , levels of the (b Z;,v' -4) with The effect of the energy resolution window can.also
their kinetic energies of separation W calculated with respect be seen in Fig. 5. With an analyzer resolution width
to the O4PPlP,1 ) dlssociaion limits, sad the ea=erimewtaly in the center-of-mass, AWo, photofragments of energy
determined upper limits with respect to the (4 Pz) limit. W, will be detected if the ions are ejected into the por-

tion of the sphere indicated by the solidarcAlBI; photo-
fragmente of energy W a will be detected only if they are

Calc,,,aeo wg(9, 1PI) a 1. 1 meVl Measured ejected into that portion indicated by A 2A2 and Bt a.

Upper Limits
N' OP,) O(

3
Pt) 0 0P) (meV) With the analyzer centered at W = 0 (in this homo-

9 1.la 2.2 nuclear diatomic case, to pass ions of energy JT0), the

11 7.2
a  8.7 maximum energy photofragment which can be detected

13 14.6' 16.1 corresponds to T'= (T,+ AT), where AT is the energy
is 23 . b- 3.11 24.5 resolution, assumed here for simplicity to be a step
17 32.84 12.8 4.8&

e  35.7 function. Although the energy analyzer resolution is
19 43. 6'

d  23.6 15.6 "  
48.3 about I eV, the ion beam has an energy width of about

21 5. ? 35.7' 27.6' 58.2 2. 5 eV for the discharge source used here, thus the
23 68.1' 48.1' 40.8"' 73.4 overall energy resolution will he limited to 2.5 eV.
25 83.1 83.1" 55.1"'

From the expressionn relating the observed laboratory
photofragment energy T to the separation energy W,

'Obsorveod In the W -Q spectrum.
b0beerved In the W. 2 meV spectrum. T = (T0+ W)+ Mr., (3)
00taerved In the W - 25 meV spectrum.'4Observed in the W -50 meV spectrum. it can be shown that the energy resolution AW for center-

Observatioa not firmly estsblished. of-mass energies i

AW = AT'/4To (W 5-AT
5
/4T 0 );

be measured experimentally. Table M gives r-mas-red AW= 2AT(W/To)I/
" 
(W> AT/4T,). (4)

limits and calculated values for the N' levels 9 Wh otgh Although the centr-of-mass energy resolution at25, with respect to the possible 'P3 .. diseociat lhug h en-f.aseegyrsluina
lmits. W = 0 implied by these equations is 0.5 meV for AT

ltmhs. b p d= 2. 5 eV, photofragmente ejected at higher energy but
ft has been poir ted outt that thi direct measurement perpendicular to the beam direction can be detected un-

Of W,(9, 'P,) allows a better determination of thv die- til they are cut off by the angular collimation at 12 meV.

sociation energies for the O&( 'Z;), Ojo 'f11.) I*VI2 Figure 6 shows a calculated collection factor function,
O(b 'E;) states. The determination of use dissociation for a = 2 mrad, W = 0, and AT = 2.5 eV, taking into ac-
energy D(0,X 31;) has been discussed in detail," and count as well the .fact that the angular distributions of
the value shown to be 41262 * 10 cm

" . In an analogous the photofragments will be different" when the laser is

way, the dissociation energy for the lowest existing polarized parallel (crossed beams) or perpendicular
level of the a state can be shown to be D(O(a 'l, v - 0, J (coaxial beams) to the ion flight direction. This coUec-
* 2J, n - 1) a 21276 a 10 cm*', and of the b state to be tion efficiency is certainly not precisely correct, par-

D(Ob ';, v = 0, N - 0) = 20411 * 10 cm'. ticularly in that the sharp cut-off at 12 meV would be

smoothed out and extended to higher energy if a more

. Degleduu of the p on phatofragmet eniery realistic energy resolution function such as a Gaussian
were used. However, it does show quite well the ob-

In order to understand the dependence of the predis- served behavior, as can be seen from the experimental
sociation spectra on photofragment energy, it is neces- points taken from the heights of the peaks in the spec-
sary to discuss the collection efficiency of the apparatus
as a function of energy and angular distributions. Fig-
ure 5 shows a velocity diagram of dissociating ions for
two values W, and Ws of the separation energy, The

apparafts acceptance angle a for photofragment ions is t
2 mrad, te parent ion beam energy is typicalty 3000 A /
eV, and W, for the work reported here, is on the range

0-100 meV. Thus the maximum angle in the center-of-
mas frame which is subtended by the detection system
is given to an excellent approximation by

o, sn-'(&vT 7 W). (2)
As has already been mentioned, there is no angular
discrimination for photolfragent ions whose separation

energy W is less than 12 meV. Ions of higher energy
will be recorded if they are ejected into a cone whose 53

ap % haLf-angle decresses with energy. For tons of
100 meV, this angle is 20. 3 in the center-of-mass FIG. s. Velocity diagram of dissociating ions for two values
frame. W, ad W, of the sepeartlon energy.

J. Chen. Phlvi.. Vol. 6, No. 2. 1S July 1978
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: 0 spectrum the N'- 15 peak should probably be more
w.0 intense than the .V'- 13 peak, which can dissociate only

to the 
3
P& limit. Future work will be directed toward

the determination of a more precise collection efficiency
function, as well as to the determination of the branch-
ing ratio@ to the three dissociation limits.3 0.$

As the energy analyzer is adjusted to higher energy,
W - 12 meV the width of the collection efficiency function will in-

U
3

,)13 crease [see Eq. (4)1, and the total collection efficiency
__.-- I will decrease due to the decreasing angular collection

.1 0.3 1 3 tQ 3o efficiency [see Eq. (2)1. The collection efficiency func-
SEPARATION ENERGY W(nwV) tion calculated for WA= 12 meV is also shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. Calculated collection efficiency functions for separa- This calculation shows that we should see photofrag-
tion energies W=O and W= 12 meV. The dashed curve was menta with kinetic energies between 9 and 27 meV. In
calculated for parallel laser polarization; the solid curve for fact, the real range may be slightly broader. We thus
perpendicular poarizalton. The separation energies for the expect that in a spectrum obtained at 12 meV the major
N' = 9-15 levels are all with respect to the 3

P2 dissociation peaks will correspond to dissociation of the N'= 13 and
limit, except for the N' = 15 level indicated 

3
P1. The data points 1 l

x) show the observed relative peak heights in the W -0 spec- 15 levels (see Table IM, with the further possibility of
trum, normalized for the N' = 9 peak to the solid curve, observing N' - 17 levels dissociating to the 'P, limit and

N'- 19 levels to the 3Pa. Figure 7 shows a portion of
the W = 12 spectrum for the (4, 4) band, with calculated

trum corresponding to N'=9, 11, 13, and 15. The N' transitions indicated at the top of the figure. Clearly,
=9 peaks were normalized to the solid curve, then the observpd spectrum is well explained by dissocia-
the other peak heights were multiplied by the same tions from N' = 13, 15, and 17 levels. Three very small
normalization factor. The peak heights were not cor- peaks, labeled a, d andf, do not correspond to any
rected to account for different rotational line strengths transition terminating in N' = 13, 15, 17, or 19.
nor for the (unknown) population distribution in the In a similar maner, a spectrum obtained for a nom-
atI1. state. inal W = 25 meV should yield photofragments between

The placement of the N'= 15 data point in Fig. 8 at 21 and 41 meV, yielding possible N' levels 15, 17, and
23. 1 mneV, corresponding to dissociation to the O( 3Pa) probably 19 to 'P,, 19 and 21 to 'P,, and 21 to 'P.. In
limit, is not necessarily correct, since ions from this fact, peaks are observed corresponding to all of these
rotational level can also dissocfate to the 3

P, limit with N' levels, as is shown in Fig. S. Again, small peaks
W = 3. 1 meV. Recall that Table M shows the rotational are observed which do not correlate with any of the pre-
energy levels N' = 9 through 21 compared to the three dicted transitions. They are labeled a-e in the figure.
O

3
Pa, 0 o) dissociation limits. We might expect a simply The peaks a and d are in the same locations as the

statistical branching ratio, which for N'= 15 would im- peaks so labeled in the W = 12 meV spectrum. The peak
ply that 3/8 of the intensity would appear in the 3

P, labeledf in that spectrum also appears here, but may
channel, 5/8 in "P. if this were true, then in the W be accounted for by a Pal, Q~l (N' = 21, 3p,) transition.

iI
5I

N' - 13 15 17 12 meV
P42, 032, R221

Z G 4 3 .R 33

P32, 022, R12  P21, Ott -0 "--1 P31, Q21, R 1  -

z R43

cc FIG 7. A portion of the0
(b,v = 4- a,v"s-4) band ob-

2 -- taned with the energy analyzer
set for W 12 meV.

500 5805 5800 5795 5790 5788
ABSORPTION WAVELENGTH (A)
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25 meV N' - 15 17 19 21 (
3

p 1

P21. Q

2.0 RQ,3
S32. 022. R2n

1.5-

4FIG. S. A portion of theO(
(b.v'=4-a.v" =4) band oh-

0 01.0 tained for w= 25 ,neV.

i Ia.
wf

A-I 015

bA d

cc Is d

5610 5806 5800 5795 5790 5785

ABSORPTION WAVELENGTH (A)

Figure 9 shows a W =50 meV spectrum, which should 0. Lifetimin of the prodim ciadlvels
yield photofragments between 45 and 67 meV. This
would allow N' levels 19, 21, and probably 23 to 'p,, We have previously demonstrated" the capabtlity of
23 and 25 to 

3
P,, and 25 to 

3
P,. Again, peaks are ob- our apparatus to obtain much higher resolution than

served corresponding to all of these N' levels, with the that of the spectra in Figs. 2 and 7-9, using a single-

possible exception of N' = 25, which is inconclusive, mode laser coaxial with the ion beam. Rather than fine
ALI of the peaks labeled a-f in the previous spectra are tuning the laser by conventional techniques, the absorp-
seen to correspond reasonably well with transitions tion wavelength is tuned by varying the ion beam veloc-
indicated here, with the exceptidn of peak e. Apparently ity. 0-,1 A spectrum obtained in this way is shown in
the apparatus can detect a small fraction of the photo- Fig. 10, where the three components of the peak labeled
fragments with separation energies as large as 55 meV P44, Q34, R, 4 (N' =9) of Fig. 2 are resolved. Thus the
when adjusted for a nominal W of 12 meV. Obviously, lines normally blended's in even high-resolution optical
the efficiency for transmission of these higher eerpy spectroscopy (see Table I) are easily resolved. Mea-
photofragments is much lower then for photofragmenta surement of the absolute transition energies to a higher
in the expected 9-27 meV range. accuracy than the optical data (0.03 cm") is difficult,

0IQ44, R34 50 meV
N - 19 21 23 25( 3P1 01)

z
" | Pi Q 4.3, R331

0.4 P22, Q12 P32, Q22, R121z
4

II

f (b~v'- -av" -4) band ob-

tained for W- 50 meV.
a. 0.2

-h0.1_

5810 5805 5800 5796 5790 5785

ABSORPTION WAVELENGTH (A)
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, Othe instrumental width. Measurements on a number of
9transitions corresponding to N' = 9, 11, 13, and 15 yield

O; (b-a. N' 9) lnewidths between 450 and 480 MHz for the dissociation
8 of Fz and F3 levels, and between 250 and 350 MHz for

27 F, and F levels. No strong dependence on N' is ob-
served. After an approximate correction for the in-

5 __ strumental width, we obtain lifetimes of (70± 15)

4 R24  x 10-" sec for the F, and F4 levels, and (42 * 8) x 10"" sec
3 for the Fz and F3 levels. The ratio of these lifetimes
2 Q34 P was consistently 1. 5 or greater. These lifetimes are

0342 in excellent agreement with those obtained by Carring-
K ton, Roberts, and Sarre" '

b for the same dissociating

levels by observing the (4, 1) band in an experiment
T .ANSITIO 0NE.G 6 (c 0 .4very similar to the one reported here. They are alsoT R A N S IT IO N E N E R G Y (c m - 1 ) 1 7 1 2 0 c m -c o s s e t w t t h u p r l i t o f 5 e b G y n

FIG. 10. Velocity-tuned spectrum obtained with a single mode consistent with the upper limit of 50 nsec by Guyon
laser coaxial with the ion beam. The three components of the et al. 13 The much longer lifetimes (1.35 to 2 Asec) ob-

peaic labeled P", QU, R24 (1' = 9) of Fig. 2 are resolved. tained by Erman and Larsson" do not seem to apply to
these predissociated levels, although such a lifetime
would be very reasonable for the nonpredissociated

but in principle possible. The locations of the transitions levels (N'< 9). Predissociation lifetime measurements
relative to each other can be measured to about 0. 003 are needed on the v'= 5, 6, and 7 levels for further
cm"'. The relative intensities of the lines can also be comparison with Ermann and Larsson's measurements.
measured and compared with calculations.2 4 It is thus
possible to do a very high resolution study of the pre-
dissociated levels of Oj(b Z;) and better determine the E. The (5.5) band
molecular constants for this state as well as learn more Figure 11 shows a part of the spectrum obtained for
about the predissociatlon process. Such a detailed W= 100 meV. From the model of the apparatus coliec- *
study t currently underway. tion efficiency, photofragments with energies between

line feature of these high-resolution results is rela- 92 and 120 meV should be observable in this spectrum.
tively easy to interpret. The widths of the peaks in In this energy range, photofragments can be produced
spectra such as Fig. 10 yield information on the life- from two bands:
times of the predissociated levels, assuming the line- O (a,v"=4)-O (b,v'=4,.V') 27-.V'-31

width is not dominated by the Doppler width of the ions ' '

in the beam or by the effects of angular divergence of or
the beam. For an ion beam energy spread of 2. 5 eV, 3-<.'-13.
the Doppler width is 120 MHz and for our apparatus the
angular divergence adds about 20 MHz to the width. In Two arguments favor the (5, 5) band. First, a reason-
the spectrum, the R14 and Q 4 peaks are about 460 MHz able rotational temperature would not result in signifi-
wide, while the P4 peak is about 300 MHz wide, clearly cant population of the J" levels which can undergo tran-

demonstrating that the linewdths are not dominated by sitions to the N'= 27 to 31 levels. At 300* the most

0.6
100 meV

z OLs - P43, 033 R231 ' '
U 013,. P23

cc If p, 2 rr 1  43. R33 1
N' - 7 9 11 13 15S04 0o44. R311 P~z O R 3  ' .0 2 -

P44 0;1' R24

cc 0.3 FIG. i.. A portion of the O
O (b. v'= 5- a,v'" =5) band ob-
0 taned for W =I00 meV.
0- 0"2i

0
5810 5805 5800 5795 5790 5785

ABSORPTION WAVELENGTH (A)
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vibrational levels of the b '!:; state with respect to the

0. O(
3
P)+ O('(SO) dissociation limit to higher accuracy

9* than previous optical spectroscopy results, leading to
- .. " improved dissociation energies for this state, the a flu,
Z 7 and, as previously reported," Oz((X ;).

6 ' '.',A single mode laser and velocity tuning were used to
5 ','.| resolve the fine structure components of some of the

I observed transitions in the (4, 4) band. From the widths
3 of these peaks, lifetimes of (70r 15) ' 10"'sec were de-

' 2 termined for the F, and F, components, and of (42 ± 8)

x 10"1 sec for the Fj and F3, with the lifetimes of the

0Fl and F, components at least 1. 5 times greater than
s180 6160 6140 6120 6100 the lifetimes of the Fj and F; components.

ABSORPTION WAVELENGTH (Al

FIG. 12. Prediseoclation photofraIment spectrum for M ob-
taitted for W = 0 from 6195 to 6095 . The noted transitions are ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
for O4b,W= 4 -a, v"-5.N= 9), calculated as discussed in the The authors gratefully acknowledge valuable discus-
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APPENDIX B

Predissociation lifetimes of the rotational and fine
structure levels of 02+ (b 4y 9, v = 3,4,5)

J. T. Moseley and P. C. Cosby

Molecular Physics Laboratory. SRI IntematonaL Menlo Park. Califorma 94025

J.-B. Ozennee) and J. Dump

Laboratoire des Collisions Abomques et Molecsilalres. bJ
Unwuer"eI de Paru-Sud. 91405 O.iay. France
(Received 30 August 1978)

A fast ion beam cosu with a single mode laser has been used to measure the absorption linewtdths of
predisscuated levels of 01(b ',-. v = 3,4,5) by detection of the 0 photofragments. Tuning of the
absorption wavelength was accomplished by a combination of intracavity etalons and variation of the ton
beam velocity (Doppler tuning). Lifetimes were determined for the b state fine structure levels of
rotational levels N = 31 and 33 of 'O'(v= 3), N = 9-25 of 02'(v = 4), N = 14-27 of

0* (v = 4). and N = 5-7 of 02'(v = 5). The lifetimes vary from 0.06 to 4 nsec. Variation with all
relevant quantum numbers and with isotopic composition is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION lifetimes which increased smoothly from 1.35 gsec

Photodissociations in the lowest-lying quartet system for v =0 to 2 Asec for v' = 7. However, a recent re-

of 0o2 have been the subject of substantial recent study evaluation of the data (private communication) showed

since the demonstration that the metastable a 411. state that all observed emissions corresponded to vibrational

could be photodissociated by transitions to the repulsive levels v =0-3.

part of the f'H, state, 1 and that a highly structured pre- In a recent work, 9 Carrington, Roberts, and Sarre
dissociation could also be observed. 2 The four potential were able to measure the linewidths for 13 levels of
curves relevant to these photodissociations are shown v' = 4, using a technique similar to that to be described
in Fig. 1. The direct dissociation to the f4In, state is in detail here. They obtained lifetimes of the F,' and
indicated by transition I in this figure. Carrington, F, levels of about 0.6 nsec, and of the F3' levels of about
Roberts, and Sarre

3 
identified the predissociation as 0.4 nsec, and suggested that the major contribution to

due to transitions from the a 41. state to the v = 4 level the predissociation was made by the 4Z; state. Tadjed-
of b ';, where rotational levels N' = 9 or greater are dine et al., 5 in work preliminary to that reported here,
predissociated. These transitions are indicated by II obtained lifetimes of (0.70 ±0.15) nsec for F,' and F,'
in Fig. 1. The first observation that o could be photo- levels, and of (0.42 ±0.08) nsec for F? and F3 levels.
dissociated at visible wavelengths was made by Vestal, However, in neither of these works were a sufficient
Mauclaire, and Futrel, ' although this work did not number of transitions studied to allow a more detailed
include an identification of the states involved, investigation of the variation of the lifetimes with the

Tadjeddine, Abouaf, Cosby, Huber, and Moseley
5  

various quantum numbers involved, nor were the life-

made a detailed investigation of the (4, 4) band of transi- times of the v = 5 levels or of isotopic 0' studied.

tion II, and a less detailed study of the (5, 5), (4, 5) and The purpose of the work reported here is to provide
(4, 3) bands, all at 0.2 k resolution. This resolution a much more extensive data set upon which a detailed
was sufficient to resolve 24 of the possible 48 branches study of this predissociation can be based. To this end,
in each of these bands, and to confirm the identifica- over 1000 transitions have been studied, involving vibra-
tions'

8 
of the predissociated levels. Direct measure- tional levels 3, 4, and 5, rotational levels between 5

ment of the photofragment kinetic energies also allowed and 33, and both normal and isotopic O;. A first attempt
improved determination of the 02(a 'n.), O;(b 4E;), and at interpretation of the results is also made, which is

O,(X3z;)' bond energies, in some cases definitive while in others only qualitative

Investigations into the lifetimes of the predissociated or suggestive.

levels quickly followed. Guyon et al., 9 using a synchro-
tron radiation photon source to photoionize O, observed II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
the predissociation of both the b; and the higher-lying The apparatus used to obtain the data reported here
c'z; state, and set an upper limit on the lifetimes of has been described in detail elsewhere, to as has its

the predissoclated levels of 50 nsec. On the other hand, application to the normal photofragment spectroscopy
Erman and Larson observed the first negative emission of Ar i and Kr;, and to the predissociaton photof rag-

O;(a- b) in. !ed by electron impact on O, and found ment spectroscopy of O;. 5 The specific type of experi -

ment reported here is discussed in Ref. 10, Sec. M. A,
"'International Fellow at SRI International, 1977-78 academic and In Ref. 5, Sec. 111. D.

year.
5

Associated with the Centre National de la Recherche Scien- Briefly, a single-mode tunable dye laser, pumped by
tlflque, an Ar or Kr ion laser, is made coaxial with a fast beam
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22 spread has at 3 key laboratory energy a velocity spread
2corresponding to less thn 1K.

01, 1o 0 0 °('s°) The experimental data are obtained in the following
c T way: A beam of 0; ions is established at an energy of

19 W 3600 eV. The single-mode laser is tuned by bilting its

I a bO 2) .O,4
s0) etalos until its Doppler-shifted frequency is in the

vicinity of one of the absorptions already studied in do-
Z-" 171 tall' at lower resolution (0. 2 A). The velocity of the

en, beam is then scanned by varying the potential on the
electrostatic cage. As the absorption wavelength is

0 2 8 2S0 24 2 32 Doppler tumed into resonance with a transition, photo-
0 NT 20 24.ATIO 28 32 fragment ions appear at the energy analyzer. If theINTERMJICLEAR SEPARATION R A) energy analyzer is set to pass ions of the energy of these

FIG. 1. The Iowest-Iing quartet potential curves of O;. photafragments. counts are observed at the detector.

of 0; over an interaction length of about 30 cm. The 0* A typical scan is shown in Fig. 2. Such a scan, which

is formed in a hollow cathode discharge source, accel- covers about 0.5 cmr", required a variation in the ion

erated to 3600 eV, and collimated to 2 mrad before beam energy of approximately 500 eV. The kinetic

being bent into the Interaction region. In this region, energy (and hence absorption wavelength) scan is con-

the beams are surrounded by an electrostatic cage which trolled by a multichannel scaler, and thus each channel

can accelerate or decelerate the ion beam, thus using of the scaler corresponds to a specific absorption wave-

the Doppler st2ft to tune the absorption wavelength i length. The wave number listed at the center of Fig. 2

the ion center-of-mass frame. If an absorption occurs is that of the single-mode laser beam. The abscissa of

which results in a photodissoctaUon, the O" photofrag- Fig. 2 gives the Doppler shift from that value due to
ment can be detected after passing through an energy the ion velocity. The absolute value of the wavelength
analyzer. was determined" using a digital wavemeter interier-

ometer" to an accuracy of 0. 003 cm'
"

.

The ability to obtain linewtdths that are substantially
more narrow than a Doppler-broadened line at room The designations of the peaks give the values of the
temperature arises from the narrowing of the velocity relevant quantum numbers, except for vibrational level.
distribution in an ion beam when it is accelerated. This which was v' '4 here. These quantum numbers will be
effect has been discussed" and exploitedl-"'1 -1. by a defined in the following section. The identificationof
number of researchers in the past three years. The the peaks was made using calculations based on the O;
velocity narrowing arises very simply from the fact molecular constants of Albritton, Schmeltekopf. Harrop,
that a population of ions with an energy spread AE which Zara, and Czarny. " as previously described. A de-
is extracted from an ion source and accelerated to an tailed description of this identification, the determination
energy E maintains this enerev soread AE; however, of precise transition energies (to. 003 cm') for the
since E= j mv, the velocity spread at an energy E (4, 4). (4, 5), and (5, 5) bands of 0;, and the improvement
->AE is substantially reduced from its value before in the Hamiltoniar "scrption of the atI1. and b'7;
acceleration. In fact, an ion beam with a 1 eV energy states have been st.n.Yiitted for publication.

1
7

II I I

17252.797 ± 0.003 cr-

z (91 021

I-

(91 R1! FIG. 2. Typical wavelength
(velocity) scan for the band0;(@ 'Tl, u" - 4) -O;(b v' '

91 = 4)--O'-O-0.

0
:19 (gl433

I I

8.7 8.6 8.5 8.4 8.3 8.2 8.1
DOPPLER SHIFT (cm

"1
1
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400 I I rthe N'= 14 level is 223 MHz, while the least-squares
fit extrapolates to 213 MHz at zero line strength. Simi-

X larly, the average for the N'=9 level is 297 MHz, while
'1300 - - the extrapolated value is 287 MHz. This effect was
Z e : - noted for other levels where sufficient data were taken

s200 - to justify such an analysis, and the extrapolated values
z were (4*2)% lower than the simple averages. Thus, for

-other levels where sufficient data did not exist to make
l00 - a least squares fit, the average values were simply re-

duced by 4%.

0 1 1 0 1 The contribution due to the velocity spread in the
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 beam can be written

LASER POWER ImW)

FIG. 3. Dependence on laser power of the observed linewidth av =24v =2.317xI0 ()
for the [131P"' transition. V c 7.N_

where Av is the Doppler linewidth for a line at frequency
The fact that the peaks in Fig. 2 have different widths P due to a velocity spread av caused by an energy spread

indicates that the linewidths are not dominated by the AE. The ion beam energy spread can be determined by
apparatus-induced Doppler width, but contain informa- direct measurement with the energy analyzer. Since
tion about the natural lifetime of the levels. The Dopp- the analyzer has a resolution of 0. 3%1 of the trans-
ler contribution to the linewidths arises from three mitted ion energy, a most accurate value will be ob-
sources; the velocity spread in the ion beam, the angular tained by measuring the energy distribution of the ions
divergence between the ion beam and laser in the inter- over a range of energies, and extrapolating the full
action region, and the jitter of the single-mode laser, widths at half -maximum to zero transmission energy.
These contributions can be calculated from measured Such a procedure, for the ion beam transmission energy
experimental parameters. varied from 83 to 883 eV, yields (1.55 *0.20) eV for the

Another factor which can lead to broadening of the ion beam energy spread. Thus, Av for a 3600 eV beam

peaks, but is neither Doppler nor Lorentzian in char- and v= 17200 cm-1 has the value 0. 0018 cm "', or 54

acter, Is saturation of a transition, and power broadening. MHz.

Carrington, Roberts, and Sarre observeds broadening The effect of the angular divergence, equivalent to
at laser powers around 1 W, and obtained the lines used the fact that the ion and laser beams are not necessarily
to determine lifetimes at laser powers low enough that precisely coaxial, can be similarly calculated using
this broadening was stated to be eliminated. We have An(9) -O'
investigated this broadening in two ways. -2. 317x 10"  F m , (2)

V C 2c
The most obvious type of investigation is to measure

the width of a line resulting from a given transition as where 0 is the angle between the ion and laser beams.

a function of laser power. Such a measurement for the For the geometry of the interaction region, 9 has a

[13]P 44 line is shown in Fig. 3. The solid line is a maximum value of 1.3x10, 2 rad, and is probably sub-

least-squares fit to these points. The power dependence stantially smaller than this. Thus, Av from this broad-
for this line is seen to be very small, and data obtained ening is at most 0.0005 cm" , or 15 MHz.

at laser powers below 20 mW should yield good line- The jitter in the single-mode laser can be observed
widths for this transition, directly using a spectrum analyzer. During the time

The (13]P, line has a relative line strength of 4. 5, as
calculated for us by D. L. Albritton. Line strengths
for the transitions used n this research varied from 1 400 11111111 11I I
about 0.1 to 40. Clearly, the stronger lines will be
susceptible to saturation at lower laser powers. An s e
alternative way to investigate this effect is to access 300
a given predissoclated level with transitions of varying - e -
strength, using fixed laser power. An example of such z £ , -
an investigation for a laser power of (15*5) mW Is "' 200
given in Fig. 4. The triangles are linewidths measued •
for the (v'=4, N'= 14, F1) level of the b state of 1'C,0 z
accessed by a large number of transitions of widely 2 100 N

varying strength. The circles are linewidths measured a N - 14. F,
similarly for the (v I= 4, N'= 9, F,) level of the b state. x

The solid and dashed lines are least-squares fits to 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
these points, respectively. RELATIVE LINE STRENGTH

Clearly, there is a weak dependence on transition FIG. 4. Dependence on transition strength of the observed
strength. The average of the linewidths measured for linewtdthsoftheF, levels for N = 9 (140*) and for N - 14(t-'0O .

J. Chm. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 3, 1 Fbrusiry 1979
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required to make a wavelength scan, about 1 min. the III. RESULTS
jitter was typically *25 MHz. Each line measured in this research is due to a tran-

The total apparatus-induced Doppler width obtained by attio. which has several quantum numbers associated
simply adding these three contributions is 119 MHz; with it. The purpose of this research is to investigate
taking the square root of the sum of the squares ytelds the dependence of the lifetimes on those quantum numbers
75 MHz. Thus, a Doppler width of 100 ±20 MHz is which apply to the dissociating state. From this point
appropriate for analysis of these linewidths. on in this paper, the transition which accessed the

dissociating level is irrelevant, and all quantum num-
A confirmation of this value for the Doppler width was bers discussed refer to the dissociating state. Thus,

given by a peak observed near 17234 cm " . This peak, symbols will no longer be primed. For each vibrational
which arises from rotational level N' = 31 of the (3, 3) level v studied, dissociation@ are observed from a num-
band, has a average width of 118 MHz. and in one mea- her of rotational levels N. Each rotational level is,
surement the observed width was 100 MHz. Observa- for this quartet state, split into four fine structure
tion of linewidiths as small as 100 MHz sets this value levels F, to F,. For 14, the symmetry rules dictate
as an upper limit on the apparatus-induced Doppler that only odd-valued N levels are present, while for
width. The analysis presented above shows that this is. 1O%, all N vakies are present. Further, the location
width is surely not much less than 100 MHz. of levels of the same quantum numbers wiU oe different

It should be pointed out that it would not be overly for normal and isotopic 0;. Thus, a prdiasociating
difficult to substantially decrease this Doppler width, level is uniquely identified by the specification of v. N,
Actively stabilized dye lasers routinely attain linewidths F,, and isotopic composition.
of 10 MHz or less for extended periods. Reducing the Each prodissociating level can. however, be accessed
ion beam energy spread to 0. 5 eV, a value typical of by transitions from a large number of lower levels. In
electron impact sources, would reduce the velocity the designation of the peaks of Fig. 2, the letter Q or
spread contribution to 18 MHz. Thus, Doppler widths (P, R) designates AJ= 0 or *1, the first subscript i
in the range of 25 MHz should be attainable with rea- designates F, for the upper 'Z; state, and the secondsonable effort, and lifetimes as long as 10 nsec should subscript j designates the fine structure level s '11, /).)
be measurable. The Doppler width of 100 MHz was of the lower 'n, state. The value in brackets is N of
sufficient in the present research, but a smaller Doppler the upper state. The vibrational level must be deter-
width would have improved the precision of the mea- mined from a statement of the band, e.g., (4. 5) destg-
surements, particulariy for the V -3 levels. nates v = 4 for the upper state, v . 5 for the lower. The

The observed lines are assumed to have a Volgt line isotopic composition must be separately stated. A
shape, which is a convolution of Doppler and Lorentzian more detailed describtion of the structure of these 0;
profiles. Numerical analysis of Votgi line shapes has first negative bands may be found in Refs. 5 and 19.
been extensively studied.20 The Lorenizian linewidth Table I gives the lifetimes for the rotational and fine
can be conveniently obtained from a Voigt profile when structure levels for v = 4 of the b state 'or normal 0;.
the width of the Doppler contribution is Imown by using These lifetimes were obtained using both the k4, 4) and
the tabulated results of the Voigt line shapes given by (4, 5) bands. For the N =9-15 levels, a sufficiently
Watson and Yin. 21 This was the procedure followed large number of transitions to each fine structure level
here. was observed, typically more than 20, to warrant cal-

culation of the standard deviation of these observations.
In addition, a set of reference lines for the (4, 4) band

TABLE 1. Lifetimes, in units of 10" sec. of the rotational [91Rt, [9)Q,,, and [9191Pt were used throughout the re-
and fine structure levels of the fourth vibrational level of the search, with over 50 observations made on each, as a
bE; state of 11O;. check on the wavelength and ion beam energy calibra-

tion. The lifetimes obtained from these lines are listed
N F, F, F, separately I Table 1.
9 636*43 385*27 413*34 712*52

Table 11 gives the lifetimes for the rotational and fine
11 aS*90 375*40 405*46 724*120 structure levels of v -4 for I1, Again, the life-

13 702 * 59 356 * 29 392 * 33 814*75 times were obtained using both the (4, 4) and (4, 5)

15 69*687 351 * 31 334 694 * 95 bands, and standard deviations are given where a suf-
13teetly large number of measurements were made on

17 744 337 305 $35 a level to warrant it.
19 782 318 336 767 Table M gives the lifetimes for the rotational and fine
21 748 364 ... 721 structure levels of v . S for 160O. These lifetimes were

23 667 ... ... 't obtained using the (S, 5) band, and the total investigation
25 627 ... ... .. included only 45 lines. Thus, standard deviations are

Ref.' 673 *65 364*2 403*31 not given for any of the lifetimes. However, the data
Ref.______3__________._S _40_______'.. are quite consistent, and show less scatter than do the
'Thoe values are for the (91R,. (91Q21, and (9)Ps, reference much more extensive investigations of the v . 4 levels.
lines meond n the xt. This Is due to the fact that the linewidths are much
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1478 Moseley, Cosby. Ozenne, and Durup: Predissociation lifetime of 02

TABLE II. Lifetimes. in units of 10
"
2 sac, of the rotational TABLE IV. Lifetimes, in units of 10-

"

and fine structure levels of the fourth vibrational level of the seec, of the rotational and fine structure
b'Z state of 16-1". levels of the third vibrational level of

the b 'Z, st, of "0O.

N ,, F2  FS F,

14 956*160 580*43 562*52 1135*143 N F, FZ F2  F4

15 915 * 71 480 459 871 * 90 31 -4000 1740 1980

16 923 * 110 534 575 1019 * 135 33 1560 1590

17 912 * 107 464 575 728

is 877 * 115 481 484 835 low. The only predissociations which have reasonable
Franck-Condon factors are b i Z;-fIF and b IZ -- 'Z;.

19 882 * 110 498 584 979 The linewidth for predissociation by f[1, should be ande-
20 814 464 491 877 pendent of the fine structure if due to rotational coupling,

21 1030 ... ... 877 while it should be larger for F, and F, than for F 2 and
F3 by a factor 1. 5 if due to spin-orbit coupling. The

22 902 877 linewidth for predissociation by 4E;, which can occur
23 800 ... ... 815 only by spin-orbit coupling, should be larger for F 2 and

24 800 F3 than for F, and F4 by a factor 2.5, which is in better
agreement with their data, where the ratio of linewidths25 912.....
was observed to be about 1. 7, favoring F2 and F3. Thus,

26 814 . Carrington et al. concluded "It seems, therefore, that
27 ... ... ... the major contribution to predissociatlon is made bv the

41; state in the energy region covered by our study."

In following sections, implications of the more exten-
broader (1000 to 2000 MHz) and thus the experimental sive results of the present research will be discussed.
broadenings are much less significant. In fact, the cor-
rection to the Voigt linewidth for a 100 MHz Doppler A. Lack of variation of the lifetimes with N
contribution at 1500 MHz is only about 5 MHz. Tables I-Il clearly demonstrate that there is no sub-

Table IV gives the lifetimes observed for the N = 31 stantial change in the lifetimes with N. For example,
and 33 levels of v = 3. The uncertainty in the lifetime from Table I, the lifetime is constant to within about
of the single Ft level studied is high, since the observed 10% over the range of N from 9 to 25. Pure rotational
average linewidth of 118 MHz is very close to the in- coupling, for which the lifetimes would be inversely
strumental Doppler width. The uncertainties in the F2  proportional to N(N + 1), would yield a change by more
and F3 values are * 500x 10"12 sec. Measurement of the than a factor of 7 over this range. Thus, rotational
kinetic energy spectrum of photofragments dissociating coupling can contribute at most a few percent to the ob-
from these levels established | t that N=31 is the lowest served predissociation, and the primary predlssociation
rotational level of v = 3 that is predissociated. mechanism must be spin-orbit coupling.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS B. Ratio of lifetime F(F,,F)/ (F,. F3)

The results presented In the preceding section are in It has been previously observed s' that the mean life-
agrement with, and substantially extend, the previous times for the F, and F4 levels T(Fi, F4) are substantially
results of Carrington et al., s and of Tadjeddine et Z. 5 larger than the mean lifetimes for the F2 and F3 levels
These results also generally substantiate the conclu- I(F 2, F3) by a factor of about 1.7. The ratios of these
sions of Carrington et al., which are summarized be- lifetimes observed here are listed in Table V. With the

exception of the N=17 and 19 levels of v=4 of normal
0;, all of these ratios lie on the range 1.80 * 0.23. The

TABLE M. Lifetimes, in units of I0"12 v = 4 data for normal 0; show a consistent increase with
sac, of the rotational and fine structure increasing N, but it is not certain that this is statistl-
levels of the fifth vibrational level ofthe b6o state of v to;. cally significant. Taking into account the standard de-

viations of the N = 9 lifetimes of Table I, one obtains an

N F2  F uncertainty of *0.25 in this ratio of 1.69. On the other
r I l6 hand, the ratios for isotopic O are remarkably consis-

7 112 1tent s. --tr the range N=14-20, with a value of 1.74
*0. 16, and show no apparent trend. It is thus not clear

9 109 ..• 77 125 that there is any significant variation in this lifetime

11 ... 51 .. . 128 ratio with N, v, or isotopic composition, and the ratio

13 U3 ... ... 135 1.8 * 0.2 will be used for this discussion.

15 132 ... 117 This value of 1.8 is very much higher than the value

17 ..7 117 of about 0.67 expected' for predissociation by the fn,,
47 and much closer to, but still significantly lower than,

J. Chin. P"w.. Vol. 70, No. 3, 1 Feb u"V 1979
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TABSL V. an o d as IMoeie the 'Z; state to (23 * 10)% dissoclattoo by the /'n, state
ft',.JP4)/'FtF2. ) for the 6'; some al would explain the oberved ratio I(Fd,,)/'(P,. FF).
0;.

3 should be noed that such a contuibution of the 'If,
V Leotope N fF1 . F/V(F, F)e to the predlnsocstlon al the (v - 4, N=9) levelof
4 161 9* 1.63 b'Z; precludes the eisteece of a significant bump in the

11 1.4 f'f, potentinl. This level of the b State bbee, shms?
13 2.03 to noorethan.2 meV ae the 0(3P) +OP(4S)
1s 2.03 diseociation limit. The ob =mio calculatios of BSie.
17 2.44 Tol strup and Anderons (which did not include spin-
1 2.37 orbit coupling) predicted a bump of about SO lk*V in this

4 16, 18 14 1.63 pntial cre. K16 1.81 Bath the potential curves of the 'z; and of the f'n,

17 1.5s states era" that of the b t; state, according to Beebe
i6 1.77 etaL. 's calculatio. n Thus. large Franck-Coao.
19 1.72 factors must exist for the predssoclation of some vi-
20 1.77 brational levels at the b 'E; state into each of the pie-

s 16.16 5 1.56 dissociation channels. In contrast, electronic factors
are comparatively unfavored since both predisointiaes
are forbidden for the domint electronic configurations
of the relevant states at short internuclear distsaces.

the value of about 2. e xpected' for predissoclation by More precisely, the dominat conflagution of the b'Z;
the 4Z;. Carrington etal. 9 listed the rates of this pro- state
dissociation for the various F comonents; the relative
ratee k are ;Z, 'a, 1z; (4)

3(2N + 5) ha no E; term, and therefore cannot be prediseocisted
h(F 1)Z - ' by any state at "; symmetry, since the 'Z'-' spin-

orbit coupling requires that both states belong to a same
+(-:) - , (3) electronic configuration including a vw* electron pair or

vacancy pair. Only two minor configurations of the
k(F o)w 14S _V 13 b 4X; t, nm el1y, 11

2N- 1 Z;,sx.::,z:%'x. )(o) E:(, ) (5)

and and

(F,) 3(2N - 3) (Z)'(1o)'(2o.)(3o,)'(l,)'(1v,)(3.) ( z ;, E;), (6)2N - I
obey this requirement, and thus their E; component canThus, the I(F, Fj/f(F,, F) ratio stould be within the be prediseocated by the companion 'E; component.

range 2.33 to 2.35 for N between 9 and 25. However, conflguration (6) in the dominant contribution"
Derivation of expressions (3) from well-estabLished to the ' state of interest to us, . a., to the one con-

formuluan required only the following assumptions: nected with the lowest O 0 states. Thin should gx-
(I) description ot the b'Z; stae a a pure Mund's cam& plain the reasonably fast rate of the b 4Z;- 4; predia-
b; (U) additivity of the predlssociation rates for the sociation.
transtions from F, to F, and F3 or from F3 to F2 and Again, only a minor configuration of the b 4state
F4. Assumption () is equivalent to also describing the
predisociatng 4Z; state as a pure Hund's case b. Am- (lc,)'(lo')'(o)'(3o,)(l,.)(1r,)' (7)
sumption (I) was verified by making use of the molecular is connected with the dominant configuration of thef't,
constants derived by Albritton at al. 2 turs out that, Atatet

in the range Of rotational qusantum numbers present in (Io,):(lo,)'(2 o .)
2

(so)'(l,)(l,,)' (8)
our Spectra, an 3,, level for example includes in its
wave function a maximum contribution 0.0111F) (I e., whereas the dominant configuration of the b 4E; sate,
J N + 1) contaminating its major I F, character (I e., configuration (4), is connected with a minor configura-
J=N - 1); the same holds for the other levels. Thus, tion of thefn!, state
the description of the PE; state as a pure Hund's case (1u,)'(1o.)'(2c,)'(2o.)(3o)(1v,)'(I,)(4o,) . (9)
b alter. the ratio by at most Ox 0" . A similar result Terms (7) (E, and (8) (f'!!,) as well as terms (4)
i likely to hold for assumption (II). (8 1~ and (9) (4n,) are connected both by spin-orbit

The only remaining explanation for the difference be- couplng and by rotational coupling. It is interesting to
tween the experimental value of 1. 8 a 0.2 and the vaus compare the strengths of these two couplings. The total
of 0. 67 and 2. 34 corresponding to dissociation by the predissociation rates of the various F com~nente of a
f'tI, and '; states, respectively, appears to be that 'z; state into a 'In, state have been given by Carrington
'oth states are participating in the predissaolatlon of e al. ' (see also Ref. 22. pp. 263-265). They are pro-
b'Z;. A braeching ratio of (78*10)3 dissociation by portonal to

J. Chnm. Phys.. Vol. 70. No. 3. 1 F*eeuurv 17
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1480 Moseley. Cosby, Ozenne, and Durup: Predissociation lifetimes of O0

3(4N + 5) 41 + V=-, 17 + N(N + 112 Thus, clearly, in Eq. (10) the contribution of rotational

k(F)(2, + ' predissociation is essentially the cross term. It pro-

duces an increase In the rate of predissociation through
k(F2) - 8N + VT77(N - 3) i +N(N +l)q2 

, f4fl, of 10% of the F, and F4 levels when N rises from 9
42 + 3) 4(10) to 25. The effect for the F 2 and F3 levels is about a

824-1I l + VM , r (N+4)47 +N(N+ 1)7', factor of 2 smaller. Similar results can be obtained
k(F ) W - for the case of b'7;-f4n, predissoclation through con-

figurations (4) and (9). in this case, the matrix ele-
ments (13) and (14) would involve the 4a, orbital in place

k{FOr3(4N - 1) ( + '7! (N + l)41 + N(N + )72  of 3o.
The preceding analysis shows that the branching ratio

where the spin-orbit coupling is determined from the for prediasociation through 4Z and f'4I, of about 78/22
matrix element" implies that the total predissociation width should in-

crease by at most a few percent when N increases from
~ =(4 EI'aj,14n;1 (11) 9 to 25. This is in agreement with the results described

earlier in this section.
and the rotational coupling from the matrix element 2

q =('27jBL j'fl . (12) C. Ratios of lifetimes r(F4})r(FI) and r(F3 )fr(F2 )

Let us consider configurations (7) and (8). Expres- Tables 1-l1 show that the lifetimes for the F, and P4
sions (11) and (12) become levels, and for the F2 and F3 levels, which are nearly

equal, consistently have the order r(Ft)< (F4 ) and r(F2)
4=a(lIvl l(3)(vjX) (13) < r(F). The expected lifetime ratios can be calculated

and from expressions (3) and (10) for a pure ' predisso-
ciation, or for a miked predissociation through this and

Y2 I1 ( 3 \/ -lI,,1 the f l, state, in the ratio 78/22. Figure 5 presents
LA-;LO )V'r" AI these calculations and the observed lifetimes for the

respectively, where I v) and Ix) are the vibrational FI/FI lifetime ratio. The v = 4 and 5 and the isotopic
wave functions of the itial and final states, respec- data are all included on this figure. The results clearlytivety, and r is the interniclear distance. support the interpretation of a primarily JZ; dissocia-

tion. All of the data, however, support the conclusion
By taking a, = 191 cm'1 for O, and approximating that 'U4, is participating in the dissociation to a nonneg-

(vi I/.ll x) as fl1/( )1(vl y), where " is the internuclear ligible extent.
distance at the potential curve crossing (1.5 25), 2 we
find A similar plot could be made of the F2 /F2 lifetime

ratios. However, it would not be as definitive, since
S 2 = 4. 89 0 "s 

. (15) the predicted ratio varies much less over this range of

S=48XN (only from 1. 08 to 1. 02), and the data are of poorer
quality. However, these lifetime ratios are consistent
with the above interpretation.

1 ! I Now that the general location of the 4Z; state has been
1.5 - clearly evidenced, it is convenient to assign it a con-

ventional letter. We propose the designation dt7 for
this state.

, -. 6 -l-- -- D. Lifetime differerncs for v = 3, 4 and 5 levels, and for
uj normal MnW isotopi 0.

The strong similarities of the various ratios of life-
DATA CALCULATIONS times for the fine structure levels; independent of v, N,

U 0.5 -a v - 5, ' 0G pure 41 or isotopic composition, shows that the predissociation
_ process is basically the same for v = 4 and 5, and for2 -ev 4, 16O0-* Mixed2 - - 6O -Mied normal and isotopic 0;. Those differences in lifetimes

-6 .-4, 110-pu's 4n] - rp02* .... PPO(v = 3) l> r 0 (v = 4)1>r( (v4)1 > r,'0-( = 5)

- I I can be explained by the vibrational overlap inter -ais for
S9 1 13 is 1 the predissociation. All results are consistent wLuh the

classical description of predissociation with curve
N crossing, provided it is assumed that the crossing takes

FIG. 5. Dependence of the ratio of lifetime. (F,)/-r(r.1 on place at an energy which Is closer to the v = 5 than to
rotational quantum number N. Data for v - 5, IO (a); 'or v 4. the , - 4 level of the b 4E; state of the 10 normal iso-
14o0 (e0; and for v- 4, 1,sI (a) are Included. The smooth
curves are calculations for a pure %z; dissociation (-), a tope. The crossing may be above or below level t = 5.
pure In, (- -a. -) and a mixed 0.78 'Z/O. 22 I, (---) as dis- Thus, the predissoclatlon rate will be lower for v = 4
cussed in the text. than for v = 5 in I', still lower for '10110, v = 4,
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APPENDIX C

Angular distributions and separation energies of
predissoclation photofragments of 02+ (bZ-, v'=4, N',
F)
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Kieti energy distrbustion hove been meesured for 0* phouiose rsumlting from transitions 0;
(s1.V* J. 0,)-. (b'Z;.0 - +NF~OS +O(P)t where for the firt amain dhe

study at phososocsets adl rlevant quantium numbers involved am speciied Both 1&16W And .4116

wer studied. The teument weret made us" a liar-ms oaiasl-beoas planoftagans spectromeater.
a ungle-saode lower aid velocity tung of the absorption wavelength. Eapernmental valuses o( the
anuoropy parameter 5. which duenbo the auler diutonsso of the plootifragesenta were obtained
by fiting the experunesmal energy distnibutiomn with calculated distribution. obtained from a Monte
Carlo computer uimulation ofio oqetonesn an the apparatue. Values of 0 were thus detinnd with an
uncetaity of ±0.03 or less. They as comapared with theoroel values of 0 obtained by a getwulsaon
to Hund's -i (b) of the theory previously developed by Lt N. Zen. In a ounesar meane. valuna of the
kineti energy of soeration of the pisotoftaprnente in the cetr-- ystam. W, are determined with
an socuracy, an the most favorable cam of ±0.214 mV The esperineua W valuest are used aloasg with
ohe olpm troscopic data, to amneve the bond dissoiautions energy valises of the gmnd Z 'I ste of 01,
and Of the a and b stases of 0;. it ia shown that for W < 50 Ye the dimoastion stoogly favors the
O('PI) chainnel over 'P, and! 'P. This result a ompared with severa pomuble linrmitn-cmo models o(f t
long-range coupling involved to the doseociation prmend it is concluded that the dusaocisio prooces
an a completely adiabatic way. Finally, further posil refismeta of the present work are dstound.

1. INTRODUCTION limit are obtained from photofragment kinetic energy

The angular distributions of photofragments from spectra.
photodlssociatlon proceses have been studied for a num- Four states are involved in the photoprediaaociaton
bet- of neutral moleculeseI and for a few lone. 'While pr-oceas: (I) the initial (ground or metastable) state,
the ground and dissociative electronic states were usu- (it) the prodlssociated (upper) state, (lII) the prediao-
ally identified in these studies, In each case a distribu- diating atate ae defined at short internuclear distances,
tion of energy levels was involved in the dissociative where it to coupled with the predissoclated state and
pr-ocean. The angular distribution of photofragments possibly also radlatively coupled with the initial state,
represents in general a weighted sum of squared angular and (iv) the predissociating state at infinitely large in-
parts of the nuclear wave functions of the involved mo- termuclear distances. The observed angular distribui-
lecular states. Contributions from different initial tion of course pertains to the Last state. It will depend
states, in particular the various M, components of a on the couplings between the various kinds of angular
1J,M, level, will add their intensities, whereas con- momenta all along the process.

tributions of different final (dissociating) states arising The general theory of the angular distribution of pho-
from a same initial state and feeding a same set of todlssociation and photopredissoclatlon fragments was
states of the fragments will add their amplitudes and initially worked out by Zarei.t and further developed by
can give rise to interference effects. In order to un- Bersohn, Jonah, and co-workers and by Mukamel and
derstand in detail the dissociative process, it is of in- Jortner. 'The theory was applied by Zare in particular
teat to study the angular distribution of photofrag- t h htdsoito fdaoi oeue nHn'

meris fom prdissciaionsine a ive trnsiion cases (a) or (c). This treatment will be generalized inwith ail relevant quantum numbers specified can be ops- the present paper and applied in pa. *tcular to Humid's
tically selected. We report here such a study, where
angular distributions as well as the separation energies case (b).
between the predssociated levels and the dissociation The experimental method used here is a direct exten-

__________sion of laser photofragment spectroecopy of molecular
lone to very high optical resolution. 1-' It was first

aInternatiouai Fellow a SRI International. 1977-1979 academic shown by Schopman, Dat-us, and Los" that a high resolu-
year. lion could be achieved In the measurement of the mo-5tAssociated to the Centre National do Is Rohierce Scoentiflqu. menta of predisisociation fragments from fast molecular

J. Chern. Pthvi 71(6), 15 Sept. 1979 0021.9110V79/1871201.00 0 1979 Arnervon Inetitujteof Phv~sce 2317
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Z - LASER POLARIZATION sition labeled 11 in Fig. 2. The optical transition takes
place from the metastable a

4
11. state to the b4Z; state, 1-

whose radiative lifetime (1. 35-1. 68 As)
e 

is much
- longer than the predissocation lifetimes observed. The

main predlasoclatlon channel is through the 4Z; state."~'
0 X A minor predissociation channel, through the f 4 n,

o; / ION BEAM state, was proposed' to account for (22 * 10)% of the pre-

\ IE=,oN dissociation of levels b 4:, v' = 4, 5. The b 'Z; -
predissociation is ailowed only by spin -orbit coupling.

FIG. 1. Schematic oi the dissociation kinematics, showing the The b 4E;-f If , predissociatlon takes place predomi-
relevant angles and the effect of angular discrimination. The nantly by spin-orbit coupling, with a contribution from
initial beam velocity is v,. u is the c. m. velocity of the charged rotational coupling of no more than a few percent. ' The
phctofragment, and a is the angular aperture of the apparatus. potential curves of the 4Z; and f 4111 states are known

only from the ab imtio calculations of Beebe et ol. 11;
the f 

4 n, state was observed in photofragment spectros -

ions, due to the amplification of the center-of-mass copy experiments. 15 A full discussion of the transitions

(c. m. ) separation energies when measured in the labo- involved here can be found in Refs. 8, 9, and 20.

ratory frame.'" As in previous work, the fact that this
resolution of the c. m. kinetic energy of the photofrag- 1I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ments is highest for a dissociation near threshold", 
13 14 The experimental data were obtained using the appara-

was utilized, tus at SRI, which is described in detail in earlier pa-

With the aid of the velocity diagram shown in Fig. 1, pers. "' 12'6 Briefly, a single-mode tunable dye laser,

it can be seen that the angular distributions of photopre- pumped by an Ar or Kr ion laser, is made coaxial with

dissociation fragments can be determined from mea- a fast beam of 02 over an interaction length of about 30

surement of their kinetic energy distributions. If a giv- cm. The O, ions are formed in a hollow-cathode dis-
en energy level in the upper state is selected by the op- charge source, accelerated to 3600 eV, and collimated

tical transition, a umque value of the total photofrag- to 2 mrad before being bent into the interiction region.

ment energy W and therefore of the c. m. speed of the Then the beam passes through an electrostatic cage
charged fragment iu I will occur provided the predisso- allowing the ions to be accelerated or decelerated, thus
ciated level is close enough to threshold for being con- permitting velocity tuning of the effective wavelength
nected with only one pair of states of the fragments, in order to bring it into coincidence with any particular
usually their ground states. Thus, the end point of the line of the absorption spectrum, here o; (a 'n.- b '-;).
velocity of the charged fragment (to be detected) will be Further, apertures are used to obtain angular resoLi-
somewhere on a sphere as indicated in Fig. 1. Mo- tion of the photofragment ions after the interaction re-
mentum or energy analyzers aligned to view photofrag- gion. The fragment ions finally are decelerated to a few
ments along the incident beam direction measure only hundred eV, energy analyzed with an electrostatic
the ion velocity component v. along this direction. This analyzer, and counted. Two typical kinetic energy spec-
component is given by tra obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 3.

V = V, Jul cos . (1) Throughout this paper, we shall describe each line of
where 6 is the angle of ejection of the charged fragment, the absorption spectrum by the folowing notation: the

in the c. m. frame, with respect to the velocity vector rotational quantum number ff of the upper state, fol-

of the diatomic ion (x axis). Thus, if the angular dis- lowed by the .WJ (P for AJ = - 1, Q for .1 =0, R for 1.J

crimination in .he apparatus is properly taken into ac- - + 1), a first subscript indicating F' (U. e., 1, 2, 3,

count, and v0 and u are known, the measurement of ki- and 4 for ,X -,' = 3/2, 1/2, - 1/2, and - 3/2. respec-

netic energy distributions of the photofragments in the tively), a second subscript denoting Pi" (conventionally,

laboratory can be used to determine their angular dis-
tributions in the c. m. frame. 22_,

The 0 ion was the obvious first candidate for such a 5 21 -
study. Its photofragment spectroscopy ' s 

and the obser- t4n
vation of its predissociation" were first performed in > 20 - 0,Do 0 * (Sol

Orsay. Predissoclation studies in Southampton by 19 - IN
Carrington, Roberts, and SarreI at very high optical 1 O1
resolution led them to the identification of a number of i

predissociated levels, of the main predissociation Z i

channel, and to lifetime measurements. Full identifica- & s"n,

tion of the transitions involved was achieved by the SRI
group at ,'ery high optical resolution and high photo- 0S 1 2 a 20 24 28 3 2
fragment inetic energy resolution with a determination iNTERMJCLEAv SEPARATION Rof the lifetimes, for both l6O; and 6,. 60;" 6.6. 16. 11NI L. ' T I

FIG 2. The lowest-lying quarte potential curves of O, taken
The predissociation process studied here is the tran- from Refs 4 and 9
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Pernot at a/.: Photoragnm tion of O; 23M

11 the laser polarization is necessarily perpendicular to the

17P ion beam direction, it thus appears that the JO= 0 tran-
10 21 s o leads to an angular distribution peaked perpendicu-

S 17O lar to the laser polarization (L e., along the beam direc-
tion), while J=* 1 leads to a different distribution.

E2 This quantitative remilt was predicted by Durup, 21 basedx38
on Zare's theory. ' A major purpose of the present

Z7 paper is to extract the angular distributions from such
% - kinetic energy spectra, and compare the results with

theoretical calculations applied to the specific type of
cc dissociation studied here.5 \

0 A second piece of information clearly contained in
4 -spectra such as shown in Fig. 3 is the energy of the

>dissociating level with respect to the dissociation limit
3- Advantage has already been taken of this fact, using

data where the P, Q, and R components were not re-
solved, to obtain improved bond dissociation energies
for O (x E;), " and 02 (a 'II,) and (b 'E;), ' with an un-
certainty of * 10 cm'. The higher-resolution data pre-

S 01sented here will allow a further improvement in the en-
50 3020 10631 0 1 310 2030 50 ergies of the dissociating levels and in the bond disso-

SEPARATION ENERGY WImeVI ciation energies.
FIG. 3. Kinetic energy spectra of pbotofragments from two
transitions of '"1WO'.11., v" -4-b 

4
E;, V'-4). Theborizon- In order to take into account the geometry and angular

tal and the vertical scales are the same in both spectra. Solid discrimination of the apparatus, a computer program
line, 17 P21 (J=- 1) broken Line. 17 Qu (Ad'-01. for Monte Carlo calculation of the Ion trajectories was

developed. This program prepared earlier for another

experimental setup, 2'n samples in a quasirandom way
1, 2, 3, and 4 for Q1" = 5/2, 3/2, 1/2, and - 1/2, re- the incident ion trajectories, the location of photon ab-
spectively). Thus, a 17 P21 line means N = 17, AJ= sorption, and the properly weighted direction of ejection

-1, J -N' = 1/2 (and therefore J = 17. 5, J"' = 18. 5), of the fragments. After the appropriate geometric con-
=V' = 5/2. The solid line spectrum in Fig. 3 corresponds stants describing the apparatus are put into the program,

to this Tansition. The broken tine corresponds to V, the only input data are the total photofragment separa-
Q11. tion energy W and the anisotropy parameter tL The

In previous measurements of photofragment angular value of 9, as is well known, is the only physical param-

distributions, 1.2 the distribution has been controlled by eter occurring in the angular distribution ](0) of photo-

the symmetries of the two electronic states involved, fragments from initially randomly oriented molecules

and by the lifetime of the predissoclated state. For the
transitions represented in Fig. 3, the electronic states 1(e) -- [1 + OPZ(coS)I, (2)

are identical and the lifetimes of both predissociated
levels are sufficiently long' that the difference between where 9 i the angle between the laser polarization and
them cannot affect the angular distribution. In fact, the direction of ejection of the fragments in the c. m.
the angular distributions observed here arise not from frame, and P2(coe)= J(3cos2e -1) is the second Le-
semiclassical considerations of the orientation of the gendre polynomial. As 0 varies from - 1 to 2, the angu-
transition dipole moment or of the amount of rotation ar distribution varies from sin'9 through isotropic
the molecule undergoes after absorption of a photon, but (0 =0) to cost.
from a purely quantum mechanical effect. The main In order to determine experimental values of 1 and
difference in the spectra in Fig. 3 arises from the dif- W, their values were varied in the computer program
ference in A.J values. This comes from the fact that until an acceptable fit was obtained with an experimental
AJ controls the set of M.'s appearing in the upper state, spectrum. This procedure is neither as inconclusive
account being taken of the selection rule aM, = 0, with s time Tsin as i migther a ortethe ase poariatin drecion s te ais f qantxa- nor as time consuming as it might first appear, for the
the lasr polarization direction as the axis of quantia- following reasons: First, the value of W can be obtained
tion. This will be quantitatively shown in Sec. IL The
largest difference in energy (and hence angular) distri- fr t aiidt t aimo f the dinete

from the hlf-width at half-maximum of the inetic en-
butions is between a P and a Q line, as seen in Fig. 3
and Table I. Kinetic energy spectra corresponding to ergy distribution. The fitting then improves this ac-
P , ,d R lines with the same upper states are similar to curacy by up to an order of magnitude. Second, the the-
each other but distinguishably different. Spectra differ- oretical value of 1 (see Sec. ID! may be used for choos-
ing only by the values of l or i" are indistinguishable tug the range of values of 1 to explore. Finally, the ef-
in shape. This will appear more clearly from the exper- fects of W and t) on th spectrum are nearly independent,
imnthap is will apear miscusso c y foM te W controlling the wldtb and 1 the shape, particularly

near W= 0. Thus, it is possible with only a few comput-

Since, for the coaxial-beams arrangement used here, er runs to fit the spectra to within the statistical noise,

J. Chern. "~wt. Vol. 71, No S. 1SSepswap 1971
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2390 Pernot at al.: Photofragmentation of O;

TABLE 1. Experimental and calculated values of W and 3 for most of the O(a'1.- ' -1 transitions studied
in this work. In all cases, v"-4andu'-4.

W (meV) 3

Isotope N' F' W" AJ Exptl. Caic. Exptl. b Caic.

14 1 5/2 0 1.52t0.07 (1.52) -0.95 * 0.05 -0 979
14 2 5/2 -1 1.51*0.06 1.58 0.45±0.05 0.440

14 3 -1/2 +1 1.68±0.04 1.57 0.55±0 05 0 554

14 4 -1/2 0 1.47 ±0.05 1.52 -.. . 0.970

15 1 5/2 0 5.60±0. 13 5.69 -0.975±0. 025 -0.982

15 2 5/2 -1 5.76±0.06 5.75 0.45±0. 05 0.444

15 4 1/2 +1 5.70±0. 14 5.69 0.55.0.05 0 544
16.18 15 4 1/2 0 5. 40*0. 10 5.69 -0. 9750. 025 -0 975

16 1 5/2 0 10.31±0.14 10.14 -0.984
16 2 5/2 -1 10.40±0.09 10.19 0.45 *0.05 0.448

17 1 5/2 0 14.87 ± 0.16 14.86 - 0. 975 * 0. 025 -0.985

17 2 5/2 -1 15.42±0.12 14.91 0.45*0.05 0.451
18 1 5/2 0 20.86±0.23 19.85 -0.975±0.025 -0.987

18 2 5/2 -1 20.40±0. 17 19.91 ... 0.454
19 1 5/2 0 24.98 * 0. 17 25.12 - 0. 975 * 0. 025 -0.988
20 4 1/2 0 31.32 ±0 .13 30.67 -0. 95 * 0. 05 -0.985

9 1 5/2 +1 1.77±0.01 1.763 0.55±0.05 0.551
9 2 5/2 -1 1.74±0.07 1.817 0.40.0.05 0.403

9 3 5/2 -1 1.77±0.03 1.811 ... 0.416

9 3 3/2 +1 1.77±0.03 1.811 0.60±0.05 0.582

16, 16 9 4 3/2 0 1. 86±0. 11 (1.76) -.. . 0.923
11 1 5/2 0 7.59±0.34 7.933 -0.95.0.05 -0 969

11 2 5/2 -1 7.64 *0.34 7,986 • 0.422

13 1 5/2 0 13.55 ± 0.72 15.275 -0.976

13 2 5/2 - 1 14.70 ± 0.60 15.329 0.45±0.05 0.435

"Vor each isotope, we extracted from experiment the energy of the lowest predissociated level of (b 41-;.
v" =4), namely, 14F, ' for O"O* and 9F 4' for ","o; as described in the text. This set of values was
then averaged, yielding the values in parentheses in column 6. All other theoretical W's are from Al-
britton, using the former as reference values.

"The missing 3 values correspond to spectra which either did not present a good enough forward-back-
ward symmetry or could not be corrected for the background of collisional dissociation due to the resid-
uai gas. In both these cases, the W values could however be extracted by using computed spectra with
the theoretical j3 values.

and to obtain values of $ and W, as well as uncertainties 10

in these values. I- . / -0.9

The accuracy of the experimental determination of Al - - 1.0

can be estimated from Fig. 4, where the computed c 8

spectra for W=20.86 meV and 0=-0.9 and -1.0are u .
compared with the experimental spectrum for the 18 Qti z

transition. It is seen that A can be determined from this a 6 /

kinetic energy distribution to within ±0. 025. The spec- ,

trum computed for the theoretical value Al= -0. 987 is

in close agreement with the experimental spectrum. o 4 -

Variation of A over the range shown in Fig. 4 does not 3

significantly affect the widths of the computed spectra.
Thus, the determination of W will be nearly independent 2

of that of 0. 1

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the determination of 0.

W. iere spec.ra are computed for two valuesof W 50 30 20 10 6 3 1 0 1 3 6 10 20 30 50
which differ by 0. 21" meV and the theoretical value of

3 = 0. 440. All three spectra are aligned on the left-hand SEPARATION ENERGY WlmeV)

side in order to obtain maximum sensitivity to the mis- FIG. 4. Comparison of an experimental kinetic energy spec-

alignment on the right. It is clear that this spectrum trum, line 18 Q1 1 , with computed spectra 'vth .3 values bracket-
can be fit much closer than the interval between the two lg the true one, and W = 20 86 meV Solid line. experimental

values of W shown. Such bracketing led to the value W data; +. computed with 3 - -) 9: 0. computed with 3 - . 0.
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= (1. ± 0. 06) meV. Since the kinetic energy resolution 0

is highest near W=0, the absolute uncertainty in W AL, * , , z
will be smallest for levels nearest threshold. These 4 Z,' '3,'

are N'= 9 for "' "0* and N' = 14 for 1'- i80* Since the 7'
relative positions of the various levels are now well 6 -

known from spectroscopy, 14 the absolute position of the 5 ....
higher levels in the b 4Z; state can be obtained from - -

these threshold levels to higher accuracy using the '

spectroscopic results than by measurement of the photo-
fragment kinetic energies. Therefore, the main effort
was to determine the separation energies W of photo- o s - , s
fragments for the N1 = 9 (in normal O) and N" = 14 (in SEPGAATON E.AG%. 2o-3D W

isotopic 0) levels to as high an accuracy as possible. FIG. 6. Comparison of an experimental energy spectrum, line
Table I gives the values of and W determine using 18 QI,, with spectra computed with the theoretical 3 values

(-0.987), the best W value (20.86 meV), and various relative
the above-described fitting procedure, together with contributions from the O*(S o) -O(3P,) second dissociation chan-
calculated relative values of W, normalized as will be nel with respect to the main contribution due to the O('*0 )
discussed below, and calculated absolute values of i, O3P2) dissociation channel (the third dissociation channel
which will also be discussed in the following section. O(3Po) is not energetically allowed). Full line, experimental
The uncertainties in the experimental data refer only to data; o, computed with 3P2 only; +, computed with 99% 3P2, 1

the uncertainty in the fit. Other experimental uncer- 3p,; &. computed with 95% 3pZ, 5% IP1

tainties will be discussed here.

For a homonuclear diatomic, a photofragment will ap- 4W=2AE(W/E,)"
2 . (4)

pear at 8=0 ° 
or 180' in the laboratory with an energy E

given by' 2  
The properties of the beam deceleration and energy
analysis system allow a resolution in %E of 0. 05 eV, as

E= i(E + W)±(WEn), (3) demonstrated by spectra such as Figs. 3-6 (when plotted

where Eg is the parent ion energy. Thus, the uncertain- versus laboratory energy E rather than W). Thus, for
ty in W depends on the uncertainty in E0 and E. For W W near 2 meV, a 4 W of about 0. 07 meV should be re-
- E0, which practically speaking is always the case, solvable. This is consistent with the observations in
this dependence can be expressed as Table I. The absolute kinetic energy of the ion beam E0

was established to within * 1. 5 eV, 14 leading to an un-
certainty in W at 2 meV of only 0. 04%, since the uncer-

10 taintles in E and E0 are related, and tend to cancel in
the calculation of W. Thus, this source of uncertainty

- t.358 msnV is negligible.
1.575 mV /All of the above discussion assumes that both the ion

13- beam and the energy analyzer are properly aligned with
the x axis. The 2 mrad angular resolution of the appara-

zu 7 - tus assures that this alignment is reasonably good, but
cc misalignment within this angle can occur. However, in-
U spection of Fig. 1 shows that a misalignment, i. e., ob-

Sservation of the photofragments along a line other than
the x axis, will lead to an asymmetry both in the height

of the peaks on either side of W= 0 and in the W value
at the peak half-maximum. The asymmetry in W is

0
2 -4 small unless the misalignment is large enough to cause

a substantial asymmetry in the peak heights and a signif-3 -icant decrease in the photofragment count rate. Adjust-

ment of the apparatus for symmetric peaks and maxi-

mum count rate leads to reproducible W values near 2
c ' meV of ±0. 1 meV. This reproducibility decreases with

increasing W, as does the resolution in W. There-
fore, W values for peaks at higher W will be m( re un-

certain than for those at low W.
0
30 20 10 6 3 1 0 1 3 6 10 20 30 The experimental results of Table I can be used to

SEPARATION ENERGY WirneV) check the uncertainty and the internal consistency of the
W values in two ways. First consider the set of four

FIG. 5. Comparison of an experimental kinetic energy Spec-
trum, line 14 P21, with computed spectra with W values bracket .V = 14 levels for isotopic O;. These levels lie very
ng the experimental one, and3 -f 0. 440. Solid line. experimen- close in energy, and the highly accurate spectroscopic

tai data; +, computed with W - 1. 358 meV: 0. computed with values" for the energy differences can be used to adjust
W, 575 meV. them so that all (our measurements refer to the Lowest

J. Chem. Phys., Vol, 71. No. 6. 15 Sostmos 1979
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level F'. The set of four values then is (1. 52*0.07), noted collectively by g; (if) a set of intermediate bound
(1. 45*0.06), (1. 63.0.04), and (1. 47±0.05) meV. The states ieJ'M'), with e, J, M' having the same defini-
average value is then 1. 52 meV; the maximum range of tion as above, optically connected to the igJ".W,)
values is (1. 39, 1. 671 meV, or 1. 53 * 0. 14 meV. It is states; and (iill a set of final unbound continuum states
thus certainly reasonable to choose 1. 52 meV as the I dJM> corresponding to dissociation of the diatomic
absolute value of the F, level, and to normalize all of molecule with total angular momentumJand projection
the calculated relative values to this value. The uncer- M on the laboratory z axis, taken here to be the direc-
tainty in the absolute values of all the calculated levels tion of the laser polarization, and always perpendicular
is now the same as the uncertainty In the J level, which to the direction of propagation of the ion beam, the x
will be assigned below, axis (see Fig. 3).

A second test ts now available: comparison of the These levels are in the same energy region as the in-

measured W values with the now normalized calculated termedate I eJM' ) levels, and directly or indirectly
values, or, effectively, a comparison between the differ- coupled to them by intramolecular couplings such as
ences in energy levels for experimental and calculated spin-orbit interaction or rotational coupling. We as-

values. For isotopic 02, the standard deviation between sume that the continuum IdJM) is not optically connected
the experimental and normalized calculated values is to the initial IgJ"M") levels, so that interference be-
0. 05 meV when only N' = 14 and 15 levels are consid- tween predissociatlon and direct photodissociation

ered, 0.06 meV when levels up to N'= 17 are included, (Fano's interference) is not considered. For the study

and 0. 1 meV when all measurements are included, of directional predissocation, we are not interested in
the IdJM) states, which correspond to spherical waves

All the evidence thus points to an uncertainty in the with well-defined angular momentum J, but rather in
absolute value of the energy of the (NM = 14, rt) level of plane waves I dk moving in the direction k with polar
the 0; b state with respect to the O(

3
p 2 ) + 0 (4S) limit angles 9 and b with respect to the laboratory system of

about * 0. 1 meV. We choose the largest uncertainty reference. It can be shown
3-

6 that, for electronic states

derived above (*0. 14 meV) and conclude that the value for which the projection of the total angular momentum
of this separation energy is (1. 52±*0. 14) meV, or (12. 3 on the internuclear axis [the quantum number 12 in

± 1. 1) cm-1
. A similar analysis of the "1 "O2 data lead Hund's case (a) or (c) is a good quantum number,

to the conclusion that the (' = 9, P,) level lies (1.76
*0. 21) meV, or (14. 2±*1. 7) cm"', above the O('P,) Idk> = (27+ 1)(i)'rexp(-ia,)IdiiJM) DJ,(,', , 0) ,
+ 0(S 0 ) dissociation limit. rM (5)

THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF THE where Dn($4, 0, 0) is a Wipger rotation matrix and 8,

is a phase shift appearing in the asymptotic form of
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS the nuclear wave function for large internuclear dis-

Angular distributions in the photofragmentation of tances.
diatomic molecules have been studied theoretically by The differential cross section for predissocation
many authors. 3-" Following the pioneering work of Zare from a given initial state igJ'M") to a final state
on direct (fast) photodissocation and (slow) predisso- Idfk characterized by an electronic angular momen-

ciation, Jonahtb' considered the effects of rotation and tum Q along the Internuclear axis and a relative mo-
finite dissociation velocity, providing a semiclassical tion of the fragments in the direction k = (9, 4) with re-

picture for delayed photofragmentation. Recently, spect to the laboratory z axis, when the molecule is
Mukamel and Jortner' have developed a general unified excited with monochromatic light of angular frequency
formalism for the quantum-mechanical treatment of the w, is given by

6 w'
anisotropic distribution of the fragments ir the case of
predissociation, ka) as well as In the case of interfer- a(gf',W" -dnk)= 2

ence between direct photodssociation and predissocia- fi "
tiono"I (Fano's interference). 26 However, all these 2 2

treatments have in common the fact that they considered x (g.I.,Ie e .Idk> , (6)
electronic states described by Hund's coupling case (a) Eg,,. +K.. - E.,. - ir,. I 6

or (c). This is clearly inappropriate to the 02 (a Il where Hi t is the light-matter interaction operator and
- b 'z; , f In,) predissociation process studied in Jll is the intramolecular coupling. In Eq. (6), the pho-
this paper, since the intermediate state and at least one ton states are wave number normalized while the disso-
of the final states correspond to Hund's coupling case cative continuum states are energy normalized. Er..
(b) while the initial state is intermediate between case and E.,. are the energies of the initial and intermediate

(a) and case (b). states, respectively, including the level shift for E,.,.

We shall present here the derivation for the general nduced by the intramolecular coupling. We consider

coupling case. Consider three sets -of rovibronic states here the molecule in the absence of any external field
so that all the magnetic subleveis are degenerate. The

ofi , thedra cteculed byI) thItal bgulaonts particularly interesting case of angular distributions in
unum" cnu rterized yag otal qanulr numoenum the presence of an applied magnetic field is being studied

quantum number X', magnetic quantum number Ml" eprmnal26 swl steoeial.2
with respect to the laboratory z axis, and other elec- experimentally as well as theoretically.
ironic and vibrational-rotational quantum numbers de- Finally, r,.o is the total width of the intermediate

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 6. 15 September 1979
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state I eJPM'), which is given by the Fermi "golden-rule" light c. Here we have fixed the Laboratory z axis in the
expression direction of polarization of the light and this results in

r.,. = ,I (ed.M' I B.dJ'M') , (7) the appearance of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in
Eq. (10) with the corresponding selection rules AM = 0,

where we have neglected the radiative width. In writing AJ= 0, z 1. Introducing Eq. (10) into (8), we get final-
Eq. (7), we have used the fact that intramolecular cou- ly s

pling conserves J' and M'. Also, the matrix elements - (2L)
2

I
of H, do not depend . , M' since the direction of the aUiJ'M -d lk)= I(gf'. ee.; . )tAc I , .j '-,,o *,

laboratory z axis is irrelevant for intramolecular dy-
namics in the absence of external fields. Using these C(J/'IJ';M"OM')R,.0 ,D,?:0,(*, 6, 0) 2

selection rules and Eq. (5), we get from Eq. (6) E,., +Kw -E,+ir., I . (11)

- (2.)2 The initial state is randomly oriented in the absence
-c of external fields, so that the differential cross section

for predissociation from an initial state Ig) with definite
x1 (gJ'M"[H1 at eM) angular momentum J- is given by an average over mag-

netic sublevels

R .. , ' *. O , 6 0) 2

E... +KW - E. r. + o(gJ"i-dnl)= - gJM-dl). (12)
where

Equations (11) and (12) give the angular distribution
R -',a (2X) + 1) (eJ'M' I1, dnJ'M') . (9) of the fragments in the predissociaton to a final state

Moreover, it can be shown that the matrix elements corresponding to Hund's coupling case (a) or (c), with

of the field-matter interaction operator are given in the electronic angular momentum projection S1 along the in-

dipole approximation by
z2  ternuclear axis. In the general situation, where the

final state corresponds to other limiting or intermediate
(iJ'M" I H,, I eJ'M') coupling cases, it is convenient to express the wave

=C(J"IJ';M"OM')C(gJ", eJ';- 6) , (10) function of the final state as a linear combination of
Hund's coupling case (c) wave functions

where C(J" 1J';M"OM') is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient,
and C is a function depending only on the quantum num- IdJM )= C,(0)) dJM) . (13)
bers (, J";e, X) and the projection of the dipole moment 0

operator ;L on the direction of the polarization of the The differential cross section will then be given by

x C(gJ", eJ;A IE).R,-c(a)D.:?.(,, 9, 0)/(E,,.. + x. -E.,. + ir. ) 2 (14)

II

with and

R.'; =XM' I IdJM) • (15) () ,..(9)= I C(J"';M"0M')D..( , 0)j'. (18)

Equation (14) provides a general quantum -mechanical
expression for the angular distribution of the predisso- From Eqs. (16)-(18), we notice that the angular dis-

ciation fragments for any angular momentum coupling tribution for slow predissociation is not affected by the

case. It also incorporates the effect of finite dissocia- COX% eJ;;. -) factor defined in Eq. (10), which gov-

tion lifetime giving the correct limits for slow and fast erns only the total intensity. The consequence is that

predissociation. In the case studied here, we are in the for slow predlssocl-don the angular distribution does

limit of slow predissoclaton, I. e., the widths r,, are not depend on the parallel or perpendicular nature of

very & F'all compared to the spacings between neighboring the transition but only on the P, Q, R character of the

levels, and the different P, Q, R lines (J - X' =- 1, 0, transition. On the other hand, for fast predissociation,
* 1) are well resolved. Under these circumstances Eq. it is not longer possible to resolve the P, Q, R lines

(14) takes the form (for Sw -E. - E,) and we must consider the general expres, in given t-7
% Eq. (14). In that case, the angular distribution will

O(iJ' - eJ' -k) ,A,(i)b:,:,,(9), (16) depend on whether the dipole moment is parallel or per-
ii pendicular to the internuclear axis. We note also from

where Eqs. (16)-(18) that the angular distribution for slow

predissociation is not affected by any quantum number
A.,.(Li)= IR C7(r) (17) of the Initial state ii.)'), except for J", whereas it de-

pends upon the intermediate state through the matrix
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elements R" only in the case where several final states /(a)= L (I +Cos 0) (24)

d can be reaohed from the same intermediate e level. 16v

The angular distribution factors :orpo(
6 ) have been for R and P branches, corresponding to 3= , and

tabulated by Zare. 3 We reproduce.ln the Appendix a 3
method used to calculate them in a simple way. Zare's 1(a)=o8 sin'# (25)

final result is
for the Q branches, corresponding to 0= - 1. In this

3 (1/2)[(J -l)V + W) sin + (V -S2) cos 2 a limiting situation, the angular distributions wUl be in-
,( (2J. - l)J dependent of the nature of the electronic states implied

(19) in the predissocaton process and they will be simply

for R lines (J = X' + 1), given by Eqs. (24) and (25).

3 (112)[J(J
'
+ 1) - n'

s
sinS8+ Q2 C0s2 We anticipate that, for the O; photodlssociatlon pro-/ X)J (J' + 1) (20) cess studied here, the angular distributions wiU be

similar to those given by Eqs. (24) and (25), since the

for Q lines (V = J'), and angular momentum for the observed transitions is rather
large. We will show, however, that signiflcant devia-
tions can be observed for Xf 5 10. We consider the pre-

3 (1/2)[(X + 1)(X + 2)+11sin
29+ [(.r + 1) -Q']cos'6 dissociation process (a'fI-b'Z;-

4
%), neglecting the

4, (V. + 1) (2XP + 3) contribution of the predissociation through the f 4rn.
state. 9 The intermediate and final states will be de-

(21) scribed in Hund's coupling case (b). The predissocia-
for P lines (X = J' - 1). Each of these equations is of tion is induced by spin-orbit coupling.' The different
the form intermediate and final states are characterized by the

quantum number N of the nuclear rotational angular
1(8)= 1- (aAsin2f0+ bcos 2 9), (22) momentum. The coefficients of the linear combination

[Eq. (13)] of the final state IdNJW) in terms of Hund's

and can be put in the form of Eq. (2) with 8, = 
2

(bAr coupling case (c) wave functions are then given by
-a,). Thus, from Eq. (16), the angular distributions (2N+ 1 112 -

in the limit of slow predissociation can be put in the C M(Q) \-1-) C(SNJ;ll-A,A,il), (26)
form of Eq. (2) with the anisotropy parameter given by

with S= 3/2 and A =0 in our case. Denoting by .V' the

AJ=2 A,(fbAJ(n) -a ;(il)] . (23) rotational angular momentum quantum number for the
0 intermediate states i eN'J'M'), one obtains for the in-

In the limit of large J (J' - S2, J' >1), one obtains tramolecular matrix elements R., defined In Eq. (15)
the simplified expressions the final expression

=
l

,R ?A(J+N V)(1V +R+ 2) -S(S+ l)] 1"[S(S 1)-(j,-)J N1)1112(27((2N + 1)(2N + 3)1(27)

for AN= * I, R= min(N, N*). AlL other matrix ele- for - 22% of the dissociation observed. Assuming the
ments vanish. The coefficient 17 is a reduced matrix f 4', state to be represented by a case (b) basis set,
element of the spin-orbit operator and we will assume and the spin-orbit coupling to be the major factor in-
it to be independent of N. It is now an easy matter to ducing predissociation, we find angular distributions
compute the angular distributions using Eqs. (16), (17), very similar to those given in Table 1.
(19)-(21), (26), and (27).

It can be seen from Table I that the experimental and
Actually, the b 'E; state of 02 is not rigorously a pure theoretical results for 0 are in agreement within the un-

Hund's case (b), since spin-orbit coupling is not strictly certainty of the experimental measurements. It can also

zero. Therefore, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in be seen that 3 varies significantly for N'= 9, but that this
Eq. (26) should in principle be replaced by the exact co- variation is not large enough to be observed in the pres-

efficients derived from the diagonalization of the Hamil- ent experimental measurements. The data do, however,
tonian matrix. These coefficients have been computed In clearly demonstrate for the first time the dependence of
the case of the ttSO; isotope by Tadleddil, so using t-e the angular distribution for a ',)w predissociation on

program developed by Albritton. 31 They differ very lit- the P, Q, or R nature of the transition rather than on
tte (less than 2%) from the Clebch-Gordan coefficients. the orientation of the dipole moment.
We therefore used the latter coefficients as indicated in
Eq. (26). The final results for toe different lines are IV. DISSOCIATION ENERGIES
given in Table I. For the predistociation to the f 4I A N

state, only Eqs. (26) and (27) need to be modified. It The dissociation energies of the O,(X:;), O;(an),
has been estimated3 that this predissociation can account and 0(b ';) states can now be determined as we have
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previously done, 1.14 but with higher accuracy. For ex- V. BRANCHING RATIO TO ATOMIC STATES
ample, the bond energy D(02, X3 '; ia part of a spec- Iamosp cye ad en des D the ';'Z stat of a he The discussion above in this paper has only considered
troscopic cycle that includes the 3b z; state of 02 and the epsiiiyo iscaio rmteb4 v ttseparation energy W(N' = 9, F, 'P) determined in the possibilty of dissociation from the b ', v' 4 state

_See-UIobe14. 2 ± I. 7 cm
" . This cycle can be writLen" to the limit O('S') + O('P,). In fact, levels with N' z 15

in normal 02 and Nf z 18 in 1" 180; are energetically al-
B(O;, b) + T(v' = 4, N' = 9, F'4) - -- Iowsd-o dissociate to the 3P, level as well, and levels

D(0 2 ,X)+E(0,IS)+ W(N'=9, (28) with N' ? 17 in In , can dis-
IE ( P2). (28) 3p2.1sociate to all three 'P2.,.0 levels. However, - 11netie --

The ionization potential E(O, b) was determined by energy spectra show absolutely no structure giving any
Yoshino and Tanaka3' from Rydberg series limits to evidence of dissociation to the higher levels 3P,. 0 . A
be 146556±2 cm'; the ionization potential E(O, 'S') is, careful comparison of the experimental spectra with
from atomic spectroscopy, 33 109 837.02* 0.06 cm " . spectra calculated with varying proportions of 3P, or
The energy T of the (v' = 4, N' = 9, Fo) level with respect 'P 0 added to 3

P2 allows the determination of upper limits
to the (v' = 0, N' = 0, F') level is 4551. 80 * 0. 05 cm', as to the branching ratios 3P,/3p, and 3P,1P,. These up-
determined from the molecular constants of Cosby et per limits are all less than a few percent, and are con-
al. 16 Substituting these values into Eq. (28) yields sistent with all dissociation occurring to the 3

P2 limit.
DO(O, X) = 41 256.6 * 3. 8 cm " , where the uncertainty is Figure 6 shows spectra calculated with different branch-
conservatively determined by the sum of the individual ing ratios 3P,/3P 2 for the line 18 Q,, of "' "0*. Clearly,
uncertainties. The square root of the sum of the less than 1% of the dissociation goes to 3pj. Earlier
squares of the uncertanties yields ± 2. 6 cm "'. The data treated in an entirely different manner by Tadjed-
value for DO(O2, X) compares with the determination of dineM led her to the value
Brix and Herzberg34 of 41260± 15 cm-', obtained using 1/p1jp - 

O. 007
an entirely different spectroscopic cycle Involving only
neutral 0, and our previous determination of 41262 for level b 4Z, v'= 4, f7'= 15 of normal a;.
* 10 cm " , made in the way described above using a lessprecise value for Wt. A quantitative theoretical prediction of the branching

ratio in any particular case would require first the com-
Spectroscopic cycles can also be used to allow deter- putation up to very large internuclear distances of the

mination of the bond energies for the o; a and b states, potential energy and of the couplings for the whole mani-
For the a state, fold of gerade states leading to O('So) + O(P), I. e.,

E(0;, b) - E(O, a) + T(v' = 4, N' = 9, FI) (in order of increasing energy at small internuclear
distances according to Beebe et al. I"), X'11, 'z, f Inr

D(O*, a) + Wff" = 9, F4l, 3'P2) , (29) Z,, 617, s2 , and second, for each value of J, the solu -

where the ionization potential E and bond energy D of tion of two systems of 18 coupled equations each.
the a state are both referred to the lowest existing level However, several limiting cases may be treated with-
of this state v" = 0, X" = 5/2, Q" = 5/2. The energy dif- out ab initio calculations. They are the cases of (I)
ference E(02, b) - E(0], a) is determined from the mo- purely diabatic behavior of the system, (ii) purely adia-
lecular constants" to be 21 284. 9±0. 1 cm " , leading to batic behavior of the system, (iII) strong radial coupling
D(O;, a)=21 270. 7*1.8 cm'. For the b state, between all adiabatic states with the same 9, (iv) strong

_O , 3p2) radial and angular coupling between all states with theD(0 b, V= 0, f0) = AE(O, D20same e orf character, 37 and (v) the occurrence of cen-
-W(A = 9, FI, 3P2) + T(v' = 4, A" = 9, F I) . (30) trifugal barriers.

The value of AE from atomic spectroscopy of 15 867. 862 We shall inspect in turn these five limiting model
± 0. 005 cm" is essentially "exact" on the scale of the cases.
present study, and D(02, b) = 20 405. 5 ± 1. 8 cm "

t.

The bond energies given above for these oxygen states A. Purely diatic behavior

are among the most accurate bond energies now known. In this model case, the dissociating state, either
Among neutral diatomic molecules, only the bond ener- 4Z; or f 4l, is assumed to preserve its A and S quan-
gies of the halogen molecules, H, and LiH appear to be tum numbers and its Initial expansion over the Q's up to
known to a similar or better accuracy. 3" Among ions, separation. From the determination of the (unique)
only H1 appears to be as well determined. " combinations of products of atomic wave functions of 0"

It is also of interest to compare the difference in the and 0 for each of these states leading to species with

experimental values for the level W(v'= 4, N =9, Fl) for each fl, one gets the branching ratios shown in Table U. One
is. 16

02 and that for W(v' = 4, N' = 14, F,) for 1 , l8O with may see that they slightly differ from one another, and
that the average over Q for each state yields the statis-

values calculated using the best available molecularbranching ratio 5: 3:1.
constants. The calculated energy difference" W(9)
- W(14)=3. 9±0. 4 cm"; the experimentally determined
difference (see Sec. 11) is 1.9 * 2. 8 cm"'. However, the
data definitely show that W(9)> W(14), since all N' = 9 Here the system is asbmed to preserve at all inter-
kinetic energy spectra are broader than all N' = 14 spec- nuclear distances only the quantum numbers 0i and J and
tra. to avoid any crossing of states with this same pair of
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TABLE a. Predicted branching ratios according and of the v' =4, N = 14 level of "*' , b 'Z; (1. 53
to model case (1). where the system behaves in a meV above threshold), both with nanosecond lifetimes,
purely diabatic way. precludes the presence of any barriers higher than a

State a 
3P, 'P, 'P. few meV in the potential curve of the predisocating

3/2 3/ /5 / state(s). In effect, it any of these states did have such
a barrier, that state would play no part in the preds-

1/2 23/45 21/45 1/45 soclation except for some quasibound levels in acciden-
Average 5/9 3/9 1/9 tal coincidence with particular levels of b 'E;.

f '4n, 5/2 7/10 3/10 0 A centrifugal barrier might appear at higher values of
3/2 19/30 7/30 4/30 N, precisely those where the levels (b ', v'= 4, N)
1/2 47/90 27/90 16/90 lie above the limits O(4S

°
) + O(P. c). If the centrifugal

- 1/2 11/30 15/30 4/30 barrier was at large enough Interuclear distance for
Average 5/9 3/9 1/9 the molecular states to already be split according to the

three exit channels, then It would be possible for the
predissocated level to lie above the barrier associated

quantum numbers. Under these assumptions, as first with the 3P2 channels, but below the barriers associated
pointed out by Roche and Lefebvre-Brion, 30 according with the two other channels.
to the above-recalled ordering of the molecular states,
both the 4'Z and the f 'U, states will correlate only with However, this assumption would be in contradiction

the O*('S e ) + 0('P2) limit, for all Q's. Thus, the with the observation' of the predissocation of 16.140O2,

branching ratios will be 
3
P,: 'P,: 'P, = I : 0: 0. b 4Z; v'= 3, IV'= 31 (< 7 meV above the 3P2 threshold).

A rotational barrier cannot be more than 11.7 meV high

C. Strong radlia coupling between adiabatic st- with [difference between the IS. IsV; v' = 4, N' = 20 level and

the same C the 0('S*) + O('P 1 ) limiti at A" = 20, and simultaneously
less than 7 meV at N* =31, even for two different iso-

Here the dissociating system is still assumed to pre- topic species!
serve Q and J, but with numerous transitions between
states with this same pair of quantum numbers induced Thus, we are left with model cases (I) to (iv). The

by radial coupling. The probabilities for the system to branching ratios expected in each case are summarized

dissociate into each of the O(4Si)+O('P,), i=2, 1, 0 in Table IV along with the experimental data. Only
limits will be proportional to cross sections a,, which model (ii) agrees with the predissociation data.

according to scattering theory are proportional to However, it is difficult to reconcile the purely adia-
k lf., I, where k, Is the wave number associated with batic behavior observed in the predissociation with the
each outgoing channel and f, is a scattering amplitude, behavior observed for direct photodissociation to the
In the limit of strong coupling between various states 

4n, state by Pernot et al. 22 They found a branching
with a given 1, the if, I2 will be proportional to the sta- ratio 

3p2:3p :3p0 close to the statistical ratio of 5 : 3 : 1.
tistical weights of the n components in each channel; This was observed at energies of 91, 71, and 33 meV
this model yields the branching ratios given in Table above the three thresholds, which is comparable to the
hM. These branching ratios strongly depend on the ex- energies of the v' = 5, If = 7 level of "- I6O; of 116, 96,
cess energy above the various thresholds. Each chan- and 88 meV above the three thresholds. If, as proposed
nel opens with a probability zero at threshold. Far in Ref. 9, the f 4U, state is responsible for (22 ± 10 %
from threshold, the branching ratios are 4 :3: 1 for Q of the predissociation of the b state, then it appears that
= 1/2, 3 -.2: 1 for S1 =1, and 24: 17: 7 in average. Of the 3P :

3 
P2 branching ratio In the predissociation should

course, the component = 5/2 should be included for be (8 * 4)%, significantly different from the present re -
the treatment of direct photodissociation a 'In,-f 'nr suits.

D. Strong radial end angular couplings between all stt We have at present no good answer to this question.
with the sae e or f characr One possibility would be that the f 'U1 state plays no

The restriction of the coupling to the same e or/ f part In the predissociation and that the observed line-
widths' should be explained by a contribution of the 2;

characters3 arises from the fact that no part of the rather than thef4 n, state. However, this explanation
Hamiltonian couples states of different parity. This rar than the s . th ention
restriction has to be considered in the case of 1, l1O is hard to reconcile with the location of the potential
isotope only, whereas it Is automatically fulfilled for
the normal isotope. TABLE IM. Predicted branching ratios according to model

In case (iv), the If, 12 will simply be proportional to case (iii). where strong radial coupling i assumed between
adiabatic states with same Q. If only channels 

3
P2 and 1P, are

the statistical welttht of eacai channel. Thus, the energetically allowed, the branching ratio is obtained from the
branching ratio will be 5kj: 3k : ko; far from threshold, same formula where kh is set equal to zero.
it will tend towards the statistical ratio 5 : 3 : 1.

a 1P, 'P P0

E. Dissociation procem controlled by centrifugal barriers 1/2 0, 36. l.

3/2 3k, ?A, 6,
The observation of the predissociatlon of the v'=4, A " k,) 6'. M, - Sk. I"J

SV =9 level of t"' lo0, b4; (1.76 meV above threshold)
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TABLE IV. Comparison of expected and obsrved branching ratios, considering predisociation only through
the Z; state.

Photofrspnent energy W in
various ch. mes (meV) Model

Stae and line P3P, 3P 3P. Ratio (i) (i) (1it) (V) Experiment

1010'. v'-4

isQ,1  20.86 1.21 ... P, : P, 0.72 0 0.18 0.14 %0.005

19 Q, 24.98 5.33 ... 'P,: 1 P2  0.72 0 0.34 0.28 S0.01

20Q,, 31.32 11.67 3.24 'P: P 0.76 0 0.45 0.37 50.02
3P': 1P, 0.12 0 0.09 0.06 s0.02

0 15. 96.2 87.7 1P :1P, 0.79 0 0.67 0.55 10.04
7Q'O j 'P. : 0.11 0 0.23 0.17 10.03

curve of the 2Z;; state as calculated ab intio by Beebe channels 0(4S) + O(3Pi. 0) is perfectly consistent with the
et al. 1, On the other hand, we can give no clear reason absence of any difference in the predissociation line-
why the 4E* (and possibly the 2Z;) state(s) would disso- widths' of the b'Z; levels lying higher or lower than
ciate in a purely adiabatic way, whereas the f 411, state these channels. Clearly, if the predissociating '*7 state
would dissociate in a purely diabatic way. would have dissociated without any long-distance coupling

with other states, it would have fed the three dissocia-

VI. CONCLUSIONS tlion channels according to angular momentum algebra
[see above, model (I)], and the predissocation rate

It has been demonstrated that kinetic energy spectra would have been smaller below each of the upper thresh-
of photopredissociation fragments from individual transi- olds than above.
tions can yield the values of the anisotropy parameter
f of their angular distributions in the c. m. reference Extensions of this technique to an even more detailed

frame, with an accuracy of ± 0. 05 or better. The theory look at the dissociation process can be seen. It seems

developed by Zare3
' 4 to predict such angular distribu- possible to determine the quantum number Q of the

tions for slow predissociattons of molecules in Hund's separating fragments. The term A.,(Q) in Eq. (16) is

cases (a) or (c) was generalized to any kind of predis- computed through Eq. (17) with the assumption that the

soclation of diatomics, to any coupling scheme, and, in Q repartition is determined by the predissociation pro-

particular, to Hund's case (b), which is relevant for the cess and does not change during the evolution of the pre-

present experiments. For a large set of lines with dissociating state. If some coupling with other states

various quantum numbers J', 2", X, and N, the 0 occurs by rotational coupling during the separation of the

values derived from experiment and from theory were fragments, the final a repartition may be different from

found to be in agreement. the one considered in our calculations. From Eqs.
(19)-(21), it is clear that, since in our case 0 li much

From the same experimental data, photofragment smaller than J, any disagreement between expected and
kinetic energies in the c. m. frame W were determined actual D repartitions will be noticeable only in the cos28
with an accuracy (near threshold) as good as * 1. 1 cm

"
'. part of the angular distribution for the Q branches.

This high accuracy was used to improve the accepted However, in the present experimental setup, fragments
values of bond dissociation energies of 0 2 and 0; to ejected in the direction of polarization of the laser
within a few cm " . The ensemble of W values directly (where cos2

e is maximum and equal to 1) are indistin-
obtained from experiment was in fair agreement with guishable from those ejected In any other direction per-
those predicted by D. L. Albritton using molecular con- pendicular to the ion beam direction. This can be over-
stants derived from earlier experimental data. come if the circular apertures used for beam collima-

tion are replaced by thin slits either parallel or per-
It was also shown that, whatever the energy of the pendicular to the laser polarization. In this way, a sig-

predlssocated level above threshold was, even as high nificant variation of 12 during the final separation of the
as 100 meV, the atomic oxygen fragment was only fragments may be detected.
formed in the 3P2 fine-structure level. Upper limits to
the relative yields of the two other levels ('P, and 'P.) Another possible extension is the separation of the

were "l1und to be of the order of 10.2. This selection Mr components involved in each line of the spectrum.
rule waa shown to mean that the 'Z predissoclattng From preliminary work by Gaillard et al., 10 the lines

state was dissociating in a purely adiabatic way, in are strongly broadened by introducing a magnetic field

contrast with the! f% state previously studied in direct along the ion beam, and therefore their M, components

photodissociation experiments, could probably be resolved in favorable cases. This
arises from the fact that the spin vector S is much more

It Is interesting to notice that the absence of any pre- aligned with respect to J in a given F' level of the Hund's
dissociation of b'PZ; into the two higher fine-structure case (b) b 

4
Z; state than in a given W" level of the Hund's
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APPENDIX D

Laser predissociation spectroscopy of the f4j7g state of

H. Helm,b) P. C. Cosby, and D. L. Huestis
Molecular acs Labuomom, SIU Iemational Menlo Park Ca hfoma 94025
(Received 19 May 1980; accepted 2 June 1980)

Two quasibound vibrational levels of the fP1/ state of 02 have been observed by monitoring 0 photofragments
resultsng from alaorpion of Ia radiation by the a '17. state. The first spectroscopic constants for the f
state have baen derived from rotational and isotopic analyses. Measurements of the predisaociation
linewidths and phooifralient kinetic energies have been used to refine estimates of the barrier in the f
state potent l curve and to identify likely predisaocition mechanis

I. INTRODUCTION We report here the first experimental observation of
The 0; ion has been the subject of numerous experi- quasibound levels In the f'fl, state. Our observation con-Te aind ase theoretical invesu cti to n er n hexr firms theoretical predictions of a barrier in the poten-

mental and theoretical investigations to determine the taluveothsttet reinrucerdtne.

many electronic states of this important species that - tial curve of this state at large internuclear distances.
describe its physical and chemical properties. To date, The presence of this barrier is found to support at leastd two predissociated, quasibound vibrational levels in
eight electronic states of this ion have been located by this state at energies above the 0(4S°) +O( 3P2 ) separated
photoelectron spectroscopy1" and emission spectros-
copy. 3-8 Five of these states have been observed at atotplimit. These levels are observed by pumping

sufficiently high resolution to allow accurate representa- transitions to them from v" =5, 6 of the a 4I state and

tion of portions of their potential energy curves. This monitoring the production of 0* photofragment ions.
Lifetime measurements suggest that the quasibound

makes O; one of the better understood diatomic molecular
'46. levels are predissociated by tunneling through the po-ions. Nevertheless, twelve electronic states" Io'f tential barrier and by coupling to other electronic states.rl,.. are expected to arise from the combination of

O'(S) +O(P), the lowest energy separated atom limit
of the ion.7 Of these states, only the X 2 l, A211., and a'In. 1 1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

states are known from the above experimental techniques. The apparatus used in this study has been described in
Figure I shows several 02 electronic states lying in the detail elsewhere, " as has its application to the high-
region of the lowest separated atom limit that are rele-- resolution spectroscopy of ions. 15 Briefly, the beam of
vant to the present study.

Evidence for two additional states correlating to the
0 (S) +O(P) limit has been obtained from the photodis - ,
socation of O;. Measurements of the kinetic energyf4 n a ..
and angular distributions of the O" phtofragments pro- 0D(4s°) + 00D)
duced at several visible wavelengths have identified a 10 / t
direct dissociation process (involving transitions from E t 6
the a '1. state to the repulsive wall of thef 4 11, state) - -9
that correlates to this limit. In addition, a predissocia- _0*1So) (p)"
tion of the 0 ions was also observed. Although initially ,- 0
believed to be predissociation of quasibound levels of the - -
f 4f, state,' which is predicted by ab initio calculationsi ° ' 11 - "

to have a barrier in its potential curve at large inter- "b "
nuclear distances, these observations were later con- z 10 -'
clusively identified as transitions in the b *Z;-a On. -

system in which those levels of the b state lying above the
0*('Se)+OePs) limit are predissociated. 5 -"* Detailed
measurements of the predissociatlon lifetimes as a func-
tion of b state vibrational, rotational, and fine-structure
level led to the conclusion that the predissociation oc- 1 2 3 4 5
curred predominately through spin-orbit coupling to the
dVZ; state.'s-' Unfortunately, only the genet ,| loca-
lions of the dI; andf Ing states were established by FIG. 1. a'In. and b'; states of 0 are.shown together with all
these measurements. gerade states from the 0'(4S, ) 

+O(3P) limit. The potentials of
the a and the b states are the RKR potentials from Ref. 18.
Thef state shown is the Morse potential generated using the
spectroscopic constants for the t' - I component obtained in

"Research supported by Army Research Office and Air Force this work. The potential curve of the d state is the theoretical
Office of Scientific Research. curve from Ref. 11. The remaining curves are the theoretical

"'Max Kade Foundation Fellow at SRI International 1979-1980. curves from Ref. 10.
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FIG. 2. Wavelength dependence for the production of 0* photofragments having center-of-mass kinetic energies in the range 0-70
meV from 0; observed at low (1 cm-

1
) resolution. The bands labeled (4,4) and (4,5) refer to the b 41;-a 4I1. system. The six

features produced from the photodissociation of thef'f1, state are labeled 1. 2, 3 and A, B, C. The intensities for ",.5 0 ; and
|gh60; have been multiplied by 10' and i04. respectively.

a tunable dye laser Is made coaxial with a fast ion beam end of each scan the wavelength of the laser was mea-

of O; over an interaction Length of about 60 cm. The sured using a digital wavemeLer. The linearity of the
O ions, produced by electron impact (100 eV) on 0, scan between these end points was monitored by ob-

are accelerated to typically 4000 eV, mass selected, serving the transmission of the laser through a 1. 5 GHz
collimated, and merged with the laser beam. If an ab- FSR confocal interferometer. The overall accuracy of
sorption of photons occurs that results in photodissocla- the measurements reported here was limited by the de-

tlon, the 0 photofragments produced are detected after termination of the linecenters of the lifetime broadened
kinetic energy analysis. transitions to approximately ±0.05 cm "

The initial search for the new spectra was made with
the dye laser operating multimode and scanning the wave- Ill. RESULTS

length of the laser with a birefringent filter. This method The wavelength dependence for the production of 0"
results in spectra that are limited in resolution by the photofragments was measured over the wavelength range

1 cm "1 
laser bandwidth. Portions of these spectra were of 6450-5750 A at low (1 cm

"
) resolution for 1"-10,

then recorded at high resolution using a single-mode &s. 10O2, and 8IV ZO0. Figure 2 shows the spectra obtained
ring dye laser having a bandwidth of approximately ± 25 for photofragments produced with center -of-mass kinetic
MHz (0.0003 A). In this mode of operation, kinematic energies (WI) between approximately 0-70 meV. The
compression of the velocity spread in the ion beam (P', v") =(4, 5) and (4, 4) bands of the b; -al1R First

produces a total instrumental bardwldth of less than 100 Negative System appear as the most prominent features

MHz (0.003 cm'). The actual resolution achieved in in the spectra. These bands have been extensively
these spectra is limited by the natural linewidths of the studied and are well understood. "'ls In addition, a con-
observed transitions. The wavelength variation of the tinuum due to direct dissociation from the repulsive
single-mode laser was accomplished by piezoelectrical- wall of the ,T

4
fI state' al .,ears as a background in these

ly scanning a 75 GHz free-spectral-range (FSR) air- spectra.

spaced intracavity italon. This technique allowed con-
tinuous scans over a range of about 2 cm

" 
for a fixed Six new features labeled 1, 2, 3 and A, B, (." are ob-

setting of the birefringent filter. At the beginning and served in the spectra shown in Fig. 2. The dilference in

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 72' 'S Seotmbe 1980
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P2 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.6 2.5
R2  8.5 7.5 6.5 6.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5
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FIG. 3. High-resolution spectrum of the bandhead region of the (2,5) hand (bnd A) of thef- a system. For photon energies
greater 16495 em " the photofragment signal has been multiplied by a factor of 2.

the bandhead positions of I -A and 2-B, and the dif- decreasing transition energy is expected to access in-
ference in the position of the envelopes of features 3 - C creasingly higher rotational levels of the dissociating
coincide with the known separations" of t

v
" =5 and 6 of state. In contrast, W was found to increase with in-

the a 4n. state in each of the three isotopic molecules. creasing photon energy within the unresolved features
This establishes that the lower (absorbing) level is 3, C, as expected for a direct photodissociation process
al, (r" =5) for A, B, C and a4f. (v" -6) for 1, 2, 3. or for predissociation in a violet-shaded band.
In addition, the maximum center-of-mass kinetic ener- Given the known dissociation energy of the a state, 1
gies of the photofragments produced in the bandhead these observations suggest the four structured bands
regions of these systems is found to be W-24 meV in te 2 Bri tions fom srtue ( an )
bands 1, A and W-40 meV in bands 2, B. Features 1, 2, A, B arise i transitions from a4n 5, 6) to

two predissociated levels of an electronic state lying3, C, which donot exhibit a bandhead, produced photo- just above the O0(S°) +O(OP) dissociation limit.
fragments with W-57 meV n the regions of their maxima.
The differences in W among the two pairs of bands 1, A
and 2, B roughly reflects the photon energy separation of
their bandheads, as expected for a progression in the In order to understand the rotational structure of these
vibrational levels of the upper electronic state. In ad- bands and thus identify the predissociated electronic
dition, W was found to proiressively increase from the state, the features A, B, and C of 116 16o; were investi-
bandhead values with decr, tsing photon energy within gated at high resolution. Portions of the high-resolu-
each structured feature. Such behavior is consistent tion scans in bands A and B are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
with the red-shaded appearance of the bands, where Each figure is composed of a number of individual italon

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 73 A. 15 September 1980
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FIG. 4. Portion of the higb-resolution spectrum of the (3,5) band of thef- a system (band B).

scans. Feature C was found to be structureless even numbering of the lowest Lines observed, we identify the
at high resolution and is not shown, two subbands f l4s5 , 2 a'aO 1 2 and f/

4
l 3 ,z-iatl2 . To our

A first analysis of the high-resolution spectra was knowledge, this is the first time that a - fn transi-

made using the conventional method of second dif- tion has been reported. It is also only the second I - 1I

ferences.' In both bands A and B, two subbands could transition with a multiplicity greater than three for

be identified. In band B, the individual transitions are which a rotational analysis has been performed. 2

well separated and the rotational analysis was straight- The lines in band A are substantially less well re-

forward. The lower state rotational constants obtained solved than those of system B. Consequently, only the
from-the analysis were in agreement with the known con- a = ' subband could be identified with certainty. In the

stants" for a'tl. (v" =5), thus confirming the assign- second subband the respective lines RtJ - 2) and P(J) ap-

ment of this state from the low-resolution isotope shifts. pear persistently blended. However, the lowest line

The lowest lines appearing in the two subbands of B observed could be assigned to R(I. 5) and we attribute

were R(2.5), Q(2.5), P(3.5) and R(I. 5), P(2.5), re- this second subband to l = . Further support for these

spectively. In addition, the intensity of the transitions assignments as well as those in system B comes from

in the Q branch of each subband was found to decrease measurement of the photofragment kinetic energies,

strongly with Increasing J. The presence of consecutive which will be discussed in a subsequent section.

rotational levels in each subband of this homonuclear

molecule with zero nuclear spin, together with the in- tOn the basis of ihe rotational analysis, it appears that
tensity distribution of the rotational lines, 1 suggests two vibrational levels in the ales and the3 /t substates of
A =0 for this band, i.e., a n - n transition. In ad- f-ll are predissociated. Term values for the observed

dition, the clear termination of the one subband at J' levels of the a state were constructed using the known
= 5/2 requires that the multiplicity of the upper state be

quartet or higher. The intensities of the observed bands tion energies. These values are given in Table I rela-
tive to the (Y (14<

) -0(3p. ) separated atom limit. The
relative to those of the b-a system are consistent with tvote 0(" ') of P 2 )separaed ao limit. theabsolute accuracy, of these values Is limited by the un-.
an allowed electronic transition. Thus, the upper state certainty in the dissociation energy" of the a state to
is expected to be e, r The only 4n, state lying in the ± 1.8 cm". However, the relative accuracy of the levels
region of the observed bands' ° Is the Ont state. eflects the optical precision of the present measure-

For a l- 11 traj, ition in which both states are well ments that is determined by the predissociation line-

described by Hund's case (a), the strongest features are widths. Whenever more than one observed transition

expected to be the P, Q, and R branches of the major terminated In a particular upper level, as was the case
subbands characterized by ,Q -0.' Based on the J' for two thirds of the levels, the term value quoted is the

J. Chem. Phy.. Vol. 73. " September 1980
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TABLE 1. Rotational term values for the Q' - j and 92 1 sub- with Isotopic substitution of the 0 Lon can be used to
states of v" *-2 and 3 of the0', state. The energies, given in establish the vibrational numbering of the levels and de-
cm

" , are relative to the O1'S') +O(JP:) limit. The energy termine the dissociation energy of this state.' How-
scale is based on the dissociation energy D (0, a,, 1.." =0, ever, an isotope analysis of a multiplet band system
J' -=. l2"=f1217070 cm

"  
would normally be made using true band origins; that

BsndA Band is, the band origins would be obtained by subtracting

=2 'v' 3 the magnetic contributions from the observed term val -
ues. Sev!ral difficulties preclude the direct use of this

__" ____'= _________ _ procedure in the present experiment: (a) discrete

1.5 • 344.22' structure attributable to the ni aj components does not
2.5 109.85 158.32 303.59 346.33 appear in the predissociation spectra; (b) only low-
3.5 113.28 161.85 306.53 349.27 resolution spectra are available for the '6'O and
4.5 117.61 166.60 310.33 353.10 is'160; isotopic combinations; and (c) persistent blending
5.5 122.98 172.08 314.93 357.70
6.5 129.32 178 48' 320.36 363.09 of the lines in the low-resolution spectra restricted an
7.5 136.54 185.78 326.62 369.36 unanbiguous assignment to the Q -I components of bands
8.5 148.77 194.48' 333.68 376.35a I and A. Consequently, we were forced to perform the
9.5 154.03' .. 341.50' 384.27' isotope analysis using the 91 =12 components alone.

10.5 164.13 ... 350. 13 392.98'
11.5 ... • "" 359.60' ... The known vibrational spacings of the a '. state were

used in the analysis together with the measured separa-
tions of the term origins, T' , of bands 2-I and B -A

B. 0.48475 0.50053 0.41513 0.41653 of ilaeO0 and the separation of the respective term ori-

gins of 1 -A in the three isotopic combinations. Assum-
'Term value obtained from a single transition only. ng a vibrational energy expression of the form
'Obtained from completely blended lines.
*Indicates an unobserved, but allowed, level. G' ( w) = x.4 - e x f , (2)

where

arithmetic mean of the individual values obtained from whe re .i6 i/?

the different branches. These mean values deviated 4=('- L -7-) , (3)

from the individual values by less than 0. 05 cmi' except
for the D =j component of band A, where the maximum is the reduced mass, and i and j represent 16 or 18,
deviation was 0.15 cm

"
i. Such a large deviation may the vibrational numbering obtained is r' =2 for bands 1,

not be surprising, since all lines in this subband are A and r' =3 for bands 2, B. The vibrational constants

blended and the width of the blended lines is typically obtained are given in Table II. In subsequent discussion

0.5 cm "1 . we will refer to the structured bands 1, 2, A, and B as
(t', r") = (3, 6), (2, 6), (3, 5), and (2, 5), respectively.

As may be seen from Table I, the W3' = components
lie lower in energy than the 91' =1 in both vibrational C. Transition linewidths
levels; that is, thef is inverted. Since the a state is
also inverted, we denote transitions in the 14 =1 sub- The individual lines in the (3, 5) vibrational band
bands with index 1 and those in the Q =1 subbands with (Fig. 3) are separated well enough to determine the

Index 2. Figures 3 and 4 showi the assignment of the variation of the linewidth r as a function of the quantum

lines in the high-resolution spectra using this notation. number P. Since the instrumental linewidth is small
compared to the transition linewidths observed here,

The rotational term values for the individual sub- we have taken r as the full width at half-maximum
states of thef'TI state were found to be represented (FWHM) of the line profiles. Figure 5 shows the varns-
within the measurement precision by the simple formula tion of r with J' for the Q3 = I and 3 components of the

Fat =J'(J' 1) B +' , (1) (3, 5) vibrational band. The lines in the l3 =12 subband
r Bare consistently about 6 GHz wider than those in the

where B . denotes the effective rotational constant for

the substate 13 of vibrational level r and T1. represents
the apparent term origin for this substate with respect
to O('S) +O(eP). The two constants are given in Table TABLE [. Effective spectroscopic con-

I for the respective substates. stan for the l'! subsLate of f'ln,.

The fine structure coupling constant A, is, to a first . 470. 7 cm'

approximation, equal to the separation of the respective .. 46.0 cm-'
term origins T.311 - T . This separation is found to
be 48.4 and 42.7 cm " , respectively, for the lower and 0.6588cm'
higher vibrational level observed here (see Table 1). 0. 0. 0696 cm"'

B. Vibrational analysis
'Obtained from ihe relation B, - B, - a, /

Variations in the transition frequencies to the ob- (t. + ) and the B.' values from Table I
served predissociated vibrational levels of the (n, state 'Derived from B,.

J. Chem. Phys.. Vol. 73, N- "r SeiMember 1980
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40 " 4 can be seen that all levels of t' =3 lie energetically
35 above all three fine-structure states. In addition, the

3
5h , 3  higher rotational levels of t' =2 lie above the O(iP,)

S5 limit. Figure 7 shows two examples of photofragment

30 - kinetic energy spectra observed in the (3, 5) band. It

- can be seen that predissociation of the 0 =1 component
L725F clearly populates both the OOP.) and OeP,) limits. The

r, 7 branching ratio between these two fine-structure states

95 tO- on the functional form assumed for the kinetic energy

W distribution for the individual asymptotes. In contrast,
10 - the i =j component favors the two higher dissociation

10 20 limits O(3Po) and O(OP,). Small contributions to the
5 itf.l - 3/ 2 0 third dissociation channel, however, cannot be excluded

0 f-12 30
so in either of these spectra.

0 1 1 1 100 The predtssociated levels in the 0 =2 component of the
0 20 40 80 80 100 120 140 180 (2, 5) band lie considerably lower in energy and are

SIX + 1) found to dissociate to OePz). Analysis of the kinetic

FIG. 5. Trasition llnewidith r and predissociation lifetimes energy spectra of the 11 =1 component of this band is

r for the (3,511 band of thef-a system as a function of J'(J'= 1) complicated by the fact that its R and P lines overlap.

The dots and triangles are the experimental values obtained However, the spectra clearly show that levels of this
from the 3 -1 and j subbands, respectively. The full lines component up to J' =9.5 primarily populate the OeP 2 )
represent the bcsttitof Eqs (Sa) and (8b) to these data. The limit, even though dissociation to the O(OP,) limit was
dotted line is the prediction of Eq. (8c) using the constants ob- energetically allowed.
tained from the fit of r, and r,.. The dot--dash curve represents
the tunneling lifetime of the a' = I substate predicted by the The dominant predissociation channels observed for
model potential barrier shown in Fig. 8. the nfr, state are indicated in Fig. S.

E. Bound-free transitions

S=z subband. In addition, both fine-structure com- The locations of features 3 and C in the low resolu-
ponents show linewidths which increase approximately tion spectrum of Fig. 2 would suggest assigning these to
with J'(J' +1). Since the lifetime of the levels in the a third vibrational level of the f state lying near the top
a *. state is extremely long, the linewidths observed of the potential barrier. Such a level could have such
here directly reflect the predissociation lifetimes of the a short predissociation lifetime that development of the
upper state. Figure 5 shows that the predissociation band structure observed for lower vibrational levels is
lifetime T decreases from 3x 10" s for Wl' =I and 1. 5 prevented. However, the dependence of photofragment

10-
". s for ' = 2 as the rotation of the molecules in- kinetic energies (W) on wavelength observed in features

creases. 3 and C is markedly different from that observed for the

Persistent blending of the lines in the (2, 5) vibrational
band did not allow a systematic study of linewidth varia-
tions in r' = 2. However, the single unblended line
R,(4.5) in this band was found to have a linewidth of 450 -
- 13 Giiz (i.e., a predisaociation lifetime of - 12 ps) as 0 *. 03
compared to - 7 GHz for the corresponding transition in 400 - -3 . -31 2

the (3, 5) band. The spectra indicate that the other lines .l5,2

in the (2, 5) band have comparable or even larger line- 350

widths.

0. Photofregment kinetic neirgim -25
S• -2 0. Is - 01P

An independent confirmation of the consistency of the X 20 2 3 2

rotational assignments comes from the measurement of 0- I 0
the Kinetic energies of the photofragments. The term - 5 -2

values listed in Table I predict directly the photofrag-
ment energies with respect to the lowest dissociation 0 0 -

limit O(3P,) -0"'s'. This prediction is possible since
Doth the term values and the dissociation energy of the 50

a'Tn etate Are Known. - "

The Ot
t
PI lissociation product has three -i,3elv 116 , titaii(,nail I ht . !tv hs- 1 it Wt' rf'so-

spaced fine-structure components. The energies )f the uo,,n Art.- nt n ri-latt ,, t . ,-- r -t-. ' 'r'i %a-

predissociated levels of the ,state relative to eACh It -n a,,mI( I t III t.I~ A ir, i, aI! , j jn;knI ; -,r-

these three *Iissoci' tion limits is hown in Fig. 6. t II. ,nA , ,n ant'is

:he, Ohvi o, '3 'ievtsp",n9 -
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| I 1other bands. in tne struc ired bands, W is found to
increase with decreasing photon energy from the hand-

R, (3.5) head, as transitions to the upper state rotational levels

lying at increasing energy above the dissoc tion limit
are accessed. However, in feature 3, for e~cample, W
linearly decreases from a value of 76±2 meV near the
approximate onset of the feature at 16000 cm " to a

z ~minimum value of 57 11 meV near the intensity maxi-
W. mum in the feature at 15 875 cm" 1. Fuarther decrease in

18.8 meV 
3

P, photon energy between this wave number and the onset of

band 2 produces no further decrease in W, which remains
z essentially constant at 57 %1 meV. This behavior strong-

ly suggests that features 3 and C are due solely to bound-
4 free transitions from r" =6 and 5, respectively, of the
M 38.5 meV 3p a't1 state to the repulsive wall of the fot, state. The
0

wavelength dependence of this bound-free transition
z should exhibit a long wavelength cutoff corresponding to

the termination of this process by the potential barrier.
A quantitative description of this wavelength dependence
will not be undertaken here.

F. Additional features in the spectra

The high-resolution spectrum of system A (Fig. 3)

I shows, apart from the peaks assigned to the (2, 5)

500 100 10 0 10 100 band off'In,-a'l transition, at least 40 other lines that
appear as narrow spikes on the broad (2, 5) lines. Nine

SEPARATION ENERGY (mev) of these transitions could be identified as lines from the

(4, 5) band of b'Z;-a'f"., which extends into the region
1 'of system A for . Three transitions could be

P2 14.5) assigned to the (5, 6) band of the same system. Two

other lines that result in photofragments with kinetic
energies of 0.5 and 1.0 meV were identified as originat-
ing from the 12" =1 and " substates, respectively, of
a'l .(t

.
" =4, N" =27). We tentatively attribute the upper

levels involved to rotationally quasibound levels of the
d'Z; state. The remaining 27 transitions could not be

15.2 meV 3p assigned on the basis of their transition frequencies
z alone, Interpretation of these lines will require a de-
M1 tailed study of their linewidths, photofragment kinetic

energies, and isotope shifts.

z
IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES FOR THE f

4f"5
< STATE OF 02

0 The f'l state Is known from theoretical calculations
0 23.6 meV 

3 p, to correlate adiabatically with O"(i5°)+O(
3
P) separated

atom limit. All of the levels observed n the present
o study lie substantially above the lowest O(s) dissocia-

tion limit, and the r' =3 levels lie above the O(eP) and
O(P 0 ) limits as well. Thus the observed quasibound
levels must be supported by a maximum in the potential
energy curve at large internuclear distance. Since

predissociatlon over a wide range of rotational levels
2 - from two vibrational levels is observed, such a barrier

cannot arise solely from centrifugal contributions to the
L I I potential. Rather, an appreciable barrier must arise

500 100 10 0 10 100 S0 from an avoided crossing of an essentially repulsive po-

SEPARATION ENERGY (meV) tentlal curve arising from 0' (IS*)O(eP) with a bound

FIG. 7. Photofragment kinetic energy spectra for the predis- TIe state birising from 0* (S*) 0('D). Such a barrier has

sociation O;f'fl, (v', n', J')- O'('S) O(P,). Upper figure indeed been predicted at internuclear Aistances ranging
v'- 3 . -'5/2, J'- 4.5, J-2. 1; lower figure: v'=

3 , Q'-j, from 2. 7 to 3 A in three separate ab initio calculations
J'- 3.5. J - I. 0. of the f 4 , potential curve. 1041
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2636 Helm, Cosby, and Huestis: Laser predissociation of 0

, - 1' 2 smallest value of the internuclear distance at which
5 o2 . theory predicts the barrier to occur, the lower limit on

0*(4So)013p, the barrier height is found to be L"" 376 cm-' (46.6

0.450 680 cm", meV). A similar calculation for It' = ' , for which J'

-1-2 '2 = 15.5 is also the highest level observed at low resolu-
I "3/2 1/2 tion, yields U,/z >332 cm" (41.2 meV). As we shall see

5i2 (Sec. V A), such low barriers would lead to rapid dis-

E 9 1,2 158.5 cm
-  

sociation by tunneling; to obtain predissociation life-

1. , times as long as those observed experimentally (see Fig.
-1_ /2'4So) 0,

3P2 1 4) with a barrier of reasonable thickness, these estimate

a 6
fl9  -5/2 of the barrier heights must be increased by 20 to 30

-7/2 cm
"

, giving "best estimates" of U,/ -395 cm-' (49

X 2"g 3/2 1/2 meV) and Us/ 1- 360 cm " 
(44.6 meV). (See Sec. V A).

d 4,- 1/2 3, -"We note that these barriers are in remarkably good
3/2 agreement with the 47 meV calculated by Beebe et al. o

FIG. S. Rotationless adiabatic correlation diagram for the Crude upper-limit estimates for the barrier heights
gerade states of 0 arising from the O(S')+O(P.) separated are available from the photofragment energy distribution
atom limits. of the bound-free bands 3 and C. The lowest photofrag-

ment energy (W) observed for these bands is 57 s: 1 meV

(460 cm"). This could be taken as an estimate of the

A. Asymptotic correlations barrier height, but this interpretation is limited by the
contribution of rotation to the barrier maximum f- 4

Before we continue our discussion of the form ex- meV for the most probable J" = 10.5 assuming R. =2.7
pected for the f

4
flT, potential curve, it is useful to con- A) and by the superposition of photofragments from the

sider the complications introduced by spin-orbit cou- four spin-orbit sublevels of the ( state. At this stage
pling. As we have discussed above, a 

411 state is ex- we can conclude only that the bound-free spectra are

pected to have four spin-orbit sublevels, described in consistent with the barrier heights derived from the
case (a) as Q=1, 1, 2 , a, - -. While the spin-orbit quasibound levels.
interaction in oxygen is not large, neither are the en-

ergy differences under consideration. In the situation C. Dissociation energy
of relatively low total angular momentum (J') of interest
here, we may describe the sublevels of the f4t, state in Assuming the lower vibrational levels of the f state
termscan be described by the vibrational constants in Table
t. Such a description remains reasonable even in the II, these constants can be used to give the location of the

Q. Sch desripion emans easoabl eve inthe observed levels with respect to the bottom of the po-
limit of very Large internuclear separation, except that tential well. In addition, the location of these levels with
as the electrostatic interactions become smaller com- respect to the O-(S

) _O(3pZ) separated atom limit is
pared to spin-orbit, the states are transformed from the repectl the the masered tom limt s

case (a) appropriate to the molecule to the case (c) ap- tion energies (W) or, equivalently, from the observed
propriate to the separated atoms, transition energies and the known potential energy of

The understanding of this asymptotic spin recoupling the relevant levels in the a state. Thus, thi. dissocia-

requires that we include all of the gerade states that lion energy of the Ofnl,,/z substate can be estimated from
correlate to O* (IS ) OfP). These various states are these values to be 784 cm

" (97 meV).
shown schematically in Fig. 8. The correlations of the The full valence configuration interaction calculation

spin-orbit sublevels are based on the calculations of (FVCI) of Beebe etal., '0 which used a minimum, Slater-
Beebe et al., 1o which suggest that for R>3 A the order- type-ofbBebe et, whichs a minimum,-S7ater-

ing of the gerade states is A more extensive FVCI calculation by Rochei" using a
d IZ; < X1ri, < a 'H,: E 'E; < f 1,, < 6s; . (4) double-zeta Slater basis set gives D, -580 meV. Rocheii

has also carried out a much larger first-order configura-

B. Potential barrier tion interaction (FOCI) calculation which, in addition

An epermenal lwerlimt ontheheiht o th poen-to the configurations used in the FVCI calculation, in-
An experimenta, lower limit on the height of the poten- corporated both single and double excitations from the

t al b ar r ie r in th e f sta te m a y b e o b ta in ed fro m th e e n e r - d m n n l c r n c c n i u a i n o h s s a e a a g

gy of the highest observed quasibound rotational level dominant electronic configuration of this state at large

relative to the dissociation limit. As seen from Table internuclear distance. This calculation predicts the

1, the highest level observed in the high-resolution bottoi. of the well of the f state to lie above the O'(
4
S')

spectrum is J' = 10.5 in the ' =I component of band B. *O(P 2 ) dissociation limit by approximately 47 meV.

However, using the rotational constants and Eq. (1), the Since the Onl, state has a maximum in its potential

assignme ts in this component can be extended to J' curve at large internuclear distances, it is interesting
=15.5 in tne low-resolution s 'rum (Fig. 2). To ob- to compare the experim-,ntal and theoretical values of

tain the barrier height for the i )f Ltionless potential, the "local" well depth ot this state, L.e., the difference

the centrifugal contribution' J'(J' .1)1t'/(2aR1) must in energy (D) between the potential barrier and the po-
be subtracted from F '"(15.5). Taking R6 =2.7 A, the tential minimum:

J. Chom. Phs, Vol. 7- . 15 Seotember 1980
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I I. 'A. Barrier pentra.on
400 II

lt FOCI To estimate the characteristics of the potential energy
curve that would be r juired to explain the observed pre-

__ I .- -- dissociation lifetimes oy tunneling, we have examined a

- - - -, -- - series of model potentials obtained by connecting the
_ Morse potential derived from the level positions with an
2 Eckart

a 
barrier. Two of the four parameters in the

-_ I Eckart potential were specified by requiring that the
I I / value and slope agree with that of the Morse potential

2 - at the right-hand classical turning point. The predis-
Z I sociation linewidths were then calculated from the ex-

II / / pression

II
r = (ffw/2r)T (5)

-600 -FVCI (see Ref. 24) using the known penetration probability (T)
for the Eckart potential combined with the effective vibra-

4800 tional frequency wa/2r derived from the spectroscopic
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 constants given for Q' =4 in Table 11. The remaining free

INTERNUCLEAR SEPARATION iA, parameters in the Eckart potential (essentially the bar-

FIG. 9. Theoretical predictions ior the location of the well of rier height and thickness) were varied over reasonable
thef'4f, state (FVCI-I: Beebe et al. (Ref. 10), FVCI-Il: Roche limits and the calculated lifetimes compared with those
(Ref. 11), FOCI: Roche IRe,. 11). The solid curve is the observed. For the extrapolated linewidth (J' =0) for
Morse potential curve generated using the spectroscopic con- 1, _ of 4 Gz, agreement was obtained for barriers
stants given in Table U for the '115/, substate. At R = 2.42 A, from 360 to 375 cm " 

high and 0.6 to 0.5 A wide. Un-
the Morse curve joins to the model Eckart barrier discussed in fortunately, the potential resulting from adding the
Sec. VA. centrifugal barrier contribution, ,fzJ,(J, 1)/2gR, is

no longer analytically solvable; therefore, effective
Eckart barriers were constructed for each J', complete-

D=D, +L' 5 , ly constrained by the potential for J' =0, through the

where L is the height of the barrier with respect to the requirements that correct barrier height and outer bar-

O(
3
P.) limit. Using the upper and lower limits that we rier turning point be reproduced. The observed in-

obtained for the barrier height, our estimate for D ranges creasing dissociation rate with increasing J' is easily

from 142 to 155 meV, excluding the uncertainty in D,. obtained, as shown by the dot-dash curve in Fig. 5.

The FVCI calculations of Beebe ef al. and Roche predict The corresponding potential barrier is shown in Fig. 9.

D=760 and 673 meV, respectively. The FOCI calcula- In the notation of Morse and Feshbachms for the Eckart

tion of Roche, on the other hand, gives D= 151 meV, potential, the parameters for J' =0 are A =0.84, r

which is in very good agreement with our experimental = 12802, d = 1. 18 ., with a barter height of 360 cm
"

estimates, and a barrier position of 2.68 A. The width of the bar-
rier at the energy of J' =0, Q' =1, and t' =3 is 0.602 A.

The three theoretical potential energy curves for the For small variations (of a few cm
"
i) in the barrier height

f TI, state are shown in Fig. 9. Also shown in this figure similar agreement can be obtained with suitable varia-
is the Morse potential curve for the i$/,, substate gen- tion of the barrier width. One expects that equally good
erated using the experimental constants in Table [1. The agreement could be obtained for W3' =2, but we have not
value of D = w

2 /(4w, x;) for the Morse potential is 149 yet performed these calculations; we have been awaitingmeV. a better determination of the vibrational constants for

that substate. Based on the observed lifetimes we esti-

V. PREDISSOCIATION OF THE f4fl 5 STATE mate that the ' =1 rotational levels are approximately
7 cm

" 
closer to the top of the t' =1 barrier than the

The present observations show that the f41] potential corresponding values in the Q' =! substate. If this trend
curve supports two quasibound vibrational levels be- persists in the ' =1 and ' = - 2 components, their line-
hind a potential barrier. To explain the observed spec- widths would be so large as to prevent their observation
tral linewidths and predissociation rates, two mechanisms in the present experiments.
of predissociation are available: (1) tunneling through the
barrier and (2) predissociation by other electronic states' Levels lying any substantial distance below the barrier
through spin-orbit and/or rotational coupling. As we are much less likely to dissoci. 'e by tunn,ling. Indeed,
will see in the following, either mechanism may be in- for the potential curve shown in Fig. 9, the lifetimes,
yoked to explain the linewidths observed for both &Z' with respect to tunneling, for r' =2 are predicted to be
components of the higher r' =3 vibrational level, while more than eight orders of magnitude longer than for
for I' =2 the barrier is too high ft - tunneling and pre- r' = 3. The experiments reported here show that i' =2
dissociation by other gerade electronic states is re- has the shorter lifetime; thus it requires an additional
qured. predissocation mechanism.

J Chem. Phvs.. Vol. 73. 1 '5 September 1980
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2638 Helm, CosoV, and Huestis. Laser predissociation of 0*

B. Spin-orbit and rotational coupling piing constant (A') for the f state, together with its small

Several gerade states of 0*: are known to correlate rotational constant (B'), ensures that to a good approxi-

with the lowest 0'S(4') -Ok3P) asymptote (see Fig. 1). matton the f state may be described in Hund's case (a)

In addition to the f', there are the well known Xfll, coupling at low values of J' (Y' -A' B' - 100). We have

and the less well known dt;, along with the poorly evaluateo r, from Eq. (7) using the matrix elements

characterized E2!;, nll, and GZ; states. in principle given by Kovacs"
1 for the 'fl(a)-" pert4rbation:

all these states can contribute to the predissociation of r, rJ (2J' - 3)(2J' .5) ,8a)
the f I, state. However, the X

21n, state is too strongly E' -4T h , . 7-(4J ' 2 -4J' -9) (8b)

bound and the 6: state too strongly repulsive to interact I I

effectively with the quasibound levels of the f 'I, state. r 3 4z 2 4 . i(
2

' '5) . z(2J' .5), (8c)
The dt; state has been found in previous experimental
studies""" to explain the predissociation of the b • (8d)
state. In addition theoretical calculations

°'
0.i predict The parameters and r

t 
are the vibronic matrix ele-

that it crosses the f 'f1, state on the inner wall of the po- ments for spin-orbit coupling
tential curves. The Ell; and a61, states are known only
from theoretical investigations. i0 These calculations by In , l1 Hl) (9)
Beebe et al. predict that their weakly attractive potential
curves intersect that of thef fI near the energetic dis- and rotational coupling

sociation limit just to the left of the maximum between 2.1
and 2.6 A, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus, there is a rt,= O; Z L i . (10)
sufficient supply of potential predissociating states, and r, and r. given by Eqs. (8a) and (Sb) can be fitted to
the available experimental information must be used to the measured linewidths. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the

decide which effects are dominant. As we shall see be- formulation outlined above explains reasonably well the

low, there are suggestions that all three predissociating observed J dependence for the 44' = and it' =2 sublevels

states (E z; , dI; , and afl, ) may play a role and that of r' =3. One important difference remains in that the

much interesting work remains to be done. predicted low J' dependence deviates significantly fromI that observed for 11' =-1 : r, does not drop to zero at

The major tool for analyzing the perturbations comes ta obserediford2 u remdos nt dro to eo a

from the observed predissociation lifetimes. As we have J= as predicted, but remains at the finite value of ap-

discussed above, the lifetimes for the &' = and 1= 2 proximately 4 GHz. While determination of r in the ex-
components of the v' =3 level show a strong dependence periment is difficult due to the presence of a continuum
on rotational quantum number (Fig. 5). The transitons background and the partial overlap of the Lorentzian pro-
involving al =2 also appear to increase in width as i files of neighboring transitions, the difference between

invovin r'= 2 lsoappar t inreae inwidh a J' the predicted and observed dependence at low J' is well
increases, although the transitions are extensively over- be te e n un ene at ine-Lappd (ee ig.3).Suc a epedene wuldreslt rombeyond the experimental uncertainty. Substantial line-

lapped (see Fig. 3). Such a dependence would result from widths are also observed in the t' - 2, a'2' -' 5 spectra at
predissociation induced by rotational coupling. The only low Je.
one of the candidate predissociatng states that can

produce this effect is the d'Z , for which both spin- We should also consider our failure to observe the two

orbit and rotational contributions to the coupling exist, higher fine-structure components It' = 1 in both r' =2 and

To investigate the expected rotational dependence we 3. Based on the spectroscopic assigninent derived from

express the predissociation linewidths using the Fermi the observed bands, we would predict that the 41' = I

golden rulem: subbands should have been discernible in the vicinity of
the other subbands if the linewidths of the former were

r, =2 I(0, R) 1 V(R)J *sr, R)) 2 (6) less than about 30 GHz. We can estimate the contribution

of the dt; state to the apparently larger predissociation
Here ,(r, R) and *,(r, R) denote the rovibronic wave rates of these components in the r' =3 level. Using the
functions of the predissociated discrete level n and the values 4, and s7 obtained from the fit above, we can pre-
dissociative continuum wave function at energy E, re- dict r, and r4 from Eq. (8). This result is shown by
spectively. V(R) is the operator that couples the bound the dotted lines in Fig. 5. Clearly the perturbation In-
and dissociative states. The contribution of the d 4Z; I should lead to linewidths for Q' = - ' small enough to
state can be approximated by be determined in our experiment. Similar arguments

hold for the 12' - component at low J'. Finally, cal-r,=2nJ H(4n, ' )i (7) 2'Idctt~2~t~ H fl#, 
4 ~i~i2

, (' culations of 'I"-.11 transition line strengths indicate

only insignificant variations among the various fine-

where the summation extends over all c, rnponents (0) structure components for two r1 states belonging to the

of the : state which interact with a particular fine- same couplin& -ase.
structure level I of the f '11, state (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for Q

. 2, . respectively). The assumption of the Thus, Coupling to the d state alone cannot explain

Additivity of the predissociation rates is equivalent to either the finite linewidths observed at low ' for the

assuming that on i a small phase difference between the 41' =. components or the apparently rapio predissociAtion
components is ac,,umulated from the point of interaction of the i1' = ct 'omponents. Both of these discrepa.ncie.s

to the dissociation limit. This is expected to be the case can be accounted for in the t' =3 level by barrier penetra-

for the t'; state. Further, the large spin-orbit cou- tion Sec. V A). However, tunneling does not offer a
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reasonable explanation for these same discrepancies in rotational and spin-orbit recoupLing among the relevant
the r' =2 level. An explanation for the rapid predis- electronic states at large internuclear distance. This

sociation of the 2' = ±-1 components can be obtained by requires a better understanding of the long-range po-
invoking the participation of the E

2
*; state shown in tentials and configuration mixing than is presently avail-

Fig. 1. This state is expected to consist predominantly able. However, if we assume that the long-range inter-
of the same configurations as the d* state. The in- actions are predominantly adiabatic, wecancompare

teraction of a 'fl and 'f state must proceed through spin- distributions predicted by the previously discussed pre-

o. ',it coupling with only small contributions due to rota- dissociation mechanisms with the experimental observa-
tion. Using Eq. (6) and the matrix elements from tions summarized in Fig. 6.
Kovacs, ? we may predict the linewdiths Ir, arising from The (rotationless) adiabatic correlations shown in

the perturbationf 
4

tl 1-E2Z to be: Fig. 8 suggest that most of the flne-structure levels that

r cc 0 , (11a) predissociate the Q1 =2 and 2 components of thef Inl,
r+i(J 2state should lead to O(P,) photofragments. The only

c0 +smnall contribution (
' ,(lib) exceptions are the EZ P -) and ail, 02 =4) levels,

3, - +small contribution (ccJ'2 ) , (11c) which correlate adIabatically with O(ePl), but are only
+small contribution ( j~) (lid) weakly coupled to the R' =1 and I levels of the f state.

• These arguments are consistent with the observations

Here is the vibronic matrix element describing spin - that O(ePs) is the predominant product produced in the
orbit coupling predissociation of 1f =2.

In contrast, the 0' =2 levels of r' =3 are observed to

Thus if Ez is comparable in magnitude to 4 1, the Q ' dissociate to O(P 1 ) and OeP2 ) while theJ-' - levels
2 cdissociate to OeP 0 ) and O(eP 2 ). This production of

and - components should have much larger linewidths 01(P 0 ) photofragments is clearly inconsistent with the
than predicted by Eq. (8) and would therefore be un- adiabatic correlations given above. However, if the
observable as discrete transitions. It should be noted

that the additional perturbation of thef state by the E major predissociation mechanism for this vibrational

state leads to no additional linewidth contribution for level were barrier penetration, the 1' =2 levels would
go to O(ePz) and the i' = levels to O(CI'). Long-range

the £' =4 component, interactions with the 6M; state shown in Fig. 8 could then

Finally, we must consider the contribution that the channel some of the dissociation to the O(ePl) and O(eP0)
ar l, state could make to the predissociation of thef 41, . limits, respectively, and thus explain the observed
As illustrated in Fig. 8, the a6nT, has six fine-structure branching (see Fig. 7).
sublevels P =1, 2, 4 , 1, -- , -2), five of which cor-
relate adiabatically with 0( P1) while the highest (1 = -4)
correlates with O(OPI). To our knowledge, matrix ele- VI. CONCLUSIONS

ments describing the interaction of quartet and sextet Two quasibound vibrational levels have been ob-

states have not yet been published. In Hunds case (a) served in thef i, state of 0; via the absorptionsf 
4

l,
we expect rotational coupling only between states of equal (t, =2, 3)-a 

4
in. (V =5, 6). Vibrational and rotational

spin. Thus the interaction between the a afl, andf .In, constants are determined for these levels. This is the
states must proceed predominantly through spin-orbit first Il-i system for which a rotational analysis has
interaction between sublevels of equal Q. All four com- been possible. In confirmation of theoretical predictions,

ponents of the! state will therefore be subject to pre- the quasibound levels are found to be supported by a
dissociation by the a 'U, state. These contributions substantial barrier in the rotationless potential curve of
should be largely independent of J' in the I'=421 component. the f state, with an estimated height of > 360 cm

" 
(45

Thus, both the J' dependence of the transition line- meV) for the '' =j component. The observed lifetimes,

widths and the two missing fine-structure levels can be product branching ratios, and the energies of the levels

explained by coupling to the d'E;, E2';, and a'ln, states, strongly suggest that predissociation of the t' =3 level

although tunneling through the potential barrier offers involves tunneling through the potential barrier. In con-

an attractive, alternate explanation for these features In trast, these observations suggest that predissociation

V' =3. A comparison of the linewidths in the two vibra- of v =2 involves perturbations from the d'Z;, E2L;,

tional states would allow conclusions on the location of and a1, states.

these various electronic states. Unfortunately, the line-
widths for the transitions to t ' = 2 are too wide and the Note added in proof. Photofragment kinetic energy

lines too blended to extract quantitative information on spectra measured over a wide photon energy range have
their J dependence. The low-resolution spectra of been used to experimentally determine the repulsive
is. i indicate narrower linewldths or at least less region of tet 0
blended lines. We anticipate a detailed study on the eV above the I ) teO(lPl cure te 0.05-0.

eV aovethe *( 0QP 2) separated atom limit [LF. J.
linewidths of this isotopic combination in the future. Grieman, J. T. Mosely, R. P. Saxon, and P. C. Cosby,

Chem. Phys. (In press)). These measurements, which
C. BEminching rateos average over ccitributions from all four fine-structure

As Pernot et al. 25 have noted, quantitative prediction components, are consistent with the approximate po-

of photofragment distributions depends on the details of tential curve for the 411,,2 substate shown in Fig. 9.
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APPENDIX E

LASER PHOTOFRAGMENT SPECTROSCOPY OF NO+

I. PREDISSOCIATION OF THE 2 3q STATEa

P. C. Cosby and H. Helm

Molecular Physics Laboratory
SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT

NO+ ions, produced by electron impact on NO, are observed to predisso-

ciate into 0 +4 S0 ) + N(4SO) when irradiated by a dye laser at wavelengths

between 6600-5650 A. The highly structured wavelength dependence of the

photofragments reflects absorptions from three vibrational levels in a long-

lived NO+ electronic state to 20 vibrational levels of a predissociated elec-

tronic state. The transitions are tentatively identified as

2 3 (v'=0-19) + bl' 3Z(v"=8-10). The weakly-bound 2 3 state is found to lie

0.698 - 0.925 eV above the lowest separated atom limit of NO+ and to adiabat-

ically correlate to the N+(3P) + O(3p) limit. This state is also found to be

homogeneously perturbed, most likely by the 3 state arising from the

0+(4S0) + N(2DO) limit and to be predissociated by the 5r + state. The

predissociation lifetimes for all rotational levels in v'-0-8 are > 1.6 ns.

Perturbations in b' 3Z (v-9) and W A(v-5,6) are discussed.

aResearch supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the

Army Research Office.

MP 81-32
03/05/81
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of its exceptionally low heat of formation, NO+ is the most abun-

dant chemical species in the thermosphere and is a key reactant at lower alti-

tudes. 1'2'3 Yet, in contrast to its isoelectronic neutral analogue N2, very

little spectroscopic information has been obtained on the electronic structure

of NO+. Only the AI - X +Z Miescher-Baer bands4 have been identified in a

nitric oxide gas discharge. They are also the only emission bands that have

been rotationally analyzed. 5 '6' 7 Two additional band system attributed to

b' 3E- X I +  and b 3 -+ X I +  have been observed at low resolution in the

fluorescence from an NO+ ion beam. 7'8 Nevertheless, a relatively complete

description of eight low-lying electronic states of NO+ has emerged from the

combination of these measurements with electronic structure calcula-

tions9' 10'11 and the photoelectron spectroscopy of NO.12 Current knowledge of

these states has recently been reviewed by AK.rlron, Schmeltekopf, and Zare1
3

who derived the NO+ potential energy curves shown in Figure 1.

Experimental information on electronic states above the lowest dissocia-

tion limit 0+ 4 S° ) + N(4 S ) is only fragmentary. Theoretical calculations

by Michels predict twelve additional bound states to lie within 24 eV of the

NO X2 H ground state. Only two prominent features are observed by photoelec-

tron spectroscopy above the lowest dissociation limit. 1 2 They refer to bound

states at 21.72 and 22.7 eV. Photoabsorption, 14 '1 5 photodissociative ioniza-

tion,15,16 and photoelectron-photoion coincidence 1 7 spectroscopy of NO,

18-20together with studies of the spontaneous and collisional dissocia-

tion2 0 - 2 2 of NO+, have also probed the NO+ electronic states in this region,

but none of these techniques has achieved sufficient resolution to permit

state identifications.
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We report here the initial application of predissociation photofragment

spectroscopy to the investigation of NO+ excited states. This technique

allows the first observation of bound-bound absorption transitions in NO

The transitions are pumped by a laser and are detected by observing the

subsequent predissociation of the upper electronic state to 0+ ( 4S ) + N(4 S )

products. Measurement of the kinetic energies of these photofragments estab-

lishes the absolute energy locations of both the (lower) absorbing and (upper)

predissociating states with respect to this lowest separated atom limit of

NO+ . The transitions are attributed to 2 3f(v'-0, 19) + b'3 E-(v"- 8 , 9, 10).

Vibrational analysis of the absorption bands indicates the 2 31 state

correlates to the N+(3 P) + 0(3P) separated atom limit and exhibits a shallow

well (D 0 0.21 eV) at an internuclear distance near 1.7 A. Abrupt changeso

observed in the vibrational spacings suggest this state is homogeneously

perturbed. Portions of the spectra are observed with sub-Doppler resolution

allowing complete resolution of a complex rotational structure which could not

yet be assigned. The absorption linewidths yield a predissociation lifetime

of ) 1.6 x 10- 9 s for the lower vibrational levels of the 2 3 state.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The apparatus used in the present study has been described in detail

elsewhere, 23 as has its application to the high resolution spectroscopy of

molecular ions. 24  Briefly, the beam from a tunable CW dye laser is made

coaxial with a fast ion beam of NO+ over an interaction length of about

60 cm. The NO+ ions are produced by electron impact ionization of NO in a

high pressure ion source (0.5 torr, - 100 eV electron energy). The ions are

accelerated to typically 4000 eV, mass selected, collimated, and merged with

the laser beam. If an absorption of photons occurs which results in photodis-

sociation, the photofragments, N+ or 0+, which are ejected perpendicular to

the direction of laser polarization are detected after kinetic energy anal-

ysis. The time interval between formation of the NO+ ions in the source and

their irradiation by the laser is estimated to be between 12-30 4s, the

principal uncertainty in this estimate being the residence time of the ions in

the source.

Most of the spectra reported here were obtained with the dye laser oper-

ating multimode at a bandwidth of approximately 1 cm
- and irradiating the NO+

ion beam within the cavity of the laser. The advantage of high photon flux

obtained using this technique is partially offset by the doubling of each

absorption transition by the opposite Doppler shifts produced by photons

propagating parallel and antiparallel to the ion beam velocity. Scans of the

dye laser wavelength were made over the range of 6600-5650 A for various

settings of the energy analyzer to detect either N+ or 0+ photofragments

produced with center-of-mass separation energies (W) between 0 and I eV. More

limited scans were made using the extracavlty beam of the laser to irradiate

the ion beam. In this case only a single Doppler component is observed, but

at a substantially reduced signal to noise ratio.
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Portions of the spectra were obtained using the extracavity beam of a

single-mode ring dye laser having a bandwidth of ± 25 MHz (0.0008 cm-1). The

-1
laser was scanned over wavenumber ranges of - 1.5 cm by piezoelectrically

tuning an intracavity etalon while modulating the laser cavity length to

obtain a homogeneous distribution of laser frequencies between its 100 MHz

cavity mode spacing. The procedure increased the effective bandwidth of the

laser to between 50-100 MHz. A substantially smaller bandwidth could be

achieved by fixing the laser frequency and velocity tuning the ion beam.

However, this necessitated a more limited wavelength coverage than was

required in the present study. The total apparatus produced linewidth of an

absorption is the convolution of the laser bandwidth with the Doppler width of

the transition due to the finite velocity spread in the NO+ ion beam. The

coaxial arrangement of the laser and ion beams together with the use of rela-

tively high ion beam kinetic energies reduces this Doppler contribution to

< 100 MHz.

During the course of these measurements, the previously reported
18- 20

metastable decomposition (spontaneous predissociation) of NO+ was observed to

produce 0+ fragments with W - 50, 140, 220, 300, and 370 meV. This fragmenta-

tion is not influenced by laser irradiation at wavelengths between 6600-

5650 A. No higher energy 0+ fragments and no N+ fragments arising from meta-

stable decomposition were detected. It should be noted that the weak features

observed at W - 95 and 181 meV in the kinetic energy spectra of Govers and

Schopman19 did not appear in the present measurements, probably reflecting the

difference in ion sources and flight times between the two experiments.

In addition, no direct photodissociation processes (bound-free tra,.9i-

tions), which would arise from perpendicular transitions to repulsive NO+

states, were observed between 6600-5650 A. The direct dissocitation of NO+
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to N+, which has been observed25 in a parallel transition at an unspecified

argon ion laser wavelength, was not investigated here.
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III OBSERVED SPECTRA

More than forty NO+ absorption bands are observed between 6600-5650 1

which produce O+ photofragments with W in the range of 0-900 meV and N+

photofragments with W - he range of 0-600 meV. The most prominent band

system produced 0 photofragments with W between 698-925 meV. Only this pre-

dissociation band system will be discussed in the present paper.

The wavelength dependence for the production of 0+ photofragments between

6500-5750 A with various center-of-mass separation energies (W) is shown in

Figure 2. The data were obtained intracavity; the Doppler doublets are sepa-

rated by - 5 A at 6000 A. Two prominent vibrational progressions appear in

this wavelength range. For the purpose of discussion, the members of these

progressions are labelled a0 - a6 and 0 - 05" The reason for this choice

of subscripts will become apparent.

The variation of photofragment separation energy with wavelength is an

important factor for the identification of the spectra. If we follow any

given band in Fig. 2, we observe a maximum intensity at a particular setting

of the energy analyzer. For example, bands aI and are observed with

maximum intensity in the W - 711 meV spectrum. A composite spectrum of the

two band progressions which reflects the absorption strengths of the transi-

tions rather than the kinetic energy distributions of the resulting photofrag-

ments may be constructed by piecing together wavelength scans at the optimum

energy analyzer setting of each band. Such a spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 for

the wavelength range of 6600-5650 A.

More detailed information on the photofragment separation energies is

obtained by setting the laser to a fixed wavelength within each band and scan-

ning the energy analyzer. The value of W observed in each Lf the bands is
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given in Table I together with the photon energy of the transitions

(Gv,,v..). It can be seen that within each of the progressions a and 3, the

variation in W from one band to the next corresponds directly to the photon

energy difference of the bands AGv,. We may therefore conclude that pro-

gression a involves transitions from one vibrational level of the absorbing

state to 11 closely-spaced vibrational levels in the upper electronic state

which predissociate. In addition, bands 0 - 35 have the same values of W

and AGv, as bands a0 - a5 in the progression at higher photon energy.

This demonstrates that both progressions share the same upper state vibra-

tional levels. The relative numbering of these levels is given by the sub-

scripts in the band designations.

The energies of the absorbing levels in the lower electronic state, rela-

tive to the 0+ + N limit produced by the photodissociation, are obtained by

subtracting the transition energy Gv,,v.. for each band from the photofragment

kinetic energy W observed in the band. These values are listed in the last

column of Table I. It can be seen that the a bands arise from a vibrational

level of 1.323 eV below the separated atom limit whereas the bands

originate in a higher vibrational level located 1.187 eV below this limit.

The similarity in the rotational structure of the a and 0 bands suggests

that each progression originates from the same lower electronic stzte.

In addition to these two strong progressions, two weaker progressions

produce 0+ photofragments with center-of-mass kinetic energies between 830-

925 meV. These transitions, labeled y and 6, in Fig. 4 appear at wave-

lengths between 6134-5914 A and 6379-6268 A, respectively. It is clear

from the W - Gv, ,v." values in Table I that the y bands originate from the

same lower vibrational level as the 0 bands, but access higher vibrational

levels in the predissociated upper state. The 6 bands, on tht other hand,
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originate from a third, higher vibrational level in the absorbing electronic

state. The vaiues of W, together with the upper state vibrational spacings,

show that the pairs of bands a8 and y8 ' a9 and y9 , as well as a10

and y10  each share the same upper state vibrational levels. Similarly, the

four pairs of bands Y 13-613 through y16-616 also share common upper state

vibrational levels. Thus, three absorbing vibrational levels in an upper

electronic state are observed in the 6600-5650 A wavelength region.

Band a2 and portions of bands a0-a 8 were investigated at high reso-

lution. A 0.5 A segment of band a 4 is shown in Fig. 5. The transition

linewidths observed here, as well as in the other bands, are 1 100 MHz,

corresponding to the apparatus-induced linewidth. This places a lower limit

on the predissociation lifetime of the upper electronic state of
-9

Td ) 1.6 x 10 s. The high resolution spectrum of band a2 was found to

consist of more than 280 resolved transitions having no discernible pattern

other than an apparent clustering of rotational lines into three groups sepa-

rated by approximately 10-12 cm-1 . It should be noted that detection of tran-

sitions in only the P and R branches of the band is expected here. Photofrag-

ments arising from Q-branch (AJ = 0) transitions, which are expected to be

preferentially ejected in the center-of-mass frame along the direction of

26laser polarization, will be greatly attenuated by the angular discrimination

of the apparatus. Rotational analysis of this spectrum has not yet been

possible, but even without it we are able to identify the observed transitions

primarily on the basis of the measured photofragment separation energies, as

discussed in the following sections.
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IV DISCUSSION

A. Identification of the lower electronic state.

The locations of the three absorbing vibrational levels in the lower

electronic state below the 0+ + N separated atom limit are directly given by

the W - Gvv . values listed in Table I. The energies of these levels aver-

aged over the a, 0, y, and 6 bands are -1.323 ± 0.002, -1.187 ± 0.005, and

-1.055 ± 0.005 eV. The error limits here refer only to the relative uncer-
+ 0.005

tainties in the measurement of W. An absolute uncertainty of - 0.010 eV in

the W measurement is the actual accuracy with which the abolute energy of this

group of three levels can be established.
2 7

The separation of the lower state vibrational levels can be more pre-

cisely determined from the photon energy difference of bands terminating in

the same upper state vibrational levels. These separations are given as
-i

AG .. in Table I. Average values of AG .. = 1098 ± 6 cm andv v
-1

AG v..+1 1036 ± 6 cm from the four progressions each contain an unknown

error due to our use of band centers rather than band origins, in the absence

of a rotational analysis. This error is manifested by the small, but statis-

tically significant, decrease in AG .. with increasing upper state vibra-v

tional level. The magnitude of the erro- introduced by the use of band

centers, however, is not likely to exceed 6 cm-; measurements of these band

separations from other locations within the rotational envelopes of the bands

give values for the lower state vibrational spacings which agree with the

band-center values to within the stated precisions.

Although the measurement of photofragment kinetic energies establishes

the locati n of the lower state vibrational levels with respect to 0+ + N, the

electronic states of the photofragment ; must be deduced indirectly. If the

predissociation leads to the lowest separated atom limit 0+ ( 4S ) + N(4 S ),
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the lowest of the three vibrational levels would lie 18.80 eV above

NO X 2T (v-0). Dissociation to the next higher 0
+ limits: 0+(4S ) + N(2D),

0(2 D ) + N(4 S ), or 0+(4S ° ) + N(2 P ) would place this vibrational level

at 21.17, 22.12, or 22.37 eV, respectively. However, it is unlikely that

bound states at the energies required for the production of electronically

excited photofragments would be present in the ion beam. No features appear

in the NO photoelectron spectrum12 at these energies, which indicates such

levels would not be populated by direct ionization of NO in the ion source.

Nevertheless, electronic states not observed in the photoelectron spectrum are

predicted by theory10 '1 to lie in this general energy range. These states

are bound at internuclear distances too large to permit their production in a

direct ionization process or involve multiple electron excitations but could

conceivably be produced by radiative cascade from higher states. Such hIgher

states would, however, be metastable with respect to predissociation by the

manifold of states arising from the two lowest separated atom limits. Indeed,

production of 0+ and N+ is observed in the photodissociative ionization spec-

trum 15'16 of NO at all photon energies above these respective thresholds. In

addition, no production of N+ or 0+ from the unimolecular decomposition of NO+

in a beam is observed from states above 20.5 eV, indicating the predissocia-

tion lifetimes of such states, if formed, is much shorter than the - 10- 5 s

transit time between the ion source and the photon interaction region in the

present experiment. We therefore conclude that the observed photon-induced

predissociations produce photofragments in their ground electronic states.

Further support for this conclusion is presented in Section IV B.

Eight of the 22 electronic sL-tes wh4 ch arise from the two lowest

dissociation limits have been defined experimentally. Using the molecular

13
constants for these eight states, we may calculate the locations of their
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vibrational levels in the energy region of our observed lower state levels.

Only three of these states, the A' I - , b'3 Z, and W A, have vibrational

spacings in the vicinity of the measured values of 1098 and 1036 cm-1 . The

calculated positions of their vibrational levels with respect to the

0+( 4S ) + N(4S0) separated atom limit are given in Table II. It can be seen

from this table that the A' state must be excluded from the list of candidate

lower states because the locations of its relevant vibrational levels are

0.05 eV away from the observed levels, which is well beyond the combined

uncertainties in these locations.

In addition to these well characterized states of NO+, theory predicts

two additional bound states, the 21Z +  and perhaps the 2 3A, to lie in the

energy range of interest here. Neither of these states has been previously

observed and several considerations speak against either of these states being

the lower state observed in the present experiment. The Franck-Condon overlap

between the relevant vibrational levels of these states with NO(X 2 ) is very

poor. In addition, the 2 3A state cannot be formed from NO(X 2T) in a

single electron removal process. Neither state appears in the photoelectron

spectrum of NO. Hence, it is unlikely that either of these states would be

populated by direct ionization of NO. Formation by radiative cascade is also

unlikely, for the reasons discussed earlier in this section.

We are therefore left with the choice of two possible lower state

candidates: b' 3Z (v"-8, 9, 10) and W A (v"=5, 6, 7). The consideration

of candidate upper states for the photodissociation will narrow this choice to

the b' state alone.
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B. Vibrational Structure in the Upper Electronic State.

The lowest vibrational level of the upper electronic state which

predissociates in the wavelength region of 6600-5650 A lies 0.698 + 0.005 eV
- 0.010

above the 0+(4SO) + N(4SO) separated atom limit. This level is accessed by

bands a and fo in Fig. 3. A detailed search of this spectral region gave

no indication of lower energy vibrational levels in this electronic state

(see, e.g., the W = 628 meV spectrum in Fig. 2). The relative intensities of

transitions to the upper state levels from each of the three vibrational

levels in the b' state are given in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the

intensities from v"-8 and 9, which otherwise exhibit a periodic variation with

upper state level, abruptly terminate at our lowest observed level. This sug-

gests assignment of the W = 0.698 eV level to v'O. We note that the long

predissociation lifetimes of these levels, as evidenced by their narrow

absorption linewidths, demonstrates a predissociation caused by a weak inter-

action. It is unlikely that the onset of this interaction would begin

abruptly at other than the lowest upper state vibrational level. However, the

intensities of the observed bands reflect not only the vibrational overlap

between the lower and upper states in the electronic transition, but also the

overlap between the upper electronic state and the state inducing the predis-

sociation. Since the predissociating state is presumably unbound in the

region of the interaction, the overlap between it and the upper state should

also vary smoothly. The combination of these two variations, on the other

hand, could result in several upper state vibrational levels having unobser-

vably small predissociation rates. If these levels were the first several

vibrational levels of the upper electronic state, this could a'so be consis-

tent with the present observations. Nevertheless, it is convenient to adopt,

for the sake of discussion, the assignment of the lowest observed level to
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v'0 while awaiting future work on the isotopically substituted ion to confirm

the assignment. Thus, bands a0 - a 0 correspond to (v',v") - (0,8) -

(10,8), bands 0 - 05 correspond to (0,9) - (5,9), bands Y8 - Y16

,correspond to (8,9) - (16,9), and bands 613 - 619 correspond to (13,10) -

(19,10).

The upper state vibrational spacing may be accurately determined from the

spacing of the band origins in the observed progressions. However, as men-

tioned in the preceeding section, the absence of a rotational assignment

requires that the band origins be approximated by other features of the band

rotational envelopes. The envelopes of transitions to v' 4 6 exhibit a

well-defined bandhead on the high photon energy side of the bands and isolated

rotational lines on the low photon energy side. In the bands for transitions

to v' > 6, however, the bandhead becomes increasingly diffuse and the isolated

rotational lines blend with lower energy bands as the spacing of the bands

decreases. In order to minimize the influence of these changes in the band-

shape, we have chosen to measure the vibrational intervals as the difference

in photon energy between band centers, defined as the mean pnoton energy of a

band at the intensity half-maximum of its rotational envelope.

The upper state vibrational spacings, AGv,, determined from the centers

of the observed bands, are shown as a function of mean upper state vibrational

quantum number, (v' + 1/2), in Fig. 7a. The squares, circles, open triangles,

and closed triangles are the values determined from bands a, P, y, and

6, respectively. The error bars for (v' + 1/2) - 0.5 - 6.5 reflect the vari-

ation in AGV, values obtained using the separations of bandheads, isolated

rotational lines, and band centers. Thus, the magnitude of this viriation

gives some measure of the influence of changes in the upper state rotational

constants with vibrational level on the apparent upper state vibrational sepa-
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rations determined from the band centers alone. The error bars for points at

v' + 1/2) > 7.5 reflect only the uncertainty in locating the band centers.

The slope of AGv, in Fig. 7a exhibits a strong discontinuity at

v' - 4. The magnitude of this discontinuity far exceeds any possible

uncertainty in the upper state vibrational spacing arising from the use of

band center separations rather than band origins. Its presence suggests 28'2 9

that a homogeneous perturbation occurs in the upper electronic state. This

will be discussed in Section IV D.

The observed values of AG , are replotted in Fig. 7b as a function of

the energy of the upper state vibrational levels with respect to the

0+(4SO) + N(4S°) separated atom limit (Wv,+ ). The functional dependence of

the energy eigenvalue separations of a Morse oscillator on such a plot is that

of a parabola with its apex near the dissociation energy of the oscil-

lator.2 9 Also shown in Fig. 7b are the corresponding energies of the nine

fine-structure combinations possible for the N+(3P) + O(3p) separated atom
+5

limit. Taking into account the - 5 meV uncertainty in the absolute

energies of the observed levels, it is clear from this figure that the upper

electronic state adiabatically correlates to N+(3P) + O(3 P). Since the energy

difference between N+(3P) + 0(3p) and 0+(4SO) + N(4SO) is unique, this

observation lends additional support to the argument made in Section IV A that

only ground state photofragments are produced in the predissociation of the

observed NO+ levels.

C. Identification of the Upper Electronic State.

The selection of candidate upper states can be restricted to those

correlating to the N+(3P) + O(3p) limit which can reasonably be expected to

exhibit the vibrational frequencies and homogeneouL perturbation discussed in
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the preceeding section. In addition, we require an upper state that is

optically connected to either the W A or b' 3- lower state by a dipole-

allowed transition. A further consideration which could be introduced is that

the candidate upper state must be predissociated by a state arising from the

0+(4SO) + N(4SO) limit. In practice, however, the long predissociation life-

times and the absence of observable changes in this lifetime with upper state

vibrational level do not make this latter consideration sufficiently restric-

tive to aid in the upper state identification. Discussion of the predissocia-

tion mechanism will be given in Section IV F.

The W A state would be optically connected in allowed transitions only

to the A I and the 2 1 states. The molecular constants of the A state are

known13 up to v - 10. If we extrapolate these constants five vibrational

levels into the energy region of the observed predissociation, the vibrational

spacing of the A state is found to be three times larger than the observed

values. In addition, the vibrational overlap between these A state levels and

W A (v"=5,6,7 ) is very poor.

The properties of the 2 1I state are known only from molecular structure

calculations. The potential curve calculated by Thulstrup, et al. 1 0 for this

state is drawn 3s1 the upper dashed curve in Fig. 1. The curve of Michels 11 is

qualitatively s.'ilar, but with the bottom of the inner well at 23.2 eV and

1.4 A. It can be seen from this figure that in order to pump vertical tran-

sitions from the relevant vibrational levels of the W state into bound levels

of the 2 1H state in the region of 20.9 eV, the potential curves of Thulstrup

et al. and Michels would have to be lowered by - I eV and - 3 eV,

respectively.

The large number of rotational lines observed at high resolution in band

a2 effectively eliminates these singlet states froi, consideration. A
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-
1A band, which has the highest complexity of known singlet systems,

28

would consist of only six rotational branches. In order to produce the

observed 280 rotational lines that differ by less than a factor of 10 in

intensity, the rotational temperature of the ion beam would have to be

> 800 K. In contrast, we have found30 the rotational temperature of 02+ ions

formed by electron impact on 02 to be 400 ± 50 K and fully expect a similar

temperature for NO+. It is therefore very unlikely that the upper electronic

state in the observed bands is a singlet.

33
If the b'32-(v-8, 9, 10) is the lower electronic state, there are also

two states optically connected to it in allowed transitions: the b 3 and

the 2 3T1. The same difficulties occur for the b * b' transition as were

discussed for the A I + W A; namely, the (extrapolated) vibrational spacing

of the b state is much larger than observed for the predissociated upper state

and the vibrational overlap between these states is poor. On the other hand,

the properties of the 2 3T state are qualitatively in agreement with those

expected from the observed transitions, which makes it the most likely

candidate for the predissociated upper state.

The potential curve of the 2 3F state calculated by Thulstrup et al.
1 0

is shown as the lower dashed curve in Fig. 1. The curve calculated by

Michels 11 for this state has an outer minimum of - 0.5 eV at - 1.95 A and

no inner minimum. Each of these calculations yields a 2 3R potential curve

which allows vertical transitions to this state from the b' 3- (v"-8-10) and

has the shallow potential well necessary to explain the small upper state

vibrational spacings observed in the predissociation spectra. In addition,

both calculations predict one or more avoided crossings between the 23 I

state and other curves arising from higher NO+ dissociation limits. In the

calculations of Thulstrup et al., one of these perturbations occurs within the
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bound region of the potential, leading to the formation of a second minimum at

shorter internuclear distances. Such a feature would qualitatively account

for the abrupt change in vibrational spacings observed in the predissociation

spectra. However, it should be emphasizeo here that neither the calculations

of Thulstrup et al. nor Michaels, which employ limited basis sets, purport to

quantitatively describe the NO+ electronic states in this energy region.

In summary, the following arguments have led us to identify the main

features of the observed band systems as 2 3I + b' 3E transitions: a. The

energy locations and vibrational spacing of v 8, 9, and 10 of the b' state

agree with the lower state vibrational levels measured in this experiment; b.

The complexity of the band structure, coupled with the apparent clustering of

rotational lines into three groups, is consistent with a 3T 4 3-Z combina-

tion; c. The predicted position of the 2 3R state allows good vibrational

overlap with the relevant b' levels; and d. The homogeneous perturbation

predicted for the 23 TI state is consistent with the perturbed vibrational

spacings observed in the upper state. Additional confirmation for this

identification comes from the observation of a rotational perturbation in the

v - 9 level of the b' 3 - state, which is discussed in Section IV E.

D. Location of the Upper State

As we have discussed in the preceeding sections, the uniform intensity

distributions within the predissociation bands, coupled with the gradual

variation of rotational features within each v" progression, suggests treating

the observed upper state levels as consecutive vibrational levels in a single

c'ectronic state, the 2 3I. The upper state vibrational spacings arising

from this single-state interpretation (Fig. 7) show a change in slope between

v' - 4 and 8. We have modeled a single potential energy curve such that its
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3vibrational eigenenergies correspond to the observed 2 11 levels and posi-

tioned it at various internuclear distances until the vibrational overlap

between its levels and b 3Z-(v"=8, 9, 10) reflected the intensity distribu-

tions observed in the predissociation spectra. The resulting potential

energy curve is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 8. Because rotational

constants for the upper state vibrational levels are not available to fix both

the internuclear distance scale and the relative slopes of the curve at its

inner and outer turning points, the curve shown in this figure is not a unique

3
description of the 2 H potential curve and should be regarded only as a

schematic. However, the wide potential well shown by this curve, which is

necessary to support the narrow spacing of the observed vibrational levels,

and the general region of internuclear distance at which it is drawn are

features of the 2 3n potential energy curve which should be substantially

accurate if the observed predissociated levels are attributed to a single

upper state potential.

Both of these features present somewhat of a dilemma when trying to

emplain the breadth of the rotational band structures observed here for the

23 Fl b'2Z - system: The main band features spread over a range of 30 to

50 cm-1. Such a narrow distribution in a 3f l 3 Z transition can only be

achieved if the rotational constants in both states are similar and the fine-

structure constant of the 3 n state is relatively small.
31

3 3We have attempted to model the rotational envelopes of the 2 3 + b3Z

transitions using the known rotational constants for the b' state (see next

3
section), the rotational constants calculated for the 2 3 potential curve

shown in Fig. 8, and a ro.,itiona] temperature of 400 K. The resulting band

structures were red degraded and extended over several hundred cm1 • Band

structures approximating the predissociation spectra could only be achieved by
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incorporating one of the following devices: (a) Assuming rotational levels

J > 10 were either not populated in the b' state or were not predissociated

in the upper state; or (b) Assuming a rotational constant for the upper state

which was nearly equal to that for the b' state, i.e., by moving the potential

curve drawn in Fig. 8 to substantially shorter internuclear distance.

As will be shown in the next section, there is evidence that high rota-

tional levels are indeed observed in the bands. Hence, we rule out (a) as

being responsible for their narrow appearance. In addition, we could not

account for the vibrational intensity distributions when the upper state

potential curve was moved to the shorter internuclear distances required in

(b). Of course, when comparing the intensity of the predissociated levels to

Franck-Condon factors for the 23 *- b' 3C transitions, we neglect contribu-

tions to these intensities from the vibrational overlap between the 2 3R

state and the predissociating state. This neglect may be partially justified

on the basis that we observe (at high resolution) no linewidth variations

among the various vibrational levels. We also note that no features are

observed in the NO photoelectron spectrum at energies near our observed upper3I
state levels. This suggests that the 2 3 state must lie at sufficiently

large internuclear distances to prevent its being reached in vertical transi-

tions from NO X2 1(v - 0). Consequently, moving the 23 q potential curve to

shorter distances does not seem justified.

We must therefore consider the possibility that the observed vibrational

structure of the upper state arises from the interplay of two separate elec-

tronic states of 3H character that perturb each other only slightly. For

the purpose of d'.scussion, we will same these two states x 3n and x, 3H,

where x refers to the state at shorter internuclear distance. If the x state

is bound more strongly than the x', then vibrational levels at energies above
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the well of the x' state will exhibit effective rotational constants which are

intermediate between those of the unperturbed states and vibrational spacings

for the unperturbed states that are bigger than those appearing in Fig. 7.

The actual relationship between those two states could be similar to the

interaction between the C 3H and C'3 [ states in N2. There the C state,

with the deeper well and lying at shorter internuclear distance, intersects

the inner wall of the potential well of the more weakly bound C' state.

Carroll and Mulliken 32 have proposed that the intersection of these states is

not avoided, but produces an overlapping of the vibrational manifolds in each

state. The rotational constants within each level then vary in C and C'

character as the degree of perturbation between the two manifolds changes.

This mechanism is also known to produce violent perturbations in the

spacing of vibrational levels within the manifold of each state. In the

present case of NO+, strong, regular displacements could be realized if, say,

every third upper state vibrational level were assigned to x 3 (e.g.,

v' - 0, 3, 6, ...) and the remaining levels to x' 31. This would allow a

symmetric perturbation of the levels in each state and may account for the

contiguous nature of the band shapes and intensities. However, even approxi-

mate treatment of this problem will require information on the properties of

at least one of these states outside the perturbed region.

Some additional, although negative, information on the 2 3H state is

obtained from photoelectron spectroscopy. No significant structure appears in

the NO photoelectron spectrum 12 which could be associated with the predisso-

ciated levels of this state. However, an intense peak is observed in the

spectrum at 21.722 eV. Four Rydberg series involving excitation of the

NO a 2s orbital have been identified which converge to this same energy. 14

These observations have suggested that the origin of an NO+ state lies at this
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I2

energy with an equilibrium internuclear distance close to that of NO(X 2)

and an electron configuration of

2 *2 2 * 1 2 4 * I
als a Is o2s c 2s a2 p 2p it 2 p I

. (1)

Lefebvre-Brion 33 has calculated the properties of the NO+ states arising from

3
this configuration and found that assignment of this feature to a 3 state

is in best agreement with the experimental observations. This state has been

named 12,33 C3  by analogy with the N2 state having the same configuration,
11

C 3 TI, which adiabatically correlates to very highly excited atomic

products. 34 The approximate location 13 of this state is shown in Fig. 8.

The configuration of the 2 3H state has not been reported; however, we

know that it must correlate to the N+(3P) + O(3p) separated atom limit. Only

three 311 configurations are possible from this limit. One of these is

known it to describe the b3 T state. We therefore attribute either of the

remaining configurations:

ClS 2 a Is2 a2s 2 a 2s2 a2P 2 a 2p Ia2p1  (2)

or

Cls 2 a*Is 2 a2s 2 a 2s2 a2p i2p3 iE 
2p 2  (3)

to the 2 31 state. Configuration (3) is equivalent to the major configura-

tion II of the C' 3 state in N2 . Thus this state is likely tne isoelec-

3 +tronic analog of the 2 3 in NO However, it is clear from Fig. 8 that,

despite the analogy with N2, the c 3f state is too far removed in energy to
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be the x 3n component of the 2 3R state which was discussed above. Rather,

a third 3E state will most likely be responsible for the homogeneous pertur-

bation of the 2 3l. Figure 8 does suggest that the repulsive wall of the

2 3E state will pass close to the potential well of the c 3H state. Even

the weak coupling expected between (l)-(2) or (l)-(3) would predissociate the

c state. Indeed photoelectron-photoion coincidence studies 17 have found that

the c state is completely predissociated to N+(3p) + O(3p).

The theoretical calculations which are presently available do not

accurately describe the NO+ potential curves above the first separated atom

limit. This is particularly unfortunate in the present investigation since

the states in this region are expected to have strongly mixed configurations,

particularly at the larger internuclear separations observed here. Thus

existing calculations are of little assistance in identifying the true form of

the 2 3R potential curve. We are currently analyzing the numerous other

predissociation bands, apparently unrelated to the present band systems, which

terminate in levels above and below those discussed here. Hopefully, some of

these bands will provide additional information on the location of the pertur-

bing 3E state.

E. Rotational Features in the Bands

Detailed comparison of the low resolution spectra of the a and t band

systems shown in Fig. 3 reveals marked differences in their rotational

envelopes. These differences are shown more clearly in Fig. 9 where the (3,8)

and (3,9) bands are given on an expanded wavelength scale. Although both

bands have the same general shape, the rotational structure in the (3,9) band

is decidedly less congested. This suggests that v" - 9 of the b' 3 - state

has fewer rotational levels populated among the NO+ ions in the beam than does

v 8.
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The b' 3 - state is not the lowest triplet state in the NO+ manifold

(see Fig. 1). It may radiate in allowed transitions to the b3T1 [the (9,0)

band origin would be at 5272 A]. However, transitions in the b' - b system

have never been observed despite intensive searches in spectra emitted from

discharge lamps. Field 7 suggests that the triplet states of NC+ are quenched

in the discharge faster than they can radiate. Evidence for a long radiative

lifetime for the b' state comes from the ion beam emission studies of Maier

and Holland.8 Several features in their spectra have been attributed to tran-

sitions in the b' 3Z + X 1 +  system, induced by spin-orbit interaction

between the A I and b' 3 - states. 7 Their measurements indicate lifetimes

of order 10 4s for several vibrational levels in the b' state. The corres-

ponding system e 3 - X 1 +  in tle isoelectronic CO molecule is also known
35

to be long-lived (T = 3 ts).

The time required for NO+ ions in our experiment to reach the laser from

the ion source is about 20 ps. Therefore, an appreciable fraction of the b'

state levels that are populated during the ionization process will be lost due

to radiation. This direct radiative loss should be essentially uniform among

the rotational levels, hence the Boltzmann distribution of rotational levels

in the ion source will be retained during the transit time of the beam and

will be similar within each of the vibrational levels in the b' state. How-

ever, v" = 9 of the b' state is locally perturbed by the v = 3 level of the

A I state, whereas the v" = 8 and 10 levels are not. This perturbation was

first predicted by Field 7 and has more recently been observed by Alberti and

Douglas 6 in the A 1I -* X I +  emission spectrum. Figure 10a shows the devia-

tion of the rotational term positions measured by Alberti and Douglas for the

e levels in v = 3 of the A state from the term values that are expected in the

absence of the perturbation. The discontinuities in this figure arise from
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Lne near-degeneracy of several rotational levels in A Il(v-3) with the

corresponding levels in the FI (N = J-1) and F3 (N = J + 1) components (e

levels) of b' 3-(v"-9). Perturbation of the f levels by the F2 (N - J)

component is also observed.

The A state is short-lived (56 ns); 3 6 hence, the radiative lifetime of

the perturbed rotational levels in the b' state will decrease to a degree

dependent on the strength of the perturbation. In order to assess this effect

on the rotational distribution of NO+ ton arrivit,g at the laser, we have

analyzed 3 7 these perturbations using a nonlinear least-squares fitting

38
procedure employing the rotational energy expressions given by Herzberg and

Kovacs 3 9 for the 32- and 1H states, respectively. The resulting deper-

turbed molecular constants obtained for A 1I(v3) and b' 3Z (v-9) are given

in Table III. Also given in this table is the value obtained for the spin-

orbit matrix element (H so) that couples these states. We note that it differs

by less than 10% from the estimate given by Field. 7 Using these constants,

together with the measured lifetimes of 56 ns for the A state and 10 4s for

the b' state, we have calculated the lifetime of individual rotational levels

in b' 3 E-(v-9). The predicted lifetimes of the F1 and F3 components of this

state together with those of the e levels of A I(v=3) are shown in

Fig. 1Ob. A similar dependence is found for the F2 component and the f levels

with their respective lifetime extrema occurring at J = 22. The resulting

effect of this perturbation on the rotational distribution in b' 3-(v=9 )

after a 20 is beam transit time is shown by the solid curve in Fig. lOc. In

comparison with the 400 K Boltzmann distribution that should characterize the

b' 3-(v-t' level.s, which is shown by the dashed curve in this figure. an

appreciable fraction of the higher r-tational levels of v = 9 will not be

present in the beam at the time of photoabsorption. The loss of these levels
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likely accounts for the different rotational envelopes in the v" - 8 and

v" - 9 progressions.

A second prominent feature in the band structure of the 23 F 4- b' 3E

transitiors is the two isolated lines which appear in the low resolution

spectra, Fig. 3 and 9, on the long-wavelength side of each band terminating in

v' s 7. Above v' - 7, the lines appear to be blended with adjacent band

structures due to the decreasing vibrational spacing in the 23 T state. The

spacing within each pair of lines is weakly dependent on upper state vibra-

tional quantum number, varying from 22 cm-1 at v' = 0 to 15 cm- I at v' - 7,

and is comparable in both the v" = 8 and 9 progressions. The isolated line

which appears in Fig. 9 with Doppler components at 16654 and 16669 cm-1 was

examined at high resolution. It was found to consist predominately of two

strong transitions separated by 3.00 cm-1 , each having linewidths < 100 Mhz.

A number of other, weaker features also appear in this wavelength region as

well as in the interval between this "line" and the main band.

The sudden onset of the isolated lines at v" = 0 in both the v" = 8 and 9

progressions, their intensity pattern, their photofragment kinetic energies,

as well as the upper state vibrational spacings derived from their spacings

are all consistent with the bands which we have attributed to the

2 3l + b' 3_ transitions. This strongly suggests that these lines also

terminate in the 2 3I state. However, the substantial separation of the

lines from the main body of each band makes it difficult to associate them

with the same rotational envelopes. In addition, the lower state separation

derived from the isolated lines (1110.1 cm- I at v' = 0 increasing to 1114.4 at

v' - 4) is s gnific.ntly different from that derived from the main band fea-

tures (1101.7 cm- 1 at v' - 0 decreasing to 1098.9 at v' - 4). These difficul-

ties might be explained if the population of a high rotational level in the
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b'3E - state were substantially increased due to perturbations in both v" - 8

and 9 by near-degenerate levels in a longer-lived state, e.g., the a 3E+.

However, the photofragment kinetic energies produced at these lines are less

than 80 cm-1 higher than the lowest kinetic energy photofragments produced in

the main body of the bands. This precludes the rotational levels corres-

ponding to the isolated lines from being more than - 5 quanta larger than

the average rotational level within the main body of the bands. Such a small

difference in rotational quantum number is insufficient to explain the large

separation of the isolated lines from the main band structure.

A more likely explanation would be to attribute the isolated lines to

transitions into the 2 31 from a lower state other than the b' 3 E- . The

lower-state spacing of the lines restricts the choice for this state to both

the A'I Z and the W IA (see Table II), but only the W state could be

sufficiently long-lived to persist in the NO+ ion beam for the required

transit time. In order for the 2 3 * W A transitions to occur with reason-

able intensity, the W state would have to be perturbed by near-degenerate

levels of a triplet state to lend it sufficient triplet character. Intersec-

tion of W A(v=5,6) at J < 30 with all candidate perturbing states can be

ruled out on the basis of their known molecular constants 13 with the exception

of the b 3f(v-1,12), where the molecular constants are known only for

v < 2. The (W, b) perturbation would occur only in the 3112 substate;

hence, the 2 3I 4- W A transition from a single perturbed rotational level

could give rise to a maximum of three A-doubled lines for each of the upper

state vibrational levels. If the intensity of the Q branch were weak, or if

the photofragments arising from this branch were attenuated by their angular

distributions, then only two pairs of lines would appear in the spectrum.

These 23 11 W 1 A transitions could account for the isolated rotational lines.
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F. Predissociation Mechanism

The high resolution spectra of the bands terminating in v" - 0-8 show no

measurable variation in transition linewidths. Rather, the observed line-

widths are apparatus limited demonstrating that predissociation of the 2 3f

state occurs only slowly (predissociation lifetimes > 1.6 ns). Because only

0+ photofragments are produced, the state responsible for the predissociation

must be one of the four states (1,3 ,5,7z+) arising from the N(4So) + 0+(4S ° )

limit. The X IZ+ and a 3Z states are too strongly bound to interact effec-

tively with bound levels of the 2 31 state and the 7Z+ state is not

directly coupled to the 2 3i state (AS - 2). This leaves the a5 + as the

best candidate for the predissociating state.

5 + 3The a5E state is coupled to the 2 fl state through the spin-orbit

operator. The general effects of this interaction on the linewidths (r ) of
n

the predissociating transitions may be investigated using the Fermi golden

rule:
40

rEn = 2nl< n(r,R)IV(R)IFE(r,R)I2 • (4)

Here T (r,R) and TE(r,R) denote the rovibronic wavefunction of the predis-
nE

sociated level n and the continuum wavefunction at energy E above the disso-

ciation limit, respectively, and V(R) is the operator that couples the bound

and continuum states. The use of equation (4) to predict the linewidths of

the transitions neglects any linewidth contributions from the properties of

3-
the lower state involved in the transitions, b' Z -  This neglect is justi-

fied on the basis of the long lifetimes 7'8 of 'he b' levels.

For the (2 3N, a5E + ) interaction, Eqn. (4) reduces to
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-x~H( 3  5 +2.)IM2 7I( 1 ( (5)

J+

The summation over the components j of the E+  state which interact with a

particular fine-structure level Q of the 3R state is based on the assump-

tion that only insignificant phase differences among the j components are

accumulated from the point of interaction to the dissociation limit. This is

expected to be valid for a E state because its fine-structure levels lie

close in energy. We have evaluated the matrix elements for the H(2 
3 r;a 5E)

using the 5E+ transformation matrix elements given by Kovacs 4 1 and Hund's

case (a) elements for spin-orbit coupling given by Freed:
4 2

<JS' A' E'IH IJQSAZ> = (-1 )E(Z1 1 2
so- 1E

where A10 is the intercombination analog of the spin-orbit parameter. The

resulting linewidths for the three substates of 2 3I are:

r A (7a)0 10

r 1 3A10  (7b)

F2 t 6A o. (7c)

On the other hand, the (unlikely) event where both states are described by

case (b) coupling reduces the ratio of expected linewidths among the three

components to only 0.67 0.77 : 1.
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Neither case would be distinguishable if Ai0 were so small (< 10-
3cm- )

that the expected linewidth variations fall below the limit of our experi-

mental resolution. We should therefore consider the possible magnitude of

this matrix element. The dominant electron configuration for the a5E+ state

is:
I I

2 * 2 22 * 2 2 2 2 * 2
ols a ls a2s a*2s a2p a2p n2p i 2p • (8)

3

The probable configurations of the 2 fI state were given by (2) and (3) in

Section IV D. Both of these configurations transform into (8) via single

electron excitations. This suggests approximating A10 by single electron

spin-orbit integrals. Thus

A10  <vIx> <n 2pla+lo2p> (9)

if 2 3I is described by configuration (2), or

A1 0 - <vlX> <2plal+ Ia2p> (10)

for configuration (3), where 1v> and IX> are the vibrational and continuum

3 5 +
wavefunctions of the 2 3I and a E states, respectively. The one-electron

spin-orbit matrix element in (10) has been reported7 to be 76.6 cm-1 . The

value for the corresponding matrix element in (9) has not been measured, but

is likely to be the same order of magnitude. Consequently, at this level of

approximation, only a uniformly small (_ 10-4 - 10- 5) vibrational overlap

between the 23 rI and a 5Z+ states would lead to the observed linewidths.
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As can be seen in Fig. 8, the calculated potential energy curve for the

a state passes directly through the potential well of the 2 3I state.

While this may certainly lead to the requisite small overlaps for specific

1 3
vibrational levels of the 2 31, it is unreasonable to expect accidentally

small vibrational overlaps to account for the narrow linewidths observed in

each of the first nine vibrational levels of the 2 3I state.4 3 This could

indicate that the relative locations shown for these two curves in Fig. 8 are

not accurate. However, we also note that the (2 3T, a 5 ) crossing occurs in

the perturbed region of the 2 3T state. Since the perturbing 3T state

undoubtedly has a configuration different from either (2) or (3), the use of a

single configuration description for the 23 TI state is clearly inappropri-

ate. Proper treatment of the (2 3TI, a5 + interaction will therefore require

explicit calculation of the complete spin-orbit matrix element taking full

account of the configuration mixing when improved theoretical potential curves

become available.
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V CONCLUSIONS

Twenty vibrational levels of a weakly bound NO+ electronic state corre-

lating to N+(3P) + O(3P) are observed to predissociate to 0+(4SO) + N(4S°).

The levels are accessed by electronic transitions from three vibrational

levels in a lower energy electronic state of NO+ which are sufficiently long-

lived to be significantly populated 20 is after their formation. The

energies of the predissociated levels, together with the rotational and vibra-

tional structure in the transitions, are most consistent with assignment of

the upper and lower electronic states to 23 TI and b' 3 , respectively. The

predissociated vibrational levels in the 2 3R state are tentatively identi-

fied as v' = 0-19.

A number of perturbations are observed in the predissociation spectra.

The rotational population of the b' 3-(v"-9) levels appears to be selec-

tively depleted due to interaction with A TI(v-3). Isolated rotational

structure which accompanies the 23 T - b' 3 - bands suggests that perturbation

of W IA(v-5,6) by b 3I(v-11,12) also occurs. The 23 T state is believed to

be predissociated by the 5Z+ state, but the long predissociation lifetime

of > 1.6 ns has not allowed confirmation of this assignment. In addition,

the 23 I state is found to be homogeneously perturbed. The perturbing state

is likely not the c 3T state observed by photoelectron spectroscopy, but the

3 state arising from the 0+(4So) + N(2 D° ) limit. On the other hand, the

location of the 2 31 state makes it the likely candidate for causing the

reported predissociation of the c 3R state.

Molecular constants are not given for the highly perturbed vibrational

3structure of the 2 TI state nor bas rotational assignment of the spectra been

possible. However, this study has sxtggested a number of experimental investi-

gations which may lead to a unique description of the 23 H state. Zeeman
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splitting of the rotational lines in the 2 3f + b' 3 transitions would

greatly assist in their assignment. Extension of the wavelength region

covered in the predissociation spectra to include transitions originating in

lower vibrational levels of the b' state would also more precisely establish

the 23 I state location. Isotope shifts in the vibrational structure would

confirm the vibrational numbering in the bands and identify those bands which

may arise from the perturbing 3I state. Finally, assignment of the other

band systems in the NO+ predissociation spectra may locate the perturbing 3l

state. These will be the subject of future investigations on NO+ .
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table II. Lower State Vibrational Levels
a

State v" AGv . ( c a ) bAGv .+(cm-)c Dv (eV)d

bt3Z- 8 1089 :k 13 1068 t 14 -1.338 t 0.015

A'IZ -  7 1069 * 6 1042 * 6 -1.277 * 0.010

W 1 5 1079 1* 18 1056 k 20 -1.326 * 0.058
+- 0.005

This Work v" 1098 * 3 1036 * 10 -1.323 + 0.010

Vaalues for the b', A', and W states are calculated from the molecular

constants in Table I of Ref. 13.

bGv. - v+l

cCvG+l - v+2

dEnergy of v" with respect to the 0+(4So) + N(4S0) separated atom limit. The

b', A', and W states actually correlate to the N+(3 P) + O(3p) limit, which is

higher in energy by 0.916 eV.
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Table III. Molecular Constants from the A'fl(v-3), b'3E-(v9) Perturbationa

A'fl(v3) b' 3 (v-9)

fv - 77638.399 Tv - 77806.8

Be - 1.50095 B - 1.15997

Bf - 1.50109 y - -0.141

D - 6.7931 x 10- 6  x = 1.01

Hso- 4.649

aunits are cm-I.

bsee Ref. 38.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Potential energy curves for the experimentally observed electronic

states of NO+ given by Ref. 13. The accuracy of the individual

curves varies - see Ref. 13. Unobserved states are listed at

their expected separated atom limits. The potential curves for

1 3
the 2 11 and 2 11 states are the adiabatic curves calculated by

Ref. 10.

Figure 2. Low resolution (- I A) wavelength dependence for the production

of 0+ photofragments with various center-of-mass kinetic energies

(W). The NO+ ions were irradiated in the laser cavity; each

absorption appears as a Doppler doublet separated by - 5 A.

Figure 3. Moderate resolution (- I cm-), composite spectrum for the

production of 0+ photofragments. The center-of-mass kinetic

energy of the collected photofragments linearly increases with

photon energy from 0.68 eV at 15100 cm- I to 0.81 eV at 16150 cm-I

and from 0.67 eV at 16250 cm
-1 to 0.85 eV at 17670 cm

-1 . The NO+

ions were irradiated in the laser cavity; each absorption appears

-1
as a Doppler doublet separated by - 14 cm

Figure 4. High resolution (- 0.003 cm- ) spectrum of a portion of the a 2

band.
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Figure 5. Moderate resolution (I 1 cm-), intracavity spectra of the y

and 8 bands. The center-of-mass kinetic energies of the

collected 0+ photofragments increases linearly with photon energy

from 0.85 eV to 0.94 eV in the upper spectrum and from 0.81 eV to

0.92 eV in the lower spectrum.

Figure 6. Relative intensities of transitions to the predissociated vibra-

tional levels (v') of the upper electronic state from

bf' 3Z(v"'8,9,10). The intensities (points) are connected by

arbitrary, smooth curves.

Figure 7. Vibrational spacing in the predissociated upper electronic state

as a function of (a) mean upper state vibrational quantum number

(v' +1/2) and (b) upper state energy with respect to

0+(4So) + N(4 SO). The energies of the nine fine-structure

combinations of N4+(3P) + 0(3p) are also shown in (b). The

squares, circles, open triangles, and closed triangles are the

spacings derived from the a, 0, y, and 6 bands, respec-

tively. The dashed curves are least-squares fits of AGv, to a

linear functional dependence on (v' + 1/2) in (a) and a quadratic

functional dependence on Wv,+l in (b). The horizontal error bar

in (b) shows the absolute uncertainty in the energy scale.

Figure 8. Selected NO+ potential energy curves in the region of the lowest

energy separated atom limit.. The RKR potential curve of the

b'3r-  state and the estimated potential curve of the c3 f state

are taken from Ref. 13. The a5E+  potential energy curve is that

E-"



b3

calculated in Ref. 11. The 2 11 state is represented by the

schematic potential energy curve suggested by the predissociation

bands (see text). The vibrational levels observed in the

2 3 + b 3 transitions are indicated by horizontal lines.

Figure 9. Moderate resolution (- I cm-), intracavity spectra of predis-

33

sociations in 23fl(v'-3) when accessed by abaorptions from v" - 9

(upper spectrum) and v" - 8 (lover spectrum) of the b'3 -

state. Each absorption appears as a Doppler doublet separated by
-1 -

- 14.6 cm in the upper spectrum and - 13.8 cm- I in the lower

spectrum. The Doppler doublets corresponding to the isolated

rotational features discussed in the text are indicated in each

spectrum.

Figure 10. Effects of the A 1(v-3), b' 3Z -(v-9) perturbation as a function

of rotational quantum number. The upper figure (a) shows the

deviation of the term energies of e levels in A Il(v- 3) reported

by Ref. 6 from the energies expected in the absence of perturba-

tion by b' 3 (v=N9,F-1,3). The center figure (b) gives the

expected radiative lifetimes of these levels as a result of the

perturbation and the lifetimes of the perturbing b' £ -(v-9)

levels. The bottom figure (c) shows the expected 400 K Boltzmann

population distribution in the rotational levels of the b' 3 -

state produced by electron impact in the ion source (dashed curve)

and the population distribution in b' 3£ (v-9) upon arrival at

the laser 20 ga later (solid curve).
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APPENDIX F

Photodaso!ca@ta- on and podemh ntof moeclar nage""v
lone Vil Nitrogen oxides and hydrates, 3500-8250 A

G3. P. SmIUK L C. Lee, and P. C. Colby

hyirs.tme .Nof es hipd W phdeudhes waren fora th wbsawnixic ,hmon~ sco Af

1. ITROUCTONeet an intracavity laser beam, which in choappeda 100

The ion NO; to a key constituent of the D region of Be By coutin m a for variou ioninestslsra
the earth's ionosphere,' due to its stability. With a an be mlasere hdetreatie roses sectvaiostus o

bond enemgy' of nearly 4 eV, NO; will react with neutrals ca ermeasred lae rotanatsile rsscalen byu ndeaiz-

fonlyd to es for s c auser ion sch l as mve Nby neurl tin to the known'i 0; photodetachinent cross section
fortDid, wthe pose onl r y loly remo yntralf measured in 0,. The ratio of the relative Laser powers

Izaton ithposiiveion or y potoetacmen. ~ is measured folr this determination. The ratio oftion
forts to model U'. D region require knowledge of the drift velocities through the Laser beam is also needed,
photodestruction processes for the imotn O o and is calculated from the ion mobilities. Mobilities
and its hydrates, and for the precursor NO; ion, used' In this work were 1. 3 cms V-1 a" for 0; . No, 1. 25

During the course of reaction rat measurements for 0j -NO -HO in N,0, and 1. 3 for NO; .5,0 ino Cs,
relevant to D) region ion chemistry, a second isomer all scaled from the measured mobilities ot positive and
of NO; was discovered. 31 Since this second form is negative ions in COB; and 2. 5 cms V' a-' for NV; in 0,
produced via switching reactions such as 0; +NO scaled from the measured mobility of 0; in 0%.
- 0; *NO.+04, the isomeric state is believed to have a A variety of laser sources was used. Prism tuned Ar
peroxide (00510) rather than nitrate (NO,) structure, laser lines at 5145, 5017, 4965, 480, 4765, 4658, and
lnvestigatIons*'4 into the reactions producing and do- 4579 A, and Kr' laser lines at 5309, 5208, 4625, 4762,
stroing 0j, NO have fixed this Ion's iece In the D re- 4680, 4131, and 4067 were used, with the drift tube in-
gion reaction Scheme which converts 0; and c; lins to teraction region within the laser cavity. The unseparated
NO,' Ions, but photodestruction measurements are also Kr' laser ultraviolet output, consisting at 25% 3564 A
neeided. In addition, comparison of the photophysics of and 7l1, 3507 A, was also used. Intracavity dye laser
the two forms of NO;, ad their hydrates, can provide maueet eemd rm40 o45 sn

impotan stuctual nfomatin o th isoers Fial- stilbene 3 dye, pumped by the 4 W UV Ae laser output;ly, different photophysical behavior of the two forms from 7150 to 7700 A using oxazins dye; and at g350 A,
allows their differentiation and should be useful In clari- using DEOTC dye pumped by the Kr' laser red lines.
fying the chemistry of the production and subsequent
reactions ot the ions. Ill. NO2 AND NC -H1

ia this paper we report total photodestructin cross Photodestruction cross section measurements for NO;
sections at wavelengths from 3500-6250 A for the ions r hw nFg .Pooeaheti epnil
N%, N%, %' N O, and their first hydrates. ft otoche- for thm p nFi.1.hotodestutom c hen isooresole
icest destruction of weakly bound cluster ions such as fthel Iboeucin 4.0 c V. the meaosurme to wer
NO;.E,90 by laser-excited NO, was also observed in Me maesde in .40 e To 0 wit. The NOeadauraet wer,

--- ~ ~Present, at IN - 10 Td and a drift distance of 20 cm
from the ion source to the laser. The ions are formed

11. LXPERIMENTAL DETAILS in the source region by the rapid charge transfer roec-

The apparatus is a drift tube-mass spectrometer tie 4.t
coupled with an ion or dye laser, and! has been described 0, N, - NO + 0 ,(a

in detail previously. 0 Negative ions formed by gas phas O;mm-q 02(b
electron attachment and subsequent lan-molecules roec- 0+N,-N;.,,(b
tians drift slowly through the -0. 50 Tort, gas mixture and by the three-body association reaction
under the legluence of a weak applied electric field (IN
. 10 TdO toward an exit aperture. Before passins. through 0'+NO+0,-N0 9 4'0 (2)
the aperture into the high vacuum quadrupole maas spec- where h,-1. 2x l0'Icm1/s. ExtrapoIlationoatthe NO;
trometer region at the end of the drift tube, the ions Inter- croes section measurements to wavelengths longer than

4W8 J9. Chisi. Phys. 71(11), 1 Cotc. 1979 0W21 -06/7/23MAA.0760i.00 0 1979 Amsneftn Institt of P'vna
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Smith. Le, a&d Cushy: Phoudmmnelatlm of mollsolmer neprtive iWms V IIt 44M

INGmmy .OVI cited NO~im. Given tin currentale ofAILIc 2.36 *0.10
2.4 LIS 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 9V for the electron affinity of NOt, Shis observation is

T. consnt ih trehopowdcmnt ofraed
.Noj.IwNO;.

4% N'OWarseOk has oserved a similar threshold for N%~
phatodetchmat. bet his cros" section measurement at

3500 A is only 30% of our value. The reamo for thi
] discrepancy is unclear, particularly mince his eepert-

msets utilteed a discharge source-beam apparatus a
4 should reflecet a large fraction of vibratamafly excited

11 Measurements am NO; D HO were adef in a mixture
ofi0. M~-2. 0N in 0. 4 Torr COg, with traces of ime-

purity NO, and andded 8,0. Under thene conditions no
0_ 04 contaminates m"64. Nevertheless. D,0 was alsoao 9041 41111 0 O used to produce NG; -DO for some experiments, to

WAy LENGTH (A) vertty the absence of 0.. The amount of NO, present
IFIG. 1. Pogftatad lnem are asse at Otuar Nq (air- isd iseff tlmfy low to preoew signfican colistonal die-

alga adto 1(triaesleel. as a haoodon of lager wave- sociatiom by excited NO, Cm Sec. VD). The NO;. 3 ,0
eakt. Lome are created from N0j by the fast three-body rose-

400 A tolat an apm t theshold of 2. 5 OT, is NC++O B m t~- NOJ.APBm . , k,-1. xOx 1ftcm~1/s
accord with doe pbotodetchment value1' at 2. 36*a0. 10e9V (3)
for the No, electron affinity. Thy masrd NO - 10 phatademtructiom cross see-

Other stodies"619 have reported larger aros sections tione are given in Table I and Fig. 1. A threshold near
between 4000 and 500 j than the curret measrements. 4131 A tos ent, a the cross section is nearly n-
As Huber ot a.. 9 ave demonstrated, theme can be at- half thot of the parent NO; at 3500 A. The products at
tibuted to vibratianally excited No;. Since vibratiassily Seo Nj - H0 phatodetuction could ot be eperimen-
excited Do; is forme in reaction (1), drift tube modi. tally established because of the presence of a large wx-
timn were chosen to permit retention of the ecent e" of No" ton in the drift tube. It is likely, however,
NO; to 300 K prior to their arrival at the Laser. Huber that dissociative photodetncbmeoto the observed pro.
de at. 9 heve meamare an effective relaxtion rate of cows. Ti~s wosld be consistent with the observed blue-
8. Sx 10" cut/m in 06 for excited MW which can be shift In the hydrate threshld with respect to that of No;.
v ,o- aiissoctated at 146 A. 'Tha. for the drift tube con- On might epect the same electromic transition to be
ditiane stated above, only 3% of the aseent N; lame responsible for the photon absorption in each species,
will remain excited after drifting 2 em from their point bet the hydrate requires additional energy to break the
401 JmO iEL. AiMinmS 411 4Ma O6 m Sa NG-E bead. GM0 -Iemm ad"S " o NO, ci
function of drift distance show that less then 7% of the 2.36e9V and the N%. 5,80 band mnrgy 4 ad 0.62 eV, the
NO; Lane arriving at the Laser are formed within 2 cm thermodynmitc threshold for dissociative pbotodetach-
of the Laser. Given the pholodeinchment cross section meat of the hydrate is 2.6 e8 V, a value essentially idea-
for nascent, unrelaxed NO; of 0. 7%x ION cm8 at 540 A.' tical to the observed pbotodestructia. threshold.
the contribution ad excited NO; to the cross sectio am -

saremma pesseed I F#& IIs thee estimated to he I.1iADW
iso m I lX 10frnm. "a gra Sa dm)Iene a

At 4@0 1. a esili am sesdow now -woe in f a ,~fr of IS 11 Is CO at 0. 46 Thi by On
m -e AMI M e is O U o, ft wit OE~h se
2610mi i f m lalfy amini M Im in a so a in.- CX X -K+D Ill-2.0KWeams/a, (4)

mimnd at mbebo *Mdnm . Amal sho in to a se
in f f O OM ft Oe" MAMU =1 m00.

dot 3K XX WO /s MOLIfs is AIM Mia do awinme. b 4S ms
tiaes t served provin9 at IM0 and VICI A, be- eactio (4) is suieuc by 2. 8 a0. 3 9V, as calculated

anns k tisahmntat the loer wv dw ao- Om the disieeMo enqom of W; (I. AeV end al 110
pio ay Inme - y -ole vroon Inl, (meina PoO 1k, asi do N, &nd 0 electan a~bs-
whic wemr qdildy depopelated as Me Ism #*gvms t. 162 Only he groun stte NO; isomer shul be
theral eqnlkin via colin. Iame. Since do excted Isomer is' mnw to react

Asmallpetiv ross neetlam di k .30.SxW" *= fll wit CO, via reaction (- 4). its prodOCioa vILA )
is absetgsd at SiM A (2.26 WV. This croas section Is mast be eedosthvmic end slow.
larger than that calculated for the contribution from ex- Table I gives upper Limit$ an the NO; phatodestiuctiom

J. Gsa.. Ps, VaO. 71, N&a 11. 1 Mw 18?to
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4mI Smith, Les, wid Cosy: Phulmolto of misoilw niilv ia. Vill

TADLE 1. PhissistruOWim arc" isuon vWpr Unmits (101 am').

S 4eV) % (A) Poi Mq 1 N(q PNt , O CJ*NO C; -NO *140

15$03 &350 0. 067 <0. 072
1.6an 7500 < 0. 041 C0.036

1. 74 7100 < 0. 014

2.335 5303 0. 029 < 0.014 C 0.011 <0. 10

2.381 5308 0.0330. 009 < 0.0OW t 0. 064 <0. 10

2. 500 4825 C0.0468 0. 075 0O.32

2.60 4762 -'0.00 C0.092 (0. 12

2.649 480 '0. 071 < 0. 106 ~0. 16

2.708 4673 (0.045

3.001 4131 0. 16 *0.03 < 0.074 (0. 10

3.573 336

cross sections from 4131 to 53001A. Those values rep- cited Isarner fractiont of 12% would be required for this
resent: one standard dvi&ao of statistical uncertainty, expflntion, and would produce a larger cross section
and all measaremeats were consisten with zero cross than is observed at 4131 A. This came may beosimllar
mections in this region. However, a small positive cross to C0j and its hydrate," in that an electronic transition
section was measured at the Ke Laner UV Lines (3.5e9V). centered on the parent ice can result In pbotodissoclation
ThIn energy is at or near the thermodynamic threshold of the hydrate at energis below the thermodynamic
for either photodetechment or photodsoclation. The threshold for the parent. Photodissoclation of NO;. - H0
NO; pbotodetachmmt threshold from the electron to PI0 nd 3,0 is the thermodynamically likely process
affinity' of No,. is 3.90* 0. 2 eV. Given an NO, disocia- at 3500M
tion ener" at 2.15 *0.2e*V and an NO, electron affinity"'
of 2.36 eV, the photodissociatlon threshold for NO; V. Oj -No, Oj*- M -O 1%0 AND Oj * 140
-N4qO; 0 o3.7*0.4 OV. Althoooh te thermodynamsic

threholdforthe ~ ~ ,~ A second form of NO; can be produced by reaction of
is only 3. 6 eV, an energy barrier may be expected for NO with M0, CO;*, or 0;. -30 via the exchange reactionsn*'
the rearrnngement from the NO; nitrate structure. An 0; -X + NO- O;.- NO.+ X, X .0Op CO,, 3,0 , (7)
alternate eaplamtion to NO; photodinsoclatlo. at 3500 A with k, .0.5_S. 0x10" 6cm'/s. Thin isomeric form to
is alsO possible. The isomer 0; - NO his a large cross didp M fro p nthti reacts 4 With No and
section at 3500 A of 7x( 10'1 cm' (see Sec. V). The pros- CO, by donatin an 0' to form NO; nd CO,. These reac-
sacs of only 1.59% peroxy form at mass 62, produced by dn r nobri y05ad27erqciey

raos oher tan (4, efcsould ccoun boe" observed for ground stat ?I%. The formattion reactions (7), nd
cros ecio. smilr ffctshul hae ee oseve the lack of conversion by collisions to form ground stats

at 4131 A., but the error Limit set there is higher, and Osgeta oyo-xo od o h xiethe fraction of excited isomer may easily very for dif- i sugerwth ahnegtv c -ox gie beigond the ncie
ferein drift tube experiments. Future epriments at smr ihte eaiecag esdn ntemr
shorter wavelengths using excimer lasers should resolve electrom tive 0, portion of the molecule.
thi question, Sinms the reverse of reaction (4) occurs' for 0; - NO,

The hydrate of ground state NO; was formed in the i sa es .e oemltcdaN; o a
same mixture with added traces at B.0 via the three- these thermodynamic thresholds for various pbotopro-
body reactio" cesss:

O;.Nohv...N;+0 55S1.Oev
NG;_3,0+CQ,-NO;R. noco,, k,-7.5x104D=m/o. -(+O 1.9 Ov

(6) -O;+NO 0.3eOv (6)
Tor a 2% 140, fraction, collisions.l dissociation of NO;
3 ,0 by Inner excited NO, should not aff ect the measuzo- - OONO .e 1.0 eV

meots (see Sec. VI). The observations given in Table I -gN~' 13O
are consistent with a cross section below 1.O0xlUO" cm2  0N .e
and probably zero, at wavelengths longer than 4100 A. These values are based on a dissociation energy of 3.7
A positive cross section larger than that of the parent ov for normal NOL the known electron affinitie"" of
NO; was measured at -3500 A. The observed photode- 0, G,, and Not, s*A an unlt ate" of 0. 3 ev for the 00-
stroction cannot be attributed to the presence of the by- NO bond energy. Given theme low energy photodestruc-
&ate of the peroxy form, 0; - NO.- 3,0. A sizeable en- tion chanels, pbotodissociation or photodetachment of

J. Chun. Phwa.Vat 1. ttO. 11. 1r kun 1979
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(r. NO should be observed st visible wav*lengths. We detection method in differentiating the chemistry of
attempted to produce Oj NO to the drift tube from other 0; NO and No;.
0J cluster lona. Unfortunately, these cluster loss could 17or L ono dicepnybewe ion and dye tamer
not be made in large quantities, andl the aimount of NO ef
required for efficient switching reactions to form Oi. NO merementa near 5200 Aand between Arl end Kr' laser
also prouced large amiounts of NOj and nral N~i measurements near 4750A.iven the uncertainty con-

cernng he rodctio mehansmwe believe the" dif-
In our search for ?A,-free sources of nitrogen ozide forences are attributable to different fractions t f 0; NO

tona, we examined negative lass in -0. 5 Torr NO0 with and NO; at mass 62 in the drift tube. Since we cno
a trace of 0, in the drift tube, although previous work1' be certain that all the NO; in the pemoy form, the mea-
indicated no NO; would be formed. However, the major aired crose sections should be considered lower limits
tone we abserved were 0;, 0; - N20, NO;, and No;. The to the true values. Nevertheless, the measurements
0. -4 NOis farmed by the reaction' are generally repeatable, and we believ the cros sec-

O;+2O-O-N,+NS, kg5xllcm/s,(9) tics magniudes are accurate. The probable absence of
O~.2OO 10+1,0, =5X0~ c /s, (0) arg amounts of normal NO; in supported by the high

and has a slowly increasing photadestructias cross sec- cross section values abserved near 4100 and 3500 A and
tian of 0.8-1.0xl0-N cms fram 6400 to saoo. 7he by the lack ofa apositios (5-30 em) or pressre (0. 40-
NO; produced In N&O is observed to photodissoclate into 1.00 Torr) dependenceat 5300-5400 A. In additios,
0; and NO at wavelengths shorter than 6000 A, and there- measurements in mixtures up to 50% 0, gave identical
fore Is probably the poroxy form o. NO. results. In mixtures free of NO, NO,, and CO,, and to

7U aongof ; - O i th drft tbe o bild a degree in the ionsphere, 0; - NO appears to be a stable
The mout o 03.NO n te drft ubeappers o b iIon. The relevant destruction and iatercasversios reac-

up with time and then stabilize after -15 min, indicating tin r
it may be formed by reactions of the other ion with im-
purities. A reaction Oj - N20O+NO - OJ NO +NtO in one 0;- NO.NO-NO;.NO,, (10)
posibility, but in the excess of NO, equilibria should NO+ g,- NO + NO, (11)
favor 0; 140O, which is contrary to observations.

The photodestruction cross section measurements for an
0O - NO are shownin Fig. 2. Theodaftawere talen at 0. NO +C% - CO;+NO, (12)
10 Td in 0. 4 Torr 14,0 and a drift distance of 20 cm, and with rate constants",' of k, -1. 5x 10 and k,, - 4. Ox 10"
show a gradually increasing cross section with little do- cm3/s.
tailed structure. Sizeable 0; phatatragmeont signals wore
observed at 5300 and 4400 A, indicating podiagocistion By adding trace amounts of water, the hydrate ion
to Oand NO is the major process throughout this wave- 0Qi NO - HI0 can be produced by the reaction
length range, and suggesting that a single electronic tran- 0; NO. H,0.;0 - i NO. H,0 +N N . (13)
sition may be responsible. This ts further strong evi-
dence for the peroxy structure ot this Isomer. The Large The photodestructlon cross section of this ion, shown in
cross section also suggests using photodlssoclaton as a Fig. 3, is different from that of NO; H,0 and indicates

ENERGY IeV)

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4

I FIG. 2. Platodestruction
4 c rose section for M~ -N vs

T the trisnles are too lser
mnessurenens.

24

660 600 U0 600 419W 4004) 3600
WAVILIPO1'M (A)
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ENERGY (eV)

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4
I I I I 11 1 1

oi • 00 • . 20. h.

FIG. 3. Molo".structiou
cross section for 0O. NO -lO

I vs wavelength. Solid circles
are dye laser measuremefta
and the triangles are ion laser
mesurements.

601 I 1am U 11011 li I 

WAVELENGTI A)

that the perzy structure is preserved upon lrxstlon. some N3O; is present, but has only a small photodestruc-
The cross section a ja shape similar to tit of the ou cross section (:5 zr" cmt in this wavelength reton.
parent 0-. NO, but is smaller in magnitude. That, tu
electrostic bonding of HO to the parent anIon dir^ not
significantly alter its peroxy idenity. Similar behavior
as been observed for the O ion Md its first two by- During the course of these experiments, a highly struc-

drates. w Largs amounts of Og. NO were detected as a tured apparent photodestruction cross section was ob-
principal product of O. NO .H0 photodestruction. served for NO;. 0,O between 5800 and 6300 1, which

varied with NO, pjrtlal pressure. Measurements for 5An attmpt was made to produce 0. - NO by direct NsI .5Tr raesm nFg .A h oi
three-body association in a mixture of$ 5 NO inO in NO3 UO.5 TorrArareshownlnFlg. 4. Asthesold
0.50 Torr. The NO' cross section measured at 5300 A line indicates, the structure closely resembles that of
was loe tha 3x 10, Cos, Indicating that only grround the NO, absorption spectrum, " and suggests that the ob-state was e reshem n However, upon ahdingrNOn served NO;. DO photodestruction is caused by collisions
snto NO; was present. However, upon adding 00, with electronically or vibrationally excited NO,. Thus
NO;. DO ions were produced which were photodestroysd the measurements reportd in Table I were made using
at the same rate as ;- NO H ione formed in NO. NO/CO mixtures, and resulted in zero cross sections
This suggests that the perory isomer of Og. NO is initial-
ly formed, and that hydration competes effectively with Similar, but much smaller effects were observed at
conversion to normal NO; by reactions (10) and (11). 5800 A for the ions NOj. NO,, NO;. DO, and NO;. NO,.
The 0g" NO isomer apparently Is more easily hydrated The cross sections relative to that of Nag. DO were
than NO;, and Og. NO -HO is apparently not readily con- 0.014, 0.007, and 0.025, respectively. We believe the
verted to NO. 1,O or otherwise consumed by reactions much higher rate for collisional dissociation of Nag. 0,O
with aitrogen oxides. This is in agreement with the ob- is not caused by any great disparity in the band energies
servation of Ref. 4 that hydration of O; inhibits the con- of these cluster ions, but is due to enhancement by reso-
version, In COI, of O; into CO; ions. These observ- mnt charg transfer. Since the charge is shared equally
tins suggest the importance of considering the chemistry between NOI molecules in Noa. NO,, only NO;. 0,0 has
and ph"otohemlstry of the perany ion and hydrate in an extr eolectron centered on NO,. An approaching NO,
modeling the ismosphere, particularly since do perazy molecule will share this charge. The NO will be attract-
ion appears euly hydrated with retention of its struc- d to both NO, molecules, and should the mystem have
turl Idth, sufficient (-0.5 oV) vibrational enrgy, the ,O will Wt

Is 1.0 Tor 11,0, ions of mass 60 were also observed. remain bound to it.

The sm 1% n s been sported in earlier studies" of The observed ?Og 0,O phatodestruction to too large
native ins In NO, but photoestructim cross section to be attributed to electronicall excited MCC. Given an

MMiWn wm med betwee 580 am "be A repro- NO t asorption cros sction't , (Q) of -3x i r cm at
duced the structure previously observeid for CO;. The UM00 A and an intacavity laser power of 60 W (p - 2x 10"0
magnitude of the mass 00 croe sects m was M% of the photoms/s) over the 0.04 cm" cross sectional area of the
CO; value. This su ets that the observed pltodestruc- laser bem, the excitation rate (QP/A) is 150 molecle/s.
ties is due to CO; formed from COg impurity, and that The qucaching rate constanfL-1 at - 10eo m/a g a a

J. Clm PhvL. Vol. 71. 1 1i 000~e 1979
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rSminlth, Low, momobyetediecelno wclarnegtive ons. V1ItIf

2. 1 1 1 1 omrencig f colii nstat ill berqiean tesuefd
toe loencing revesAtyal V- F0 qching O rte

1.5 -N% ASSORMTO4 at higher vibrational energies, the density of states is
high enough to permit more efficient collisions, which
remove smaller amounts of energy. Thus the above rate
Isea lower limit.

Lower pressure recombination (three-body associa-
tion) rate constants can provide some information on

4. energy bafer at high energies (near molecular dis-
£ £ sociation limits). Typical results' for small molecules

> in Ar show -0. 035 eV vibrational energy is removed in
I. each hard sphere collision. Thus 46 collisions at the

5rate of -W'%in'cm/s are required to deatilvate NI, or
cc k-xl0'1m3/s.This s inupper limit since ourN1

is less excited. A wide range of rate consitants is ob-
0.5 viously possible, but for this calculation a value of

5x 10.11 cm'/s was chosen, with an order of magnitude
uncertainty likely.

Following the method of dhe electronic quenching cal-
culation, at 0. 5 Torr Ar this rate constant gives a deac-
tivatioon rate of 875/s. For a 150/s excitation rate,

Aor 1. 5x 10"1 cm'* NOq ts excited at steady state.
o F o hn Eq. (14) gives a collisional dissociation cross sac-

630 6100 se00 Una of 66 P. This is a reasonable value for a process
WAVELENGTH 1A) which is enhanced by the resonant exchange of an eLec-

FIG. 4. Relative apparent pliotodeetruction cross section for tron between the two NO& groups, but is only accurate to
Nq -D20 measured at 10 Td in 5% M02 in Ar at 0. 50 Torr. A an order of magnitude. Given the uncertainty in the vi-
relative apparent cross section of 1. 0 corresponds to the sameC bratioval deactivation rate, the vibrational mechanism
destruction rate as would be observed for a true photodestruc- for collislonal dissociation, while more likely, is not
tion cross section of 10'1 cm2. The solid itne is the relative cran
N402 absorption spectrum from Ref. 20. cran

Finally, we note a previous example of visible laser
induced NO0, reactions, I where the slow reaction No:quenching rate in 0. 025 Torr NO2 partial pressore, (to + CO- NO + C% was attributed to electronically excited

vibrationally hot ground state NOI) of Ox l0/s. [Fluo- N~
resaencn'1 ('- 2 x W0/s) and diffusion" (- 10'/s) are slower
loss processes, and the Ar buffer gas is a much loe ef- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX G

Ptotodlssociation and photodetachment of molecular negative
ions. V11. Ions fbrmed In C02/02/H20 mixtures,
3500-5300 A

G. P. Smit, L C. Lee, and J. T. Moseley
Hedaulor Physac; L46abeeee SI Iawado"ai Madol Park. CofifovsM 403
(Rsndwied I I Juew 1979; accaped 2 Aultut 1979)

Phaotuction ctonacto be" h beut nutted for COT, COT-112O. CO;, COZ.H1O. KCO -,
and HCD;.H20 at vatious in hear and dye lase wavelengthe ' beet 5300 and 3500 A using a drift
tube mas apecuomsewto the soutce of the sons. COT shows a sntucrei peak contued ahout 4500 A.
which is sttributed to pho odbaccatia.. The poetihie exsatation of COT in dame tin wat invetagatad
un detail ad no evidence waa found far mny excitation. Additional evidence ma pmetted which todictee
that the bond enmp D(CrO-) is le than or equal to 1.9 eV. The COT-1H, auctionder.
smoothly with deemiung wavelingth over thog wavelangth range. CO; pboeodinactian wu obseve at
3500 A- but the other tons heed shove have was secuams below 10-39 cm?, and poaftabm,
d- this 4pet"a resio.

1. INTRODUCTION taingn a quadrupole mass spectrometer which selects

Thephoodisocatin ad hotdetchmnt f ngatve theionto e sudid.A two-channel counter accumu-
laeste atlae ? Z on (I) and off (1).

Lou composition and the electron density. Thus, cross The present measurements were all made with an
section measurements for these processes are needed intracavity laser beam intersecting the ion swarm. A
to understand the D region Ion chemistry. I Previous prism was used to select the 4579, 4658, 4765, 4880,
wori'' has examined photodestruction processes of 4965, 5017, and 5145 A Ar laser lines and the 4067,
atmospheric negative ions at wavelnts between 4579 4131, 4680, 476, 4825, 5206, 5309 A Kr laser lines.
and 8400 A. We have recently extended these measure- Ultraviolet measurements were made with a Kr laser
ments to 3500 A, and report here the photadestruction using only UV mirrors. The intracavity beam was mea-
cross sections for the following carbon-containing ions sured to be 25% 3564 A and 75% 3507 A by focusing the
from 3500 to 5300 A: CO,, C0; - HO, C0;, C0. Rao, reflection off a Brewster window into a monochromator.
HCO, and HCO' HsO. Results for oxygen and nitrogen elarmaseensfo 450t460Awe
containing atmospheric negative ions (0;, N0, Oj DyeO lae(maurmns cim 20to Cheica Co were
et.) at these wavelengths will be reported eisewhere.b?1 mad using the dye Stilbene 420 (xio hmclC~

pumpedi by the 4 W UV output of an Ar laser. Measure -
These measurements also provide information on the ments directed toward the study of excitedC0i were

electronic structure of the negative ions. Previous work made at 6550 A, using the dye Rhodamine 640 pumped
has; measured and interpreted the structure In the CO; by an Ar laser.
photodissoclation cross section. aWe have now eaie
the C0, photodestruction cross section at higher pato All cross sections were measured relative to the 0;
energies, where photodetachment is also reprto photodetachment cross section, and normalived to our
occur,'9 Possible excitation of the CO; was investge, previously reported values.""41 The cross section for
and It Is concluded that the CO, in this andi prevou an Ion A7 is given by
studies in this laboratory is either thermally relaxed or lnI/).POsKA-
has an unusually stable excited state. The implications OA(' -0O X) lA(IfI')0 . A-
Of these experiments on the CO; and o;, thermochemistry 3

4

are discussed, where P is the measured laser output power and K is
the reduced ion mobility. Values.Mt used for IC are

If. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 2. 51 cni'/V see for Cos in 0,, 2.4 for C04 and 2. 3 for

The basic aPParatus consists of a drift tube mass C0*RO In O3. . 4frHO;ad1 3frH~
spectrometer and an ion or tunable dye Laser, and has -ROi r
been described In detail preVioUsy.L3 Briefly, th Measurements were mad at 0. 4 torr pressure, with
negative ions are formed by electron attachment in th a ratio Of the drift field to the gas numuber density
source region, and by subseuent Iont-molecule roe- (SIN) of 10 Td (1 Td- 10"" V cm'), where the ion drift
Uiots. They drift to the end of the bt under the in- velocity Is approximately one tetth Its thermal velocity,
fluence Of a weak electric field, at a fraction of their and a drift distance of 20 cm. The C0; ions were pro-
thermal velocity. Approximately 0. 2 am in front of the duced in various mixtures of 0. 01% to 101, CO, in 0,
extaperturein the end Plate of thodrift tabs, the ions The 00ilong were made using 2% C0% nO0,, and HCO;
Intersect the cavity of a chopped tt able dye laser or was Made using 4% CR4 in COl. These conditions insure
prism-tuned Ar or Kr ion laser. The ions then pass that 0" photafraginent recombination with co, to form
through the exit aperture into a high vacuum region con- COj is negligible. ' Rydratee were formed by adding a

4034 J1. Chant. Phys. 71(10), 16 Nov. 1970 00219600/, 140101.00 01,IM Anmelceat Istettute of Physics
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) Hong, Woo, and Helmy' report values for the CO;

2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 photodetachment cross section, determined by mea-
. -suring photoelectron currents from CO; relative to 0

2.0 C03 hy using a drift tube and various cutoff filters. They Infer

Thi Work a very sharp peak In the photodetachment cross section
Ref 8 near 4500 A, with a magntude of - 1 x 10"s em', and a

second broader peak from 2900 to 3900 A. The total

photodestruction cross section at 3500 A reported here
z ' is only about 25% of their photodetachment cross sec-

tion alone. In the 4500 A region, the good agreement
u0 ..~ !between our total photodestruction cross section and the

photodlssociation measurements of Ref. 12 are not con-

0 sistent with significant photodetachment here.

To investigate this problem further, the total o-

0  ,, I , photofragment current from CO- was measured between

5500 5000 4500 4000 4300 and 4880 A. The ratios of 0" photofragment appear-
ance to CO; photoloss are given in Table I. No signifi-
cant change in this ratio is detectable between 4300 and

FIG. 1. CO; photodestruction cross section. New data given 4579 A, where the ratio is essentially 1. No evidence
by A. Old data from Ref. 8. The value at 3.4 eV (3500 A) , seen for a sharp photodetachment threshold at 4590
not shown, is O. 07* 0.02x10i cm

z .

or rapidly declining photodetachment cross section at
4300 A. ' The nearly constant 0- photoproduction ratio

throughout this region indicates that no new photode-

trace of HO. Sufficient mass spectrometer resolution struction process, such as photodetachment, occurs on

was maintained to prevent contamination of the C0 HuO a scale comparable to photodissociation to 0- + C%.

signal by HCO-. HO. The decrease in 0- photofragments between 4579 and
4880 A is consistent with existing observations and in-

Ill. CO; PtOTODESTRUCTION FROM 3500 TO 5300 A terpretations
' s that the photodissociation at wavelengths

between 5145 and 4880 A (2.41 to 2. 53 eV) is due pri-
Detailed dye laser measurements of the structured marly to the 22B, - la8a transition, which is parallel,

CO; cross section have previously been made between whle at wavelengths shorter than 4880 A, the perpen-
5200 and 6900 m, and the spectrum has been analyzed. dicular I sA,- 1 2B, transition dominates. The structured
Argon laser wavelength measurements were also made.

4  
cross section at wavelengths longer than 5145 A has

We have repeated these Ar laser measurements, deter- been assigned to a third transition 1 'A 1 - I 2B2.
mined the cross sections at the Kr laser wavelengths
between 3500 and 5309 A, and made dye laser measure- We conclude that the CO studied here photodissociates,

ments of the cross section for the 4250 to 4600 A re- but does not significantly photodetach for wavelengths

gion. The results are shown in Fig. 1. The Ar laser longer than 4300 A. If it is assumed that 0- and CO
data disagree slightly beyond statistical uncertainties are detected with equal efficiency, the data are consis-

with the previous results at 4765, 4880, 5145 A. The tent with 100% photodissociation. From the uncertain-

slight disagreement between ion and dye laser results ties in the relative 0- observed, the upper limits shown

may be attributable in part to the much narrower band- in Table I can be placed on the photodetachment cross

width of the ion laser. The current measurements also section. Evidence presented below strongly indicates

agree well with the Ar laser measurements made by that the CO; studied here is in its ground electronic

Beyer and Vanderhoff, 11 using a similar apparatus. The state, and is essentially thermalized to 300 K.
previous Ar laser measurements were made in CO,,
while the current measurements were made in O with
only trace amounts of COs present.

TABLE I. Fraction of 0" photofragment observed from
The new results are consistent with a lack of sharp the photodestruction of CO0.

detailed structure below 5000 A, but do show a broad
peak In the cross section near 4550 A. No obvious re- Wavelength Relative 0 Maximum photodetachment
lationship is apparent between this peak and the struc- (A) observed& or10" cm

2)
ture at longer wavelength, suggesting the existence of a 4300 0. 90 0. 34 0. 24
dissociative transition to a repulsive electronic state. 4400 0. 79 * 0. 27 0.35
Increased 0- photofragment detection between 4765 and 4500 ). 86, ! 9 0.30
4579 A, observed previously, ' supports the conclusion 4550 0. 99 * 0. 1.- 0.25

that the photodissociation in this wavelength range is due 4579 0. 87 t 0 09 0. 25
4600 0. 70 t0. 23 0.58to a different transition than that at longer wavelength. 4765 0.68 *0 04 0. 2A

The 4000 to 5000 k me. surements are consistent with 4880 0. 59t0.04 0. 29
the photodissociatlon cross sections measured by Vestal
and Mauclaire' using a tandem mass spectrometer ion aThis is the amount of 0" photofragment observed divided
beam technique. by the observed photodestruction of CO;.
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IV. THERMOOYNAMICS AND EXCITED STATES OF * 0. 02 eV. This results in D(OC-O') - 1.69 eV, and
CO; , thus implies D(CO-O')- 2.27 eV.

The picture of CO; that results from this and our pre- A value near 2.5 eV for the bond energy of COC
% me work' is consistent and reasonable. These con- would be consistent with the observations from these
clusionas are, in summary, as follows: (I) The ground three laboratories. ,,121 We therefore investigated
state I aB has a bond dissociation energy of 1.8± 0.1 the photodissociation of CO; in the region of 1.9 eV in
eV; (ii) the first observed excited state is I2A1, which more detail.
has its origin 1. 520 eV above the ground vibrational First, in the drift tube apparatus, it is possible to
level of the ground state, has three stretching vibra- form CO3 either primarly by Reaction (2), or prit-
tional modes with energies of 880, 990pand 1470 cm 1,  marily by Reaction (2) or pri-
and is predissociated above 1.8 eV; (iii) the second oh- manly by Reaction (3). Measurement of the photois-served excited state is 23B2 and leads to direct disso- sociation cross section near 1.9 eV as a function of thecatin between 2.41 eV (5145 A) and 2. 53 eV (4880 A,); formation mechanism will then test for the presence of

(iv) the third observed excited state 1 2A& is mainly re- excited CO; if it is formed, as reported, from Reaction

sponsible for dissociation above 2. 53 eV; and (v) the (3), and if it survives de-excitation to cross the laser

electron affinity of CO, is 2.9± 0. 3 eV. However, our cavity. The ion production mechanisms can be accu-

conclusion that the 1.8 eV dissociation energy refers to rately modeled since the reaction rates and mobilities
the ground state has been called into question by results involved are reasonably well known. The rate for Reac-
from other laboratories. tion (2) is 5. 5 X 1 0 -10 cm3/sec, 14 and for Reaction (3) is1 X 10-27 cmi/sec 1 when CO is the third body and

The measurements made by Vestal and Mauclaire'" 3. 1 x 10" cm8/sec 4 when %) is the third body. The
on the photodissocation of CO, while they agree quite third needed reaction, the formation of 0-, i. e.,
well with the measurements presented here between ("+C),+M-C)+M (5)
4000 and 5000 A, show significant dLfferences at longer

wavelengths. Near 6000 A, their measurements de- has a rate of 1 x 10"-3 cma/sec when Ox is the third
pended strongly on the ion source pressure. The cross body. The drift velocities for 0, 03, and CO in O,
section magnitude increased with decreasing source arei" 0.860, 0. 691, and 0. 677 x 10' cm/sec, respective-
pressure, and agreed with the drift tube results only at ly, at the E/N of 10 Td used here.
low pressure. This p-essure dependence was attributed Figure 2 shows the results of integrating the rate
to an excited state of CO;, which is slowly relaxed by equations (2), (3), and (5) to predict ion intensities, as
collisions with CO. It was determined that a relaxa- compared with experimental measurements. The ef-
tion rate of 5 X 10 "14 cm3/sec would explain their results. fect of diffusion was removed from the measurements

Wu and Tiernan" have studied the collisional dissocia- by comparison with Cl-, an ion formed on the filament
tion of CO; by measuring the translational energy which does not react with 0) or C02. Figure 2(a) shows
threshold for the dissociation. They observed that when the relative ion intensity and the model calculation for
CO; was formed from the reaction 4  0.003% CC) in OC, Fig. 2(b) for 0. 1% C0) in O, and

Fig. 2(c) for 1.0% CO, in 0... The difference between
O3 CO,-CO)+C), (2) these situations is clear. In Fig. 2(a), CO; is being

it exhibited a collisional dissociation threshold of 2.5 produced primarily from O; [Reaction (2)], while in Fig.
eV, while a fraction of the CO; formed from the reac- 2(c) most of it is being produced primarily from O"
tion [Reaction (3)]. The model predicts that, for a drift dis-

tance of 30 cm, 96% of the CO; is produced by Reaction
C)+CC)+M-CCO;+M ( (2) for 0.003% CO2 In C, 62% for 0. 1%, and only 15%

exhibited a threshold at 1. 8 eV, with a second thresh- for 1%. The model consistently acuounts for the ob-
old at 2.5 eV. This lower energy threshold was inter- served chemistry for CC 2 percentages ranging from
preted as being indicative of an excited state of CO;, 0.001% to 100%, and predicts that over this range the
which is not effectively collisionally deactivated, even percentage of CO produced by Reaction (2) varies from
at relatively high source pressures. It was thus sug- zero to 98%.
gested that the photodissociation threshold observed
near 1.8 eV refers to this excited state. '100 -0"

2 0-
Dotan et al. have pointed out that there is a signif- ' CO1

icant discrepancy in the reported dissociation energies F
and electron affinities of O, C, CO;, and CO,. They 2 10 " co
determined that D(CO-O*) - D(C)-O) 2t 0.58 eV. The - Oi .// ! B .%
C) dissociation energy can be determined from the re- 10%

(A) 0.03 1(C 10
cently measured C) electron affinity's of 2. 1028 ± 0.0025 < . ' "Co- , - t
eV. These two numbers are related by W 0 1 20 3 0 2 30 0 .10 2 3W 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

E. A. (C),) -D( )-O') + E. A. (0) -D(Ot-O) , (4) DISTANCE FROM SOURCE (cm)
FIG. 2. Ion currents vs drift distance, with predictions of the

where the oxygen atom electron affinity7 is 1.462 kinetic model discussed in the text, for (a) 0.003%, (bi 0. 1%,
±0. 003 eV and the ozone dissociation energy" is 1.05 and (c) 1.0% CO 2 in O at 0.4 torr.
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TABLE U. CO photOdissociation cross sec- mechanism for CO is Reaction (3).
tion at 6550 A, 10 Td. 0. 4 torr, 30. 5 ecm.

io aThe results for 0.2 torr pure CO, are shown in Fig.

Mixture % Reaction (2) 3(a). At this pressure, virtually all 0- is converted to

%C0 2 in O production a(l0I cm') CO; within 2 cm of the ion source. The error bars
represent one standard deviation statistical uncertainty

0.0034 96 4,0t 0. 80 in the count rate. The solid line gives the most rapidly

0.006 90. 4.16 0.48 decreasing cross section consistent with these error

0.1 62 4.28 0. 40 limits, and yielda a maximum de-excitation rate con-

1 15 3.20 * 0.32 stant of 1 x 10
" cm3/sec. The data are certainly con-

2 8 4.36 * 0.52 sistent with a constant cross section, i. e., no de-ex-
100' 0 4.0+0.30 citation. If an excited state of CO; is responsible for

the dissociative photoabsorption, its relaxation rate is

'See Ref. 8, 0.05 tort., very slow. This rate is a factor of 50 smaller than that

assumed by Vestal and Mauclairets to explain their
results. The rate assumed by Vestal and Mauclaire

Since the reaction rates are not precisely known, would lead to relaxation of any excited CO within about

these percentages are subject to some uncertainty. 10 cm from the ion source, and thus would have led to

However, the conclusion that CO; can be produced pri- a decrease of the photodissociaLion cross section to

marily by Reaction (2), or by Reaction (3), is inescap- zero over the range of drift distance in Fig. 3(a), if

able. For example, to model the data of Fig. 2(a) under absorption from an excited state were responsible.
the assumption that the CO; was produced primarily by

Reaction (3) would require increasing the rate of this Figure 3(b) shows similar data obtained for 1% COg

reaction by an order of magnitude while decreasing the in 0. 4 torr of Os at an E/N of 10 Td. The main differ-

rate for Reaction (2) by a similar amount. The uncer- ences between these data and those of Fig. 3(a) is that,

tainties in these reaction rates are no more than a for the conditions of Fig. 3(b), the production of the

factor of 2, and further, the data at higher CO concen- CO is spread out over a much greater drift distance,
and the de-excitation is by 0, rather than C0s. The

trations could not be fit using such rates. adted-xiaini yrte hnCI h
Itrais herfold r thbe t sin sruc ioates. a m photodissociation cross section is larger at drift dis-

It is therefore clear that the production mechanism tances shorter than 5 cm, indicating that the C03 may

for CO; can be varied from primarily Reaction (2) to be initially formed with significant excitation from Reac-

primarily Reaction (3). If either of these reactions pro- tion (3). Wu and Tiernanii also observe excited CO

duces a substantial amount of excited CO-, and if the from Reaction (3), although the interpretations of these

excitation survives to reach the interaction region, then two studies disagree. The excitation we observe is

the photodissociation cross section near 1.9 eV should substantially relaxed _*.er 15 cm of drift, and only a

reflect this excitation. Table U lists the COI photodis- slight decrease in tie cross section is observed for

sociation cross section at 6550 A (1.89 eV), measured longer drift distances, From the data between 15 and

at 10 Td, 0. 40 torr total pressure, and 30. 5 cm drift 46 cm, an upper limit of 6. 1 K 10" cm3/sec can be

distance, for various percentages of CO in oxygen.
Also listed is the percentage of CO; produced by Reac -
tion (2), as predicted by the kinetic model. This wave-
length corresponds to the lowest photon energy where '2 -

there is a large peak in the photodissociation cross sec-
tion. Z 1 1

Although these experiments clearly span the range of u 1 0 -

CO partial pressures over which the CO; production i
mechanism changes, no significant variation of the u 0.9'-

cross section is observed. Thus, we conclude that the 0
CO; studied here, and consequently in previous re- '-3

search in this laboratory, has a dissociation energy 16

D(CO-O') s 1.9 eV. If, as suggested by Wu and Tier- A "1
nan, ts Reaction (3) produces some excited CO;, tis ex- -1.4

citation is apparently substantially relaxed by the time 1.2
the ions encounter the laser photons. The question of -

whether or not both reactions produce equally excited 1,0

CO;, which is subsequently not easily relaxed, 's un- 0.8

resolved. However, this seems unlikely due to the very 0 10 20 30 40 50

different exothermicities of the two reactions. SOURCE POSITfON (cmi

As a further test for possible excitation common to Fli. 3. Position dependence of the relative CO; photodestruc-
both actherost for possible ( ecihtdationmonto tion cross section at a 6580 A in 0.2 torr CO. and ibi 6550 A

both Reactions (2) and (3), the CO; photodissoclatlon in ). 4 torr 02 with 1% CO,. Solid lines give the maximum

cross section was measured at 6550 A (1.89 eV) as a re ,xation rates if excited CO only is responsible for the dis-

function of drift distance, both in pure COl and in 0, aociation. The dashed line in (b) represents relaxation of
with 1% CO,. In both cases, the primary formation nascent CO; see text).
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cIt does appear [see Fig. 3(b)] that CO, produced from
a 30 Reaction (3) is excited, and that this excitation Is re-

0 3 2 taxed by O at a ratse exceeding l. 3x10"' cm'/sec. All
E o in N2  CO; photodissociation cross sections reported from our

T i laboratory have been obtained under conditions such that

o this initial excitation is substantially relaxed.

z 2ro VI. OTHER OBSERVATIONS ON CO-

o In a further search for evidence of excitation of CO;,

'.I the dependences of the photodissociation cross section
0 " at 6550 A on total pressure and on E/N were investi-

Sgated. These experiments were done at low COt partial
" -pressures, so the previously observed effects' of the

fast three-body recombination Reaction (3) of the photo-
_ _ __ | fragment 0' to reform CO; are negligible for these mea-

0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 surements.

PRESSURE (TORA) The pressure dependence of the CO; photodestruction
FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of thu CO photodestruction cross section at 6550 A, measured at 10 Td and a drift
cross section at 6550 A, measured at a drift distance of 10 cm. distance of 10 cm, is shown in Fig. 4. The observed
in N2 and 0i. The dashed line represents the quenching decline with increased pressure is indepenent of the
mechanism described in the text. method of CO; production. The measured values are

the same for a 0.025% Co, in 0, gas mixture, in which
most of the CO is formed via Reaction (2), and for aplaced on the de-excitation rate constant for CO, in 0,. 1~ CO& in N& mixture in which CO; is produced entirely

However, the data at shorter drift distances shows that by Reaction (3). Furthermore, the position dependence
the do-excitation rate for nascent CO; formed from Re-
action (3) is faster. A de-excitation rate for drift dis- ourextisn ta eioud ct ruge

tances between 5 and 15 cm is somewhat greater than
1.3 x 1014 cm'/sec. This faster do-excitation observed pressures as a possible explanation. The fact that in-
at shorter drift distances where there is significant creasing the number of collisions by increasing the driftCO formation may be that observed by Vestal and Mu- distance does not cause a decrease in the cross section,
claire.me while increasing collisions by increasing the pressure

does cause such a decrease, indicates the pressure de-

V. CONCLUSIONS ON CO- pedence is due to a variation in the number of colli-
sions following laser irradiation, just in front of the

A number of conclusions can thus be drawn from this drift tube exit aperture. It is thus that a likely mech-
study of the photodissociation of CO; at 6560 A. First, anism for the observed pressure dependence involves
CO; produced by either Reaction (2) or (3) photodisso- collisional qu.nching of laser excited CO s . The pre-
ciates at 65150 A, and the cross section for photodisso- dictions of such a model are given by the dashed line in
ciation does not vary significantly with the production Fig. 4, and are developed In the following discussion.
mechanism if the ions are allowed to undergo on the
order of 5000 collisions after formation. Further, the The proposed mechanism for CO3 photodissociation is
cross section at this wavelength is substantial, and is fully discussed in Ref. 2. The CO; photodestruction
the largest value observed from the threshold near cross section is smaller and more structured than that
7000 to 3500 A. Thus, the dissociation here cannot of the hydrate CO; - HO. Since the hydrate electronic
reasonably be attributed to a small friction of excited transition should basically be the same one, centered
ions. It seems necessary to conclude that the Co on CO;, the CO; absorption cross section is substan-
studied here is reasonably well relaxed, and that the tially lager than the photodissocation cross section.
bond energy of the ground state of CO* s less than or For the purposes of this discussion, we will assume
equal to 1.9 eV. that the total CO; absorption cross section equals the

observed CO; .HO photodissociation cross section of
An alternate possibility is that both Reactions (2) and 7 x 10"19 cm at 6550 A (see Sec. VIE). The electronic

(3) produce equally excited C03, and that this excited state of CC- excited by the laser decays by the com-
CO; is very stable, with a relaxation rate In CO, of less pettive process of fluorescence and predissoclation.
than 1 0 cm'/sc. This possibility seems very un- At 0.1 torr and 6550 A, the photodissociation cross
likely, and would not resolve the previously described section of 3.6 x 10'" cm' is therefore roughly one half
thermodynamic dilemma. The flow-drift tube measure the photoabsorption cross section of CO;. The radiative
ments of Dotan et at.'$ were made over similar time decay rate hi thus approximately equals the CO photo-
and pressure regimes as the measurements reported dissociation rate, since the processes compete equally
here, and the CO' was formed primarily by Reaction for CO? at 6550 A.
(2). Thus, the bond energy difference determined be-
tween 0 and CO; would refer to the presumed excited The radiative lifetime, which is the reciprocal of this
state of CO;. rate, can be estimated from the formula of Strickler and
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raise the ion translational, rotational, and probably

vibrational temperatures to 600 *K. As Fig. 3(b) illus-

trates, hot nascent CO; has an enhanced photodissocia-

0- CO tion cross section. Large effects on cross sections
r near the thresholds have been seen previously, 2 and

3 - attributed to vibrational excitation. For CO;, however,
7 we are observing the predissociation of a particular

- vibronic transition. Since rotation is known to enhance
z some predissociation rates, a this suggests one possible0
- 2- explanation of the E/N dependence. As the drift field

and rotational temperature increase, the faster pre-
dissociation competes more effectively with collisional

0 - quenching and the observed cross section rises.

In conclusion, both the RIN and pressure effects may
be attributed to subtle mechanistic details of the pre-
dissociation process. Future experiments should pro-

20 3vide additional information. The lack of a position or
gas mixture dependence of the CO photodssociation

EiN (Td) cross section clearly indicates that the pressure de-

FIG. 5. The dependence of the CO photodestruction cross pendence of the cross section cannot be explained by the
section at 6550 A on E/N. relaxation of excited CO;.

VII. COj"H2 0

Berga: Photodestruction cross sections for CO3" H0 are

*shown in Fig. 6. The new measurements agree, within
1 =2.88x10" (V3s)- t jd(li,,) (6) statistical uncertainty, with the previous results, '

"

where U, is the fluorescence frequency in cm'
s
, v, is A declining, generally featureless cross section is in-

the absorption frequency, the brackets indicate an aver- dicated below 5300 A. The cross section for the hydrate

age over the emission spectrum, and c is the decadic continues to exceed that of the parent C0 ion at all

molar extinction coefficient in mole/liter cm (t = 2.6 wavelengths, but to a lesser degree at wavelengths

x 1020 a). To approximate the unknown (V;3) term, we shorter than 4500 A. The hydrate cross section has the

assume that the fluorescence spectrum is a reflection appearance of a single band, while CO photodissociation

of the absorption spectrum through the origin of the has a second peak near 4500 A.

transition at 7000 A, as is typically the case. 
2 3 

Then, Previous work has suggested' that the electronic
Eq. (6) predicts rA = 500 nsec, I. e., a radiative decay states of the hydrate are those of the parent C0, only
rate of 2 x 10' sec

"
1 at 6550 A. The predissociation rate slightly perturbed. This type of behavior is more

thus is approximately equal to this value, clearly illustrated by the ozonide ion 0; and its hy-

As shown in Fig. 4, the C0 photodissociaton cross drates. 1 The CO- photodissociation cross section is

section at 6550 A declines to half its value upon the lower than that of CO;. H2O because of competition from

addition of each 0. 20 torr of gas. This can be attributed fluorescence. Dissociation of the hydrate to CO; HgO

to collisional quenching of the predissociating electron-
ically excited state. Since the origin of the electronic

state lies at a lower energy than the thermodynamic WAVELENGTH iA)

limit for CO; dissociation, only vibrational quenching 7000 6000 5000 4000
within the excited state is necessary to prevent disso-

ciation. At 6550 A, only 0. 10 eV need be removed, At - 8 .I .k: CO H20 + hy

0. 20 tor, the quenching rate equals the dissociation • This Wok

rate of 2x 106 sec
"

, giving a quenching rate constant of 7 Ref 4
3x 10 "10 cm3/sec. Efficient removal of such small

amounts of vibrational energy, at rates approaching gas z
kinetic, is certainly reasonable. 4

This model is also consistent with previous observa-
tions"

4 of no significant ,ressure dependence from 0. 04 o 2-
to 0. 10 torr in the CO; cioss section at Soon A. At
this wavelength, 0. 27 eV of excess energy must be re-
moved to prevent dissociation, so more collisions- 0. 18 20 22 24 26 2.8 3.0

higher pressures-are required. PHOTON ENERGY IeV)

Figure 5 shows the variation of the C03 cross section FIG. 6. The CO; .HO photodestruction cross section. New
with the drift field E/N at 6550 A, in 0. 20 torr N, with data are given by solid squares. Old data are from Ref. 4.

1% COl The effect of increasing E/N to 40 Td is to The value of 0.12* 0. 05 x 10"m cm, at 3.5 eV is not shown.
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TABLE m. Phet destruction cross sections (10" I 02).

X (M 5309 5208 4825 4762 4680 4131 3607 3564

5(eV) 2.34 2.38 2.57 2.60 2.65 3.00 3.5

C0 <0.06 <0.12 <0.32 (0.16 <0.36 <0.06 0.45*0.06

CO, "1"HO <0.07 <0.12 <0.13 <0.17 <0,13 <0.12 <0.17

HCO; <0.017 < 0.065 <0.035 <0.031 <0 051 <0.082 <0.077

HCO; • H,O <0.013 <0.040 <0.038 <0.029 <0.034 <0.063 <0.066
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